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Abstract 

The effluent (rom a collection of diffuse hydrothennal vents was modelled to determine 
the fate of this source of flow under typical environmental conditions at seafloor spreading 
centers. A laboratory simulation was conducted to test an analytic model of dif{use plume 
rise. The results showed that diffuse plumes are likely to remain near the seafloor, with 
their maximum rise height scaled with the diameter of the source of diffuse flow. The 
entrainment of ambient seawater into these plumes is limited by the proximity to the 
seaOoor, thus slowing the rate of dilution. 

The model of diffuse plume behaviour was used to guide the design and implementation 
of a scheme for monitoring the flow from diffuse hydrothermal vents in the ocean. A 
deployment of an array at the Southern Juan de Fuca Ridge yielded measurements of a 
variety of diffuse plume properties, including total heat output. 

Two distinct sources of hydrothermal flow were detected during the field deployment. 
The larger source was 1-1 .5km north of the instrument array. and its energy output was 
450±270MW. A smaller SOUIre was located 100m east of one instrument in the array. The 
energy output of this source was 12±8MW. The rise heights of the cenlerlines of these 
plumes were 45m and 10m, respectively. 
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Section 1 

Introduction 

This thesis describes an engineering research project. I spend the majority of it 

embroiled in issues of sensiti vity and accuracy, deployment strategy and power budget. 

Despite attention to technological concerns, my overwhelming priority is to obtain a 

scientifically relevant measurement of an oceanic process. The scientific challenge in the 

worle. is found in senSing flow from deep--sea hydrothermal vents. The engineering 

challenge lies in realizing this scientific goal in the Simplest, most practical manner 

possible. 

Hydrothermal venting occurs on oceanic ridge crests due to circulation of seawater 

through hot rock below the ridge axis. Seafloor expression of this flow ranges from intense 

jets called black smokers, to diffuse flOUJ emanating from tiny cracks and fissures between 

rocks. Both types of flow are typically observed in a single hydrothermal field. 

Energy output by diffuse hydrothennal flaw has never been measured over the scale of 

a vent field. Diffuse hydrothermal flow is characterized by extensive patches of small 

temperature and velodty anomalies caused by geothermal heating of water below the 

seafloor. Patches of diffuse flow are found at virtually every oceanic ridge'"Crest spreading 
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center explored to date (RIDGE, 1988). The spatial variability in these flow patches can 

be dramatic. Videotape records from DSV Alvin show a cold desert of seafloor basalt, 

punctuated by oases of shimmering water around which are huddled a community of strange 

creatures. These patches of warmth and life may cover massive mounds and spires, as in 

the TAG field in the North Atlantic (Rona et al.), or just tiny clumps along a jumbled crack, 

such as the Oeft Segment of the Juan de Fuca ridge (Embley, et ai, 1990). 

How can we monitor these scattered oases of heat? Are they merely insignificant 

patches that we can ignore, or does the sum of their effect add up to something significant to 

the heat balance of the world ocean? Are they constant in time, or do the patches build and 

die in relation to some geologic or thermodynamic events? None of these questions can be 

answered without making initial field measurements. 

To measure diffuse hydrothermal flow, 1 needed to understand the behaviour of 

idealized flow sources. This was accomplished by modelling the large-scale effects of 

diffuse flow in a laboratory setup. The modelling is d escribed in Section 2. 

From an engineering perspective, the measurement of diffuse flow is a challenging onc. 

Not only is the target of the measurements spread out in discontinuous patches, but the 

magnitude of the temperature and velocity anomalies at these patches are potentially 

very small. The resolution of the instruments, and spatial sampling strategy must be 

carefully considered in order to successfully monitor this subtle, patchy flow. Section 3 

addresses the design and implementation of a fieJd-deployable array based on the lessons 

learned from the laboratory model. 

Section 4 shows results from a deployment of thls array at the southern Juan de Fuca 

ridge in 1990 (figure 1.1 shows a map of the location of this vent system). The quality of 

the data was sufficient to distinguish two different sources of hydrothermal flow, and 

estimate the energy output from each source. 

Conclusions and recommendations for improvement of the monitoring technique are 

presented in Section 5. 
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Figure 1.1: .... map (insel) showing the /ocalion of/he Juan de Fuca ridge with respect to Ihe COOSI oflhe 
Pacific Northwest U71ited Stales. The Juan de Fuca ridge is shown in detail, pointing out the 
principal segmenls which have been studied /0 dale. The ASJlES vent field (North) is Ihe 
sile 0/ measurements described in Appendix A of this lhesis, while Ihe Cleft Segment of t/~ 
Southern Juan de Fuca ridge WGot the location of measuremenlS presented in Section 4 of this 
lhesis. (from £ntbley, Murphy and Pox, 1990) 
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Introduction: A Physical Description 

Figure 2.1 shows a cartoon of one presently held view of a hydrothermal system 

(Cann,1987). Cold bottom water circulates in the hot crust, where it extracts heat and 

reacts chemically with the rock. This heated flujd, containing a substantial quantity of 

dissolved minerals, rises toward the seafloor through pores or fissures in the rock. Black 

smokers occur if the hot solution remains concentrated until it mixes with cold seawater in 

the water column, and subsequently precipitates sulfide particles in a vigorous buoyant 

plume. This flow often forms tall chimneys of precipitated sulfides around the vent 

orifice, deposits sediment on the seafloor downstream of the source, and is a large 

contributor to dissolved minerals in the ocean. 

Figure 2.1: A represenJazive cross-section of a hydrothermal venl [Jeld showing cool recJuuge waler 
being healed by a slwllow I7UJgma chamber 1-2 km below tlJe seaf1oor, TIll! healed warer 
absorbs minerals from Ihe rock as il rises through cracb and fissures in the rock. Some of 
the waler reaches the seafloor directly, whereas some of it reaches the seafloor through a 
tortuous pmh. possibly being diluted by seawater, or cooling from contact with surrounding 
rock. This fluid forms diffuse hydrolhermal plumes. (After CWUI, 1987) 
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Diffuse hydrothermal flow results if hot vent fluid is diluted with cold water, or is 

conductively cooled, before reaching the seafloor (Cann and Edmond, 1987; Cann, Strens 

and Rice,19S5). Beneath diffuse vent fields, sulphides are deposited in the rock structure 

rather than precipitating in the water column. Diffuse flow has been proposed as the 

primary process for deposition of commercially important metallic sulphide deposits 

(Cann, 1989). Patches of diffuse flow are much more extensive in area than arc smoker 

chimneys. For this reason, it may be that the energy flux from diffuse flow is greater 

than that from smokers in a vent field. Previous attempts to quantify heat flow from 

vents have focused. on the smokers or discrete sources. In this thesis, I address the 

problem of measuring heat flux from the diffuse vents. 

Previous Allempts at Measurement 

The total heat flux from a diffuse hydrothermal vent region ~nd its temporal 

variability have not been measured to date. little et ai., (1987) attempted to measure 

this quantity u sing a towed thermistor chain, but were only able to estimate the energy 

flux from a single black smoker plume. The integrated heat flux from diffuse vents was 

thought to be of the same order of magnitude as that from the black smokers (Little, 

19B8b). 

Baker and Massoth (1 987) conducted a survey in the water column above the Juan de 

Fuca ridge using a tow-yo vehicle. They estimated the total heat flux from all sources 

which produced plumes in the water column to be 580±351MW. Their towed survey did 

not include plumes which were very near the bottom (less than 2G-4Om). Similar work 

was done by Crane et al. (1985) using a thermistor chain streaming below a towed 

vehicle. Their heat flux estimate over the same area as Baker and Massoth was 

2,096MW, or 3O,240MW, depending on the model used in the calculation. The site of both 

the above studies was the same as that where instruments were deployed in the fie ld 

study to be discussed in this thesis. However, the previous measurements focussed on 

anomalies which were more than 30m above the seafloor. 
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On the scale of a few meters, diffuse venting appears as a distribution of tiny micro

plumes which individually look very similar to large buoyant plumes. These micro

plumes were sampled by several investigators (Converse et aI., 1984; Monfort and Schulz, 

1988). Extrapolating these measurements of a single' micro-plume, which is tcm in 

diameter, to the behaviour of an entire patch of diffuse venting 3O-50m in diameter gives 

a very questionable estimate of tolal heat output. A patch of diffuse hydrothermal flow 

is too variable for small-scale point measurements to be used for estimating total output. 

Observations of micro-plumes indicate vertical velocities of less than 1-10 cm/s above 

a small source (Converse et al.,1984), and source temperatures typically less than 20 DC 

(Hessler and Smithey,1983). Ambient current can be as great as 20 on/s (Cannon and 

Pashinski,1988). Under such conditions, the warm fluid will be convected 20m 

downstream before it rises more than 10m off the bottom. Clearly, the horizontal 

advection of diffuse venting will be crucial to interpretting any measurements. Little e t 

al. (1988) analyzed a temperature record from a diffuse vent site in the Guaymas Basin, 

and concluded that currents must be measured in order to interpret any diffuse field data. 

The Need to Understand the Fate of Diffuse Flow 

The heat from black smokers ri ses up to 300 meters into the water column, thereby 

converting heat energy into potential energy by modifying the density profile above a 

ridge axis. Evidence of such behaviour has been well documented by the NOAA VENTS 

programme (Baker and Massoth, 1987). If diffuse flow contributes as much energy to the 

ocean as do black smokers, then we must ask, where does this energy go? 

To answer this question, I have set out a large-scale model of diffuse hydrothermal 

flow in this section. If we look some distance downstream from a vent field, we can 

consider the diffuse flow as coming from an individual source rather than from thousands 

of micro-plumes. I will outline scaling parameters relevant for determining how large 

the plume will be, and how its physical properties will vary a function of di stance from 

the source. 

Figure 2.2 shows a laboratory plume simulation of a black smoker in the middle of a 

diffuse vent field (scaled to dimensions expected in the field). TIle two sources stabilized 
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to different heights in the tank, and behaved quite independently from each other. The 

diffuse plume did not rise more than a height approximately similar to the diameter of 

the source of venting (20-1oom in the field). In this thesis, I will test the hypothesis 

that energy from diffuse flow is trapped in the bottom 5O-100m layer of water, and 

instruments for monitoring the diffuse flow must therefore be located on or near the 

seafloor. 

>
I 
<'J 
w 
I 

50 

..... CURRENT FLOW 

20m 

DISTANCE (m) 

Figure 2.2 : Outline of the trajectory of a black smokr plume within a diffuse vent field. The 
horizontal currenl is flowing from rjght to left, and the plume efflllenJ is advecfed dowflStream. Discrete 
sources penetrale higher into the waler column than. do diffuse plumes, resulting in little inleraction 
between the Iwo, unless the boufllJaries of fhe ejJ1uenlS are close elWugh in vertical distance to entrain flow 
from each olher (from Appendix A). 
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The laboratory model described in this section is compared to a more romplicated (but 

no more relevant) numerical model. Conclusions from the models are used to guide a field 

measurement strategy. 
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Related Flows 

To characterize large-scalc diffuse flow, 1 consider the similarity of this problem to 

other flows. Following a discussion of previously solved problems, T will introduce an 

analytic solution to the flow from a patch of diffuse venting. 

Buoyant Plume Flow 

A buoyant plume results from a point source of heat in a still, uniform environment. 

Turner (1973) and List (1982) have reviewed this model. More complex models have been 

created (or flow from point sources in a cross-flow; in a stratified environment; and in a 

combination of the two (List, 1982). A sketch of the flow considered in those models is 

shown in figure 2.3. 

--

Figure 2.3: An ide£J,fit.ed plurru: in a stably 5tralijied flow where the rise heighJ is many times larger 
than the source diameter. The three regimes in this figure are: buo)'anl rise, where the 
enJrainmenJ velocity is a constant fraction of the vertical velocity. The Qvershoot region 
where Ihe buoyant fluid rises above the height where its density is equal 10 the surroundings. 
and Ihe downs/cam regien where ambient turbulence dilutes tlte plume, and stratification 
flattens fhe eflluenl to a layer where its density is equal 10 the surroundings. 
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Near the region of maximum rise, or the plume cap, the vertical dimension and the 

diameter of a plume become similar in scale, as shown in figure 2.3. The plume cap is 

more similar to diffuse hydrothennal flow than the region of rising flow. The diameter 

of a diffuse hydrothennal field is on the order of 3O-100m, while the rise height is the 

same order of magnitude (Appendix A: Discrete and Diffuse Heat Transfer at ASHES 

Vent Field, Axial Volcano, Juan de Fuca Ridge). Oassical models of plume flow consider 

only the rising portion of a plume. The plume cap is not considered. Thus, classical 

buoyant plume models should not be expected to predict the behaviour of diffuse vents. 

Modelling hydrothermal flow using buoyant plume theory is applicable for intense 

black-smoker plumes rather than for weak, but extensive diffuse flow. Little et aI., 

(1987) have used standard relations for a plume in a s till, stratified envirorunent to . 

interpret field measurements and calculate the source heat flux from a black smoker field . 

Buoyant Plume Flow from Multiple Sources 

A hydrothermal field consists of many individual micro-plumes with a broad range 

of source intensities. From video--tape recordings (for example,DSV Alvin,l990), a 

dilfuse hydrothermal vent field appears as patches of small micro-plumes. The spacing 

between individual sources varies widely, but a reasonable mean estimate is between I

Sm. 

Briggs (974) used observations of a collection of separate, but nearby cooling lower 

plumes in a crossflow to justify an empirical re lation for the rise height of interacting 

plumes. The relation was intended to predict behaviour ITom a group of 2 to 30 equal 

strength plumes. He observed that the plUmes would combine on a downstream scale 

which was equal to the horizontal spacing between sources. 

Based on Briggs' conclusions for cooling tower plumes, micro-plumes in a d iffuse vent 

should coalesce within a length-scale of 10m (approximately twice the spacing between 

micro-plumes). Beyond this distance, variability due to individual micro-plumes should 

be negligible. 
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Boundary Layer Flow 

If buoyant plume flow is an extreme case where hydrothermal fluid rises very far 

into the water column, then the opposite case occurs when flow stays very close to the 

seafloor. Townsend (1965 a,b) investigated the effect of a change in surface hea t or 

roughness in a boundary layer flow. He also considered the effect of a line source of heat 

or roughness (such as a fence perpendicular to wind). He assumed the boundary layer 

thickness to be greater than the thickness of the disturbed layer. This assumption is not 

applicable to hydrothennal flow. Typical thickness of the benthic boundary layer is on 

the order of 10m (Gross, et al.,1986), while the penetration thickness of diffuse flow may 

bel()"100m. 

If the boundary layer is on the order of 10m thick, then the top of a diffuse plume will 

be above the boundary layer turbulence. Thus, mixing at the plume top will be driven by 

buoyancy and ambient turbulence. At the bottom of the plume, heat transport between 

the plume and the seafloor will be governed by the turbulent boundary layer. 

The full scale benthic boundary layer incorporates turbulent eddies with dimensions 

from centimeters up to tens of meters. To model mixing processes in the laboratory, the 

smallest eddy sca1es would have to be smaller than could be generated from reasonable 

model parameters. I chose not to simulate the boundary layer in model experiments 

because of the difficulty in attaining hydrodynamic similarity between mixing scales in 

the field and in the laboratory. 

Gravity Currents 

Britter and Simpson (1 978) studied the mixing of a dense intrusion of fluid into 

horizontal boundary layer flows. The upstream velocity profile had a profound effect on 

the character of the density current downstream. In flow with no vertical velocity 

grad ient, regular internal waves were observed at the interface between the ambient 

fluid, and the underlying layer of dense water. When they introduced a boundary layer, 

the waves were no longer observed. 
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The laboratory model presented later in this section did not include any velocity 

gradient. Internal waves similar to ones observed by Britter and Simpson were observed 

for model runs where the plume rise height was very much less than the vent field 

diameter. The waves were an artifact of the model, and should not occur in the field 

because a bottom boundary layer retards the Oscillations, as Bntter and Simpson 

observed. 

Urban Heat Islands 

On land, large urban centers generate flow patterns which arc analogous to diffuse 

venting in the ocean. Stable abnospheric stratification traps heat released above cities, 

creating a lens of warm air which is advected along the ground by wind (Garstang et aI., 

1975). The spatial scales of urban heat islands (l-10km) are comparable to those of 

diffuse hydrothermal systems (20-100m), given the relative difference in viscosity, 

density and heat capacity between water and air. 

All of the generaJ solutions reviewed (Atwater, 1972, 1975, 1977; McElroy, 1973; Yu 

and Wagner, 1975; Myrup, 1969; Bomstein, 1975; Gubnan and Torrance, 1975) rely upon 

two-dimensional numerical modelling of the flow. The observational studies have each 

concentrated on particular cities or oceanic islands. Garstang et aI., (1975) reviews 

literature containing field observations of the urban and oceanic heat islands. No 

analytical approach simple enough for a first-order solution to diffuse hydrothermal 

venting has been suggested for the urban heat island. A numerical model is far too 

complicated given the lack of observations of diffuse plumes. 

I will present a simple set of relations in the next sub-section which wiU be 

instructive in understanding the flow characteristics of diffuse hydrothermal venting. 
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Scaling Laws for Diffuse Flow 

Figure 2.4 shows idealized flow from a large collection of diffuse hydrothermal 

micro-plumes in the presence of a horizontal current. The relevant variables ace noted. in 

the figure. The variables to be used in the remainder of this section are listed in table 

2.1. 

u z z 
p(Z) p, 

Figure 2.4: Parameters to be used in scaling diffll5e hydro1hermal flow. The symbols are also defined 
in table 2.1 . The assumptions in this model are thot the upstream flow (on the left) is stably 
stratified, and there is no vertical velocity shear. The plume downstream (10 lhe righl) is 
well-mixed, so Ihal properties are cons/anJ wilhin il. 
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Symbol 

o 
g 
h 
N 
T. 
To 
T. 
t 

U 
U. 
U. 
V. 
V. 
W. 
W, 
Wo 
X , 
Y 

Y 
Z 
z 

v 

P. 
Po 
P. 

De.'icription 

diameter of palCh of diffuse venting 
acceleration due to gravity (taken 10 be 10m/52) 
vertical thickness of vent plume 
Brunt-Waisllia frequency for ambient conditions 
downSb'eam temperature of plwne 
source temperature 
temperature upslream from the source, on the botlom 
time scale 
velocil}' in the x-direction. used for scaling since Uu and Ud arc close in magnitude 
velocity in the x-direclion. downslream of the vent source 
velocity in the x-direction upslream of the plume 
velocity in the y-dire<:tion • downstream 
entrainment velocity in the y-direction across the sides of the plume 
velocity in the z-direction. downstream 
entrainment velocity in the z-direction across the top of the plume 
source velocity in the z-direction from the patch of diffuse flow 
distance downstream 
coordinate axis in the down~tream direction with an origin at the vent soun:e 
plume half-width 
coordinate axis in the hOriZOlltaJ, cross-stream direction 
height from the seafloor 10 the top of the plume 
coordinate axis in the vertical, cross-stream direction with the origin al the seafloor 

thermal expansion coefflCient for seawater 

kinematic viscosity 

density of fluid downstream from diffuse venting 

density of diffuse vent source 

ambient density at the seanoor. upstream from diffuse venting 

Table 2.1: Definition of symbols used in the remainder of this section 

Using the variables shown in the table 2_1, I have created the relevant non

dimensional parameters: 

5-1_ U. ~_.=lJ[) 
D'~'C v' 
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5 is the Strouhal number, Re is the Reynolds number, Fr is related to the Froude Number, 

and W", Z"', y" are geometrical scale factors . 

G" and p" are not common dimensionless parameters. They can be intcrpretted by 

examining the momentum equation in the vertical (z) direction (2-dimensional) for a 

infinitesimal fluid element: 

2.1 

The last term in this equation is the buoyancy force acting on a fluid element. For an 

element in a linearly stratified flow, such as encountered upstream of a diffuse 

hydrothermal vent, the buoyancy tenn is: 

2.2 .J N2Z) 2 Fupstrcam = ~ Pu • PUg· Pu = i>uN Z. 

The buoyancy of the plume downstream of a vent source is: 

2.3 Fdownslream = -g(Puild)· 

The ratio of these two forces, Fdownstream and Fupstream, indicates the relative 

magnitude of the upstream stabilizing force compared with the buoyancy force in a 

plume. This ratio is written (with Z replaced by D since they are the same order of 

magnitude): 

2.4 Fdownstrcam = g(Pul'd) = c" Pd. 
Fup8lream PuN2D 

Similarly, the ratio at the source of venting is: 

2.5 Fsource _ g(PUi>o) _ c" p;, 
Fupstream PuN2D . 
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The ratios defined in 2.4 and 2.5 are similar, with 25 actuaUy being an upper bound 

on 2.4. In other words, the plume buoyancy is reduced from its maximum value at the vent 

source by entrainment of cool seawa ter into the plume. The height (Z) has been replaced 

by 0, which is the primary length scale in the problem. All other lengths are related to 

o through the dimensionless scales given above. 

If the buoyancy force associated with diffuse flow is larger than the stabilizing 

buoyancy from upstream stratification, the ratio in equation 25 will be grea ter than 

unity. A plume that will rise above the seafloor will result. For C-p~ 1, diffuse 

hydrothermal flow modelled in the lab breaks away from the boundary to fo rm a buoyant 

plume (results of this laboratory model are presented in section 25). If C-P~l, the 

plume effluent will not have sufficient buoyancy to lift above the bottom, and it should 

form a thin layer of warm flow along the seafloor. 

G-p~ = 1 in the field corresponds to (using stratification data from Massoth, 1988): 

N = .00196s-1, 

Pu=1026.8 kg/ m3, 

D = 50 m , 

1 g(pu"Po) g(pu-Po) th 
PuN2D 0.197' us 

(Pu-PoF 0.020 kg/ m3 . 

Assumimg the coefficient of thermal expansion for seawater is p = -lXlo-5 ac l , then 

Temperature anomalies on the order of O.30 e were measured by Rona at the ASHES 

vent field (Appendix A). Measurements were made approximately one meter above the 

sea floor where the diffuse now was diluted with ambient seawater. Variability in 
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source conditions, or undersampling of the vent field made source anomalies on the order 

of 0.1 -5.0 0C conceivable. 1bus, Got p;"'l is a reasonable field parameter. 

The behaviour of plumes with G"'p~l is different from traditional buoyant plumes. 

This point was made in a qualitative way during the discussion of the classical plume 

model. I will use a simple analytic model to show that diffuse plumes obey a different 

spreading law than classical plume theory would indicate. 
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A Simple Model of Diffuse Flow 

In order to model diffuse hydrothermal flow, 1 construct a system of governing 

equations (or the control·volume shown in figure 2.5. The goal of this model is to relate 

rise height, effluent density, and velocity anomaly to the source intensity and upstream 

ambient conditions. By doing so, I will have a way to predict the height to which a 

given diffuse source will rise, and the expected downstream density or temperature 

anomaly. 

U 

-U+du 

h 

z y 

~x , 
Wo 

Figure 2.5: An ele~nJal conJrol.volume!or modelling diffuse plume rise. The properties within the 
dement are assumed to be constall/. The boundaries of the eleme,lIaJ slice coiru::ide with lhe 
boundary oj tlae plume. The downstream direction is 10 the righl. 
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Row is considered inviscid, and second-order tenns are discarded in this analysis. 

The standard BOllssinesq approximJltion is used when writing the governing cqu(ltions 

(density gradients are only important in the buoyancy tenn of the momentum equations). 

Within the plume slice of figure 2.5, properties arc assumed uniform. The appropriate 

governing equations are: 

2.6 

2.7 

2.8 

Continuity: UYh + WoYdx + WeYdx +VeZdx =. (U+dU)(Y+dYXh+dh), 

X-momentum, U2yZ = (U+dU)2(Y +dY)(h+dh) 

where B is the buoyancy, a body force acting on the whole element: 

2.9 B=-gy [ Jp - (Pu - N
2 

Z) dZ]dX, 
Z-h g 

The ambient density gradient is assumed to be linear, and the there is no vertical velocity 

shear. I approximate the conservation of energy equation for the control-volume by 

considering only potential energy. This yields; 

( 
h+dh) g(p.dp)(U+dU) Z+dZ--

2
- (h+dh)(Y+dY). 

The left-hand side of 2.10 represents potential energy of flow entering the control-volume 

of figure 2.5. The right-hand side represents the energy of fluid exitting the volume. 

I will also impose the condition; 

2.11 w =U dZ_ Udh 
dx 2 dx' 
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which implies that the rise of the plume centerline is equal to the vertical velocity 

W(x). In order to simplify the governing equations, 1 assume that; 

2.12 

Applying these assumptions to equations 2.6-2.9 and simplifying them yields useful fonns 

of the governing equations: 

2.13 Continuity : fx<UhY) = YWo + YWe +hVe, 

2.14 

2.15 d ghY[N
2 oJ Y -rromentum, ~Wh Yl = - U 2g (2Z - hJ+ p 

2.16 

Replacing 2.13 into 2.16 and writing the densities in non-dimensional form leads to: 

I have used two vertical coordinates in the above equations, hand Z. If Z>h, the 

plume has separated from the seafloor. If Z=h, the bottom of the plume must be in 

contact with the seafloor. The latter case is of more interest for modelling di.ffuse 

plumes. Setting h=Z in equation 2.15, and replacing W with the definition in equation 

2.11 allows me to re-write 2.15 as a second-order ordinary differential equation for Z in 

terms of x; 

2.18 
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The density anomaly present in the forcing tenn of 2.18 is approximated from the 

energy equation (2.17). Thus, I expand 2.18 into; 

2.19 

The coefficient of damping , and the fordng function in 2.19 are complicated functions 

of Y and Z. I have solved some simple examples of this equation, and will use these 

solutions to infer the first-order plume behaviour. 

Case 1, No Source Flow and No Entrainment 

By neglecting entrainment and source velocities, the governing equation 2.19 is 

reduced to: 

.2.20 

The solution for this second-order linear differential equation is: 

2.21 Z = ACOs<ij x) + BSin(~ x) -~ Po" , 
N 

where A and B are constant coefficients determined by appropriate boundary conditions. 

The third term is equal to C-Po· as defined previously, where Po· is always a nega tive 

quantity . The corresponding solutions for Y (x) and p*'x) show these to both be constant 

given the above set of assumptions. 
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Case 2, 2-D Source Flow with Entrainment 

Considering a two-dimensional problem where only Ve is zero and Wo > WC/ the 

governing equation becomes: 

2.22 

The linearized solution for this equation is a damped sinusoid: 

2.23 ~ . ( Wo ) (N N )P"'/ 2We+2Wo ) Zo '= - N 2 Po Wo + We + Acos(U x) + Bsin(U x) -'r~- UZo x, 

which is the same as the rise height in Case 1, except for damping by the entrainment 

ratio. Thus, mixing dense ambient fluid into the diffuse plume will damp oscillations of 

the plume cap. 

If Wo«We, then the governing equation is: 

2.24 
2 2 · · 

d Z ,(!:!.e+Wo)dZ N 2gpo ( Wo ) 
dx2 +" UZo dx - U2

Z
= - U2 Wo+ We' 

The solution (or this equation is a sum of h~Jic sine and cosine (unctions, with an 

exponential damping term. The particular solution (due to the forcing term) is identical 

to that shown above for Wo»We' 

Qualitatively. the two solutions for 2-dimensional diffuse plume rise show tha t a 

vent must supply enough vertical ve10dty to kl'Cp the local mixing properties from 

diluting the effluent. Regardless of source temperature, if the vent flowrate is not great 

enough, it cannot produce a rising plume. 
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Case 3, 3-D Flow with No Source 

Finally, consider a three-dimensional flow which is well downstream of any source of 

buoyancy and flow ( Wo I PO· = 0): 

2.25 

Assuming that WeY » VeZ (a very wide plume), the equation reduces to: 

2.26 

The solution of equation 2.26 is a sum of exponentials, similar to the second solution to 

Case 2. The slowest decaying tenn in the solution is: 

2.27 z(x) - ( 
Ae 

J approximate this for small distances (x « ~~ ) as: 

2.28 

WhereC=(-2+ 

Solving for Y in terms of Z using equations 2.13·2.14 : 

2.29 

This result can also be found by setting Ve » We. lbe governing equation becomes i 
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2.30 

The solution for which is 

2.31 

Ve 
·--x 

Y o< Z = Ae UYo +Yo. 

Replacing these equations (assuming C=1) into 2. 17, and expanding the result as a 

power series gives; 

Keeping only the largest terms, this reduces to: 

2.32 • { VeW. x ] 
p .. pol·uwoYo · 

Summarizing the above linearized solutions: 

2.33 

UZo 
x« 2We 

UYo x«-
Ve 

• { VeWe x ] 
P "' Po 1· UWo Yo ' 
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3&. .( Wo ) Zo = ·N2PO Wo+We ,Yo = D. 

These linear approximations to the behaviow of a diffuse plume are valid near the 

plume source, but not within the diffuse field. The downstream distance (x) is limited to 

~~ , or approximately 5 source diameters (the spatial scale of a patch of diffuse 

venting. approximately 20-5Om), assuming the entrainment velocity is 10% of the mean 

cunenl 

Entrainment velocities (We andVe) determine the dilution rate of a plume. Large 

values of We and Ve result in rapid spreading. and dilution. These velocities are a 

function of turbulent mixing across the plume-seawater interface. An increase in upstream 

or downstream ambient turbulence will increase mixing. and thus dilution. Kennedy and 

Fordyce (974) observed this effect in cooling tower plumes from thennal power plants. 

They determined. that.downstream roughness, or h1rbulence caused by the cooling tower 

itself tended to retard the rise of a buoyant plume in cross-flow. There are no historical 

measurements on which to base an estirriate of We and Ve' The best estima te of a lower 

bound on the entrairunent is the rate of momentum loss in a turbulent boundary layer. This 

is referred to by Tennekes and lumJey (19n) as friction velocity, and is typically on the 

order of 10% of the free-stream velOCity. 

When entrainment velocities are set equal to zero, the resulting solution for plume 

rise height (Z(x») was an undamped sinusoid with a wavelength detennined by the 

buoyancy frequency (N) and the mean flow velocity (U). This solution agreed with that 

for internal waves in a Linearly stTatified environment (Turner, 1971). 

The most useful result from the preceding analysis was the determination of mean risa 

height (20). I compare this simple ana lytic result to a laboratory simulation, and a 

numerical model of diffuse flow in the next two sub-sections. 
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Laboratory Modelling 

Diffuse hydrothermal plumes were simulated in the Geophysical FJuid Dynamics 

Laboratory at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. I scaled the laboratory setup 

to simulate parameters presented in section 2.3. Principal components of the 

experimental setup were: 

• a 05 X 0.5 X 2.0 m glass tank filled with a linearly stratified salt solution, 
• an inverted glass funnel covered with mesh and filled with glass beads 

through which dyed brine was pumped to simulate hydrothermal effluent, 
• a tow carriage which moved the funnel along the surface of the waler at a 

constant velocity, 
• studio lights and an automatic camera to photgraph the trajectory of the 

dyed plume. 

I chose to make plumes upside-down. The model-hydrothermal fluid was a salt 

solution that was denser than the surface-water in the tank.. A pump forced the dense 

water through the inverted glass funnel, and down into the tank. It sank until it reached 

a depth where the density of the tank water was greater than the hydrothermal 

solution. This upside-down configuration was simple to build, and the dynamics were 

identical to a buoyant, rising plume. 

This model did not reproduce any velocity shear, or a boundary layer. In the field, a 

boundary layer only jnfluences the bottom of the plume, since the boundary layer 

thickness is on the order of 10m, while the plumes of interest are approximately 2a-SOm 

thick. nus uniform flow model was intended to simulate the Simplest properties of 

diffuse plumes. The complication of attempting to model the benthic boundary layer 

would have been excessive in my first-()rder model. 

Figurc 2.6 shows onc experimental run. The bottom hal~ of the photograph is a side

view of the plume, while the top is an overhead view. A mirror was suspended above 

the tank at a 450 angle to allow photographing of both views. Green and blue dyes show 

the trajectory of a black smoker centered in a model diffuse field. The carriage was 

moving to the left in the photo. A conductivity probe is secn in the foreground of the 

frame. This instrument was used in some runs to measure the density gradient in the tank. 
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Figure 2.6: A typical laboratory run showing the test tank. In the foreground is the conductivity 
pro filer . Its sensor tip is at the bottom of the vertical rod visible in the tank. The bottom 
of the photo shows the side view of the tank. Two dyed plumes are bring injected through a 
flow diffuser moving along a track above the tank. The top half of the photo is a top view 
of the tank as seen from a large mirror mounted at a 45° angle. The original photos similar 
to this were projected onto a slide screen to measure the plume penetration into the tank. 

Details of the laboratory model were chosen based on the scale parameters from 

section 2.3. I will describe model and field parameters, and the relevance of the 

laboratory simulation. 
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Scaling of Model Parameters 

In order to satisfy geometric: and dynamic similarity between the model and the 

diffuse vents, I use the scale parameters presented in section 2.3 as guidelines. Ideally, it 

would be neccessary to meet the conclitions: 

2.34 PO -- - -- s-L - - -~1 (Puilo1 (U'1 rr'1 Pu leld - Pu odel - D lcld - D ode! 

Symbols are defined in table 2.1. Unfortunately, it is rarely possible to meet all scale 

parameters in a model study. It is very fortunate that we are not restricted to "the letter 

of the laws", but must abide only by their intent. I will describe how well each of the 

above conditions were met in the laboratory model. 

The source model was gem in diameter. U the diameter of a diffuse patch is taken as 

SOm, this corresponds to a geometric scale ratio of 1:550. The carriage velocity was set at 

1.7Scm /s. In the field, the ratio of vertical velocity to horizontal current was 0.1-1 (U=5-

15cm/s from Cannon, 1990, Wo",]-lDcm/s from Converse eta)., ]984; Monfort and Schulz, 

] 988). For geometric similarity of plume velodty, the model velocity was set to 0.175-

1.75crn/s. 

Details of the flow diffuser were intended to approximate micro~plumes in the field . 

An in verted funnel was filled with glass beads which were on the order of O.Smm in 

diameter. A fine mesh was stretched and cemented over the funnel to hold the glass 

beads in place. Reynolds number based on the bead size and source velocity in the model 

was on the order of unity. The full scale size equivalent to the beads would be O.3m . 
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Full-scale Reynolds number based on 2cm/s velocity from a micro-plume and O.3m spatial 

scale is on the order of 400. Both these indicate laminar flow from the full-scale and 

model micro-plumes. 

Reynolds number of the model flow based on diffuse field diameter and carriage 

speed was 1400, which was observed to be turbulent. The Reynolds number of the full

scale flow is approximately 2,500,000 based on overall diameter (D=5Om, U=5on/s, 

v=1X10.6 m 2/s). As in many model simulations, exact Reynolds' nwnber equality was not 

possible at reasonable velocities between two flows of vastly different scales. Since both 

model and real flows were turbulent, viscous effects were negligible in both. Reynolds' 

number similarity was thereby sufficient for this model. 

The inverse Strouhal number can be thought of as twice the number of vent diameters 

that the plumc is spread over by onc tidal cyde. For hydrothermal flow, this is from 10 

to 40 field diameters (U=5an/s, D=5Om, t:12 hours). In a tank 200cm long, with a SOllrce 

90n in diameter, inverse Strouhal numbers up to 44 are possible. With such long 

excursions, the flow appears steady over most of the tidal cycle. 

The buoyancy frequency (N) above vents on the Southern Juan de Fuca ridge has been 

measured to be 0.00196 s-1 (Massoth, 1988). Buoyancy frequency for all of the tank 

experiments was 0.48s-1. TIUs stratification produced 5-4(km plume penetration into the 

tank for reasonable salt concentrations in the diffuse source fluid. F(2 in the tank was 

thus 2.46 (N=O.48s-1, U=1.75cm/s, D=9cm). In the field, the parameter is 1 to 3 

(N=O.OO196s-1, U=5cm/s, D=5Om). Thus, similarity was achieved in Froude number. 

The ratio of source density anomaly to ambient density in the field is estimated to be 

0.00002 ( ~ ... ~(To-Tu), T u=:z<>C, To=4oC, ~=-lXl0-S OC-1). At the salt concentrations used 

in the model (400-25gm salt per 101 water), the density anomaly relative to fresh water 

was 0.032-0.0009. For both model and field values, the density anomalies were much less 

than unity. Thus, the Boussit1esq approximation presented. in the preceding chapter is 

valid in the model and in the field. 

The final important parameter in the lab model was G~. In the field, Go- is on the 

order of 50,(}()() (N=.OOl96s-1, g=lOm/s2, D=5Orn). In the model, this parameter was only 
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480 (N=.48s-1, g:::lOm/s2, 0=.9cm). However, in section 2.3 this parameter was always 

discussed with ~. The product Go. ~ represents a ratio of source buoyancy to ambient 

stratification. Comparing the product of C· and ~ for the model and the field plumes 

shows them both to be identical, C"Pb =1-10. Thus, the buoyancy forces driving plume 

convection were similar in the fie1d and the mode1. 

The intent of scaling was to ensure that the important forces are dominant in the 

model, just as they are in the field . The forces were appropriately scaled in the 

laboratory model, based on the preceding discussion. Thus, the laboratory model 

reproduces the effects of buoyancy forces (C·Aj:), while neglecting viscosity CRe) on the 

vent-field scale, flow acceleration (5-1), internal waves (Fr-2), and compressibility (Po). 

Experimental Procedure 

Each simulation was set-up by filling two 45-gal1on supply tanks with equal volumes 

of tap water the night before a run. 3.2kg of salt was added to one supply tank, and it 

was stirred using a ~;ubmersible pump for 15-30 minutes. The two supply tanks were 

covered to prevent evaporation, and left overnight to come to temperature equilibruim 

with the room. The test tank was then filled by pumping water from the ,fresh supply 

tank through a diffuser on the bottom oC the test tank. As the level in the fresh supply 

tank dropped, a valve connecting the salty supply tank to the fresh tank was opened, and 

salty water was drawn into the fresh supply tank where it was mixed. The salinity in 

the fresh supply tank thus s tarted out very small, and gradually increased as the level in 

both supply tanks dropped. This method of filling (the "Oster method") produced very 

reliable linear density gradients in the test tank. 

The test tank had to be filled from the bottom very slowly to avoid destroying the 

stable stTatification. After the test tank was completely filled, a procedure which took 

several hOUTS, it was left for three hours to settle. 

A bucket of water was taken fTom Ole fresh supply tank before the filling procedure 

for the test tank began. Hydrothennal solution was made by mixing salt (400-25g, 

depending on the desired density anomaly) into 10 Iitres of water. 5 ml of liqUid food 
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colouring was added to this vent solution to make photos of the plume possible. A 

submersible pump was placed in the bucket and connected to the vent field diffuser via a 

large Tygon hose. A valve in the line kept the diffuser from siphoning water out of the 

test tank, into the hydrothermal solution, and onto the floor of the lab. 

While the test tank was filling and settling, samples of the surface water, bottom 

water and hydrothermal source water were taken from the fresh supply tank and the 

bucket, respectively. The density of these samples was measured using a digital 

densitometer. 

In some ruos, a micro-conductivity probe was used. as shown in figure 2.6. The probe 

was calibrated before each experiment by plunging it into beakers from which were 

drawn the densitometer samples. The probe was attached to a computer-controlled 

profiling device, and a C-program directed it to make repeated vertical profiles before, 

during, and after each experiment. · The measurement:; were logged directly to a personal 

computer. A 12-bit analog-digital converter (A/D) digitized voltage output from the 

conductivity probe, as well as providing a signal to drive the profiling stepper motor, 

Each 12-inch profile took 90 seconds to complete (or 100 sample points. The profile time 

limited the number of profiles possible for each run to one before, during and after the 

carriage traversed. the tank. Figure 2.7 shows conductivity profiles from one experiment. 

Photographs were taken during the experiments to show the rise height and 

character of the plumes. A 35mm camera (Canon 170) was set-up on a tripod at the same 

height as the plume source, A zoom lens (80-135mm zoom) was used to pennit variable 

resolution of the plume. Four studio lights were placed directly behind the tank so that 

they shone through a screen of white paper into the tank. This backlit arrangement 

provided the best pictures of the experiment. In later runs, a mirror was placed above the 

tank to provide a plan view of the plume as well as side views. In this way, both the 

horizontal spreading and the vertical penetration of the plume was observed. 
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Figure 2.7: Conductivity profilesfrom an experimenl TIm on j(JJ1uary 31189. Tires#! profiles were 
measured by Ihe probe seen in figure 2.6. The three profi~s sllown; before. during and after 
lhe model rUIi . The two cUn'l!S on the righl were offset to the right by adding a constant to 
each. TIlL curves actually lie 011 lop of O~ tvWlher. 1'M density spiu in the middle profile 
represenrs the plumes shown in figure 1.6. The profik made several minutes after the run 
shows two .fluup peaks al depths of 2 and 4 inches. These were the depths to which the 
plumes pcnelraled in this particular run. 

Photograph negatives (for black and white) or slides (colour) were projected. on a 

screen, and plume penetration was measured as the distance between the bottom of the 

diffuser funnel and the top of the dyed plume (figure 2.6). This was nonnalized by the 

measured diameter of the funnel diameter in the projection to account for differences in 

magnification. 
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Run 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9A 

9B 

lOA 

l OB 

llA 

11B 

12A 

12B 

13A 

J3B 

Results of Laboratory Model 

Results of the model runs are summarized in Table 2.2. 

U IN Iwo Ipu Ipo IZ/D Iwo' IF; Ic·Pu" 

1.76 cm/s 0.5 5.1 O.33cm/s 1.0 t 1.032 t 3.3 0.19 L.56 

176 

1.76 

1.76 

176 

176 

l J6 

I J6 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

1.96 

05 0.33 1.0 1.016 3.0 0.19 L.56 

05 0.33 1.0 UXl7 25 0.19 L.56 

05 0.33 1.0 1.0035 15 0.19 L.56 

05 0.33 1.0 1.0018 0.48 0.19 256 

05 0.33 1.0 1.0028 057 0.19 L.56 

05 0.33 W 1.0034 15 0.19 256 

05 0.33 1.0 1.(1044 2.2 0.19 L.56 

0.49 008 0.9975 1.0009 0.40 0.35 2.25 

0.49 41 8.0 0.9975 1.0042 SOt 210 0.063 

053 0.65 0._ 1.0009 1.0 0.33 2.43 

053 345.0 0._ 1.0042 J30t 175 0.068 

OSO 065 0._ WOO4 1.3 0.33 2.00 

OSO 46 0._ 1.0043 70t 24 0.064 

0.37 065 0.99BO 1.0009 051 0.33 1.70 

0.37 46 0.99BO 1.0052 40t 23 0.047 

0.35 065 0.9975 1.{JOO12 056 0.33 1.61 

0.35 46 0.9975 1.0048 35t 23 0.045 
t RISe height for black smokers non-dunenslonalized against discrete source dIameter. 

:\: Dcnsitieli are given in tenns of specific gravity 

Table 2.2: Summary of data from laboratory modelling of diffuse plumes 

142 

7.1 

3.1 

1.6 

0.8 

1.2 

15 

2.0 

1.6 

110 

1.0 

84 

0.85 

93 

2.4 

210 

2.4 

240 

I used the maximum salt concentration (400gm salt/lO I water for the hydrothermal 

solution) in the first run, and reduced the concentration to a minimum value (25gm saJtI10l 

water) in incremental steps. Transition to non-buoyant flow was observed at 4D-SOgm/ 

101 . After the transition point was determined by plotting rise height (2) versus C"Po" 

(figure 2.8), runs near transition were repeated . 
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Figure 2.8: Plume rist! freight versus source ;nunsity par~ter from laborarory model daM. Tile data 
poilllS represenl: . rutlS 1-8, xrun.s 9A-lllt , + ru/'lS }2,13. The upper line isfrom Turner 
(1973. eq" 6.4.6, p198), fe-written as equQlion 2J5, while the lower line is /rom eqUdlion 
2 .36. 

The source was modified to include a secondary fluid injected from a small diameter 

pipe at a different density and vclodty (rom the diffuse flow. The secondary source 

simulated a black smoker p resent in the center of a dilfuse field. In table 2..2, runs 98, 

lOB, 118, 12B, and 13B denote these black smoker plumes. Runs 9A-13A were the diffuse 

plumes which were measured. in the same ruos. Data from 96-138 arc not plo tted in 

(;gure 2.8. 
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Discussion of Lab Results 

The width of the plume did not change in the experiments. Based on the width 

relation in 2.33, this was not surprising. The plume spreading was primarily dependant 

upon the horizontal entrairunent velocity (Ve). Runs were made at e ffectively the same 

carriage speed, which is the prindpal factor determining the turbulence levels in the 

plume (based on the scaling arguments p resented in this section). Ve is essentially a 

simplistic view of turbulent mixing. Since mixing was constant through the laboratory 

experiments, the horizontal spreading of the plume was also constant. 

Turbulence levels in the laboratory were not intended to model the field, so there ,was 

no benefit in measuring the plume spreading in the laboratory. Ve in the field is 

dependent on more factolS than were simuJated in this simplistic laboratory model. 

Modelling these phenomena could be a subject for future work. 

The model provided a basis for evaluating plume rise versus diffuse plume source 

intensity. In Turner (1973, eqn 6.4.6, p198), the maximum rise height of a classic buoyant 

plume is given as: 

where F is: 

replacing for the maximum rise height: 

2.35 
z . 1/ 4 1/ 2 

ma x_SO{G·W·) F-o - . 0 PO' r 

Turner notes that the coefficient must be found by direct experiment. 1 have plotted 

this equation over my laboratory measurements of plume rise in figure 2.8. 
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In the regime where G"Po" is less than unity, the above functional form does not 

match model data. A better fit to these points is made with a linear function of C·Po·, 

rather than (C·Po ")1/4. The model I presented in equation 2.33 showed the diffuse plume 

rise height would be: 

2.36 .3&. .( WO) ..( Wo ) Zo = - N2 Po Wo + We :;;< 2G Po Wo + We ' 

Thls function is also plotted in figure 2.8. The entrainment ve10dty (We) was not 

known, so the velocity ratio above was considered as a constant coefficient. In the figure, 

the best (it was acl'leived if the ratio was assumed to be 0.5 (or Wc=Wo). The fit is better 

than the classic model in the regime where C· Po· <1. 

The slope of plume penetration (Z) versus plume intensity (C·Po·) is steeper for weak 

plumes than for intense buoyant plumes. A weak plume does not require much buoyancy to 

rise to a height approximately equal to its diameter. Intuitively, this implies that 

entrainment is limited by the presence of the bottom. If the plume continues to risc, 

dilution increases due to ambient seawater entrained from below the plume as well as 

above. If a vent is to penetrate high into the water column, the buoyancy flux must be 

sufficient to overwhelm this greater entrainment. 

The simple model summarized in 2.33 does a better job of predicting the behaviour of 

weak plumes than classic buoyant plume theory. How will it compare to a standard 

numerical model of plume behaviour? 
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Numerical Modelling 

Muellenhoff et al. (985) have developed a numerical model (UMERGE) for 

simulating sewage discharge into a stratified reservoir. The model has been compared 

extensively to laboratory and field data (Frick et al., 1990). I have used this model to 

simulate the laboratory plumes described in the previous sub-section, and to interpret 

field measurements obtained by Rona (Appendix A). 

UMERGE is a two-dimensional model which calculates the behaviour of buoyant 

plumes in a stably stratified environment. The output parameters from the model arc 

centerline rise height, plume radius, dilution ratio, vertical velocity (W), horizontal 

velocity (U), downstream coordinate (x), centerline temperature m, density difference 

(p'l"), and time from start (t). 

UMERGE solves Lagrangian fonns of the conservation equations of mass, momentum, 

energy and pollutant concentration. Temperature is treated in the same way as non· 

reacting pollutants. The Boussinesq approximations are invoked, implying that the 

density variations are small relative to the average density and thus are retained only in 

buoyancy terms, not in inertia terms of the momentum equations. 

The model assumes inviscid flow. Dilution is the result of entrainment in accordance 

with the Taylor hypothesis (entrainment velocity is a constant fraction of the velodty 

shear) plus entrainment due to mean flow impinging upon the windward side of the plume 

(Frick, 1984). 

UMERGE was intended for flows where the maximum rise height is larger than the 

plume diameter, and the source vertical velocity is greater than the horizontal current 

speed. These are the same limitations as all plume models based on the work of Morton, 

Taylor and Turner (1956). Neither of these conditions are satisfied by diffuse 

hydrothermal now. 

Despite its limitations, UMERGE is useful as a standard because it has been 

extensively compared against other numerical models, and field measurements by the 

EPA (Muellenhoff et ai., 1985). The EPA has published a software set which allows the 
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user to run a variety of different numerical plume models using a single input fonnat 

(Frick, ]990; MueJlenhoff et al., 1985). 1 input diffuse plume data to several of the other 

models (all of which are reviewed by Muellenhoff et aI., ]985 ), and no significant 

differences were found. Therefore, I chose to compare UMERGE to the laboratory 

measurements and to the first-order analytic solution, 

Frick wrote an interactive window environment to create the input for UMERGE 

(Frick, 1990). This environment greatly simplified my task of simulating numerous 

different diffuse flow cases. The neccessary inputs are: 

• ambient density gradient, 
• mean current profile, 
• source diameter, 
• source temperature, 
• source salinity, 
• ambient salinity, 
• source vertical velOCity. 

In addition to the above data~ the model needs to be given a limit on the distance 

downstream to carry the calculation. This is specified in terms of the number of 

oscillations of the p lume centerline around the equilibrium height. 

The output from UMERGE was in the form of an ASCII file of data. I loaded it into 

MATLAB for analysis and plotting. Figure 2.] 1 shows a plume centerline trajectory 

created using MATLABto manipulate data from UMERGE. I added the laboratory plume 

profile by exporting the MA TLAB graph to ADOBE lIIustrator 3.0 and tracing the plume 

from a photograph. 

UMERGE can estimate conditions under which nearby plume sources merge (intended 

to simulate many sewage outle ts along the length of a single pipe). UMERGE was run to 

simulate many small micro·plume sources having the same total buoyancy Dux as a single 

source. The results showed no significant difference in rise height or dilution when 

compared with runs for a single source. UMERGE was used to directly simulate the scale

model plumes created in the laboratory. The difference between numerical simulation 
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and the observed model plumes indicated the effectiveness of UMERGE in simulating 

diffuse hydrothermal flow. 

Simulation of Laboratory Flows 

The conditions for each of the diffuse plumes made in the laboratory (table 2.2) were 

input to UMERGE. Figure 2.9 shows laboratory measurements of plume rise height. 

Plume centerline heights calculated by UMERGE are superimposed on the figure, 

UMERGE assumes that a plume retains a circular cross-section as it is advected 

downstream. In unstra tified flow, this is a valid simplification. In stratified flow, 

plumes tend to collapse in the vertical dimension, and spread horizontally. Thus, the 

vertical spreading predicted by UMERGE does not resemble the behaviour of a plume in 

stratified flow, but the plume centerline calculation is still valid. Frick (1990) has 

implemented a technique for modelling this evolution of the plume, but it has not been 

incorporated in UMERCE. Calculated centerline height is more relevant to the 

laboratory measurements of maximum plume rise. 

Figure 2.10 shows the difference between measured rise heights, and centerline 

heights calculated by UMERGE. For plumes where G--po" was greater than unity, the 

actual plume thickness was small compared to the rise height. The offset introduced by 

comparing measured plu me top with calcu lated centerline height was insignificant. The 

measured and calculated rise heights were essentially identical. 

For less intense plumes, the differences were much larger. UMERGE calcula ted 

centerline heights which were twice the laboratorymeasurements of maximum rise. 

Add ing plume thickness to the calculated centerline makes the difference between the 

numerical model and the observations even worse. The analytic model (equation 2.33) is 

also compared to observations in figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.9 : Rise heighl[rom laboralory simulations tmdfrom UMERGE model. This pial is 

ideltlical to figure 2.8. except thal the results from the numerical simulation are aLso shown. 
TM x symbol represellls Inboratory dala, while the + symbol shows Ille numerical 
simulation resubs. The curves shown are lite same as in figure 2.8 
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Figure 2.10 : Difference between rise height measured during each laborl1lory simulalion and thai 

calcula1edfor each run/rom three models: UMERGE (x). the analytic model of equation 236 
(*). and lite classical buoyaltl plume reliaion from eqllalion 235 (+). 
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Comparison between UMERGE and the Analytic Solution 

Both UMERGE and the analytic model (equation 2.33) were used to simulate the 

laboralory plumes summarized in table 2.2. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 showed results from both 

model efforts. For plumes with C·po ~ 1, UMERCE did an excellent job of pn.:xlicting 

plume rise, while the classic analytic model (after Morton ct al.,1956) was also very close 

to the achJal observations. Both models have been evaluated elsewhere for such plumes 

(Muellenhoff et ai, 1985). For plumes with C·po·<l, UMERGE was no better than the 

analytic model (equation 2.33). 

2 

o 
o 

Analytic Model (Eqn. 2.23) --- -------- -

2 

Figure 2.11 : TrajeclOf''j 0/ a laboratory plume predicted by UMERGE and by linear theory (equation 

2.23)compored with the outline traced from a photograph during tile laboratory simulation, 

Figure 2.1 1 shows the simulations of laboratorymodel run #11A. The analytic model 

came (rom equation 2.23 . Both models predicted similar internal waves on the top 

surface of the plume . The oscillations are damped by entrainment in both models. TIle 

laboratorysimulation did not clearly show waves to be present on the top of the plume. 

By examining equation 2.22, it appears that an entrainment velocity (We) equal to or 

grea ter than the source velocity (W 0) would effectively dampen the oscillations. 

Neither the UMERGE model or the analytic model do a good job of predicting the 

plume behaviour near the source. They both successfully predict the maximum rise 

height. The analytic model is Simplest to implement, and gives the ability to make 

"back-of-the-envelope" estimates of plume behaviour. 
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Conclusion: A Qualitative View of Diffuse Plumes 

The analytic model formulated in this section suggests an heuristic explanation for the 

difference in behaviour of diffuse plumes versus "classic" buoyant plumes. A diffuse plume 

which does not ri se of( the seafloor entrains water from the side and from above. A rising 

plume will entrain water {rom the sides, above and from below. In a linear density 

gradient, the water below a plume is denser than that above. A diffuse plume therefore 

entrains a smaller proportion of dense seawater than would a similar plume free (rom the 

seafloor. This makes the diffuse plume behave differently to changes in buoyancy than 

does the classic buoyant plume. 

My goal in modelling has been to guide the design of an instrument suite for field 

measurements of diffuse hydrothermal flow. The analytic model presented in this section 

showed several key features which are important for designing a method to monitor 

diffuse hydrothermal flow. These prindpal insights are that: 

• diffuse hydrothermal flow should merge into a single plume within a 
downstream distance scaJed with the spacing between mkro-plume sources, 

• it should be advected along the scanoor for long distances, given typical source 
intensities, stratifica tion, and horizontal current, and 

• the rate"of entrainment of ambient seawa ter into a plume detennines its 
horizontal spread ing and vertical thickening. 

The next section will address the problem of design and implementation of a vent field 

monitor for diffuse hydrothermal flow" 
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Introduction: Measurement Strategy 

A suitable instrument array to monitor diffuse hydrothennal flow should be: 

• simple to deploy and recover, 
• capable of extended deployments, 
• sufficiently reliable and rugged for use at a variety of vent sites . 

The most direct technique to monitor diffuse hydrothermal venting involves placing 

flow sensors at the exit of one or more micro-plume orifices. To calculate the integrated 

heat flow, I would need to know something about the distribution of similar micro-plumes 

throughout the area of venting. The source distribution becomes critical. Only by repeated 

surveys similar to that described in Appendix A, could we observe the total output using a 

single sensor within the vent field. Such revisits to a site at a short enough time interval 

are not practical, except by autonomous vehicles. 

Rather than extrapolating the details of near-field diffuse flow, I prefer to use the 

conclusions {Tom the previous section, and determine a method of constraining large-scale 

(50-100m scales) plume models. My approach requires measuring flow parameters far 

enough from the source of venting for local inhomogeneities to have been smoothed out by 

mixing, yet near enough that a delectable plume signature remains. 

There are two possible approaches to making a monitor for large-scale measurement of 

diffuse flow: 
• develop a remote sensing technique which can make a three-dimensional map of 

velOCity and temperature near a source of hydrothermal flow, 
• deploy an array of simple point sensors in a configuration that allows the 

important aspects of the flow to be observed. 

The first approach would involve a small-scale acoustic tomography array. I decided 

that this technique required more development than seemed appropriate for the problem. 

The second approach requires an array of current and temperature sensors. This was the 

technique which I ultimately used. 

In this section, I will discu ss the theoretical and practical limitations of each of the 

approaches. A detailed discussion of the performance of the instruments used in my field 

d eployment will be included in this section. 
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A Vent Field Acoustic Tomography Array 

The optimum monitor (or diffuse flow would continuously measure the output of vents 

over a large section of seafloor ( - 500m diameter patch), and show the change in output 

(rom different segments of the measurement field. Acoustic tomography may provide a 

means to realize this goal. I will sketch its potential to moni lor diffuse heat flux, and 

point Qut some major difficulties which made it impractical to implement in this research 

project. 

Acoustic tomography is a technique where a field variable (such as temperature or 

sound-Speed) is reconstructed from measurements of path integrals through the 

reconstruction field . The measurement gives infonnation about some mean property along 

individual ray-paths. The process of inverting data from a collection ray-paths enables a 

space-dependent property to be mapped . 

Performance Requirements 

A useful tomography array should: 

• resolve anomalies in temperature and velocity larger than to-30m in diameter, 

• detect horizontal velocity anoma lies of .Scm/s, 

• observe temperature fluctuations of O.OO5°C, and 

• monitor a l 00-200m diameter hydrothermal field. 

In addition to these specifications, a tomography monitor for vents must endure 

d eployments of 1 month to 2 years in duration. It must contain sufficient battery and data 

storage capacity for the entire mission. 

Little (1988) and Rona and Trivett (Append ix A) demonstrated that ho rizontal curre nt 

must be measured when observing di ffuse flow. This is true for a tomography array as well 

as faT point sensors. Mapping out velOCity, a vector quantity, has some theoretical 

problems that are not encountered in tomographic inversion of a scalar field (such as 

temperature). I will consider the development of an acoustic array to measure flow 

velocity and temperature over 1{X)-200m scales. 
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Theoretical Development 

Tomographic inversion of acoustic travel-time measurements for temperature 

estimation has proven successful over large-scales in the ocean (Ocean Tomography 

Group,1982; Munk and Wunsch, 1979). A usefu1 hydrothermal heat-flux monitor must map 

flow velocity as well as temperature. 

Flow velocity is measured acoustically by transmitting sound in reciprocal directions 

along an acoustic path. The technique is described in Appendix B for smaU-scales. On the 

scale of l 00-200m, the reciprocal travel-time technique is the same for measuring the 

integrated velocity. 

Velocity is a vector quantity. Norton (988) and Johnson et at, (1979) have 

investigated the problems inherent in attempting a tomographic inversion of a vector field. 

Johnson e t aI . presented examples of "invisible flow" from two-dimensional sowces or 

sinks. Norton (1988) proved that information from line integrals alone (such as the travel

time along an acoustic ray) is not sufficient to reconstruct the irrotational component of flow, 

but it can uniquely determine the rotational component for 2-dimensional flow. The simple 

, irrotational velocity field in figure 3.1 ca nnot be detected by a tomography array. 

2-D Row Sowa! 

Figure 3,] : An invisible velocity field: The velocily field, a hl'o·dimensional source is u nlered so 
lhal an acoustic palh passes Ilwugll ils cenler . Tile veiocil'l produced bYlilis source is indicaud by 
arrows. The acollstic path represel1ls ON! VI an (Ubi/rary fISInWer of pathf to ~ used in a /omograplUc 
inversion of the \·e/ocity 
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Consider the acoustic path which crosses through the eye of a flow source (figure 3.1). 

On one side of the source, the travel time will be reduced because the sound propagation is 

in the same direction as the radial flow from the source. On the opposite side, the travel 

time will be increased because the sound must go upstream. Since we must take the 

difference between travel times measured going in two directions to estimate velocity, it 

becomes dear that the symmetric effect of a source will cancel ou t, giving no net contribu tion 

to the travel time difference. This result can be generalized to paths which do not intersect 

the center of a flow source. The net effect of a source will cancel out over the entire region 

shown in figure 3.1 . 

The inability of a tomography array to reconstruct a two-dimensional source is 

important in a hydrothermal field. Entrainment into a buoyant plume appears as a two

dimensional sink when looking at a thin slice through the cross-section of a plume (figure 

3.2). An acoustic tomography array will not detect the velocity field caused by a plume. 

Vertical Vdodty (W) 

Entrainment Ve:Iodty 

Figure 3.2: A plu~ appears as a v~rlicalline sink due to enlrainment of ambil!11t fluid inlo the plume. At 
every eiel.!Otion, a slice such as thaI shown resembles a tWQ-dimensional sink.. making observation of 
entrained velocity inlo a plume using acQustic tomography ambiglWus. 

If I assume that the diffuse hydrothennal flow to be reconstructed is predominantly 

two-dimensional due to its proximi ty to the seafloor, the measurement of velocity becomes 

possible. Norton has shown that both the path integrals of travel-time and the velocity 

across a bounding surface around the reconstruction area must be measured in order to solve 
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for the complete two-dimensional flow (irrot"ational and rota tional). In theory, we could 

map everything except flow sources and sinks. 

The irrotationa l flow in a hydrothermal fie ld includes the depth-averaged mean 

velocity, and steady flow from the hydrothermal sources. The rotational part of the fl ow 

field includes the boundary layer shear, mixing eddies created by the plume, and large

scale vorticity due to coriolis force. The rotational flow (for two-dimensional geometries) 

can be reconstructed knowing only the travel times through the volume. Norton's result 

shows that the irrotational flow can be reconstructed by knowing only the velocity across a 

boundary enclOSing the volume of interest. Thus, mapping irrotational flow need not 

involve a tomography array, si nce a collection of individual velocity sensors around a 

control-surface are all that are required. 

1 have not mentioned mapping of temperature anomalies in the above discussion. The 

inversion of a temperature field does not involve any new theoretical challenges. Munk 

and Wunsch (1979) showed the practicality of this technique over large scales. The theory 

of small-scale tomographic inversion is simpler than for large-scales in the ocean because 

the acoustic paths can be assumed to be nearly straight. Over large scales, refraction 

produces multiple sound paths between a source and receiver, and these must be identified 

before an inversion can commence (Ocean Tomography Group, 1982). 

The decision to pursue development of an acoustic tomography monitor for vents must be 

based on an assessment of the value of knowing the rotaLional component of flow, as well as 

the need to map out the temperature field. The irrotational flow can be obtained from 

traditional veloci ty measurements alone. 

Practical Considerations 

The first-order decision to be made in eva luation of a vent-field acoustic tomography 

array is how many source/receiver pairs to use. The maximum number of direct paths (Np) 

for a given number of transducers (N) in an array is: 
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3.1 N 
N(N-l ) 

p = 2 

where transducers both transmit and receive signals. r assumed in the above expression 

that every transducer communicates with every other transducer in the array. The average 

resolution of an inversion is proportional to the volume (or area in a two-dimensional 

array) of the reconstructed field. divided by the number of paths. The worst resolution 

will be proportional to spadng between transducers (figure 3.3). To build a two

dimensional array that has better than 30m resolution everywhere in a 100m diameter vent 

field would require 10 transducers around the perimeter of the field. The same resolution 

ovcr a 200m diameter would require 20 transducers. Mean resolution in both these examples 

would be 13m. 

The goal of measuring velocity over the vent field demands that we make differential 

travel-time measurements to an accuracy of 400ns to get O.ScmI s accuracy through 30m 

patches. If we design the array having instruments run on independent clocks, 

synchronization and drift of the multiple time bases would be a daunting problem. A 

configuration where 20 transducer nodes are strung together on a cable carrying a common 

time-base could be one solution. This string could be deployed in a loop around the 

ventfield. Timing errors would then depend on the stability of a single clock. 

~~ ... -.. .. . ,[.: -'"-
. : 

. -

Figure 3.3 : ResolutiOll of a hypotlletical fomography array showing eighJ transdllcers. The shaded 
fines represelll acoustic palhs in the tomography array. Each transducer would transmit and 
receive from every olher Iramducer. The circles indicate Ihe approxi~te resolutjon aJ Ihree 
locations in Ihe array. This resolutiotl is not a const(llJl ()Ver the field. but depends on Ihe 
concentraJion of acOU.flic I'aths. 
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Positioning the transducers may be a major challenge during the deployment of an 

acoustic array. Each hydrophone must be at least 20m above the seafloor in order to avoid 

shadow zones due to upward refraction, and blockage from topography. The motion of the 

transducers must be analyzed to see how badly it will reduce the accuracy of travel-time 

measurements. 

Another problem may be deciding where and how to store data. Should each 

transducer separately record when a transmission was received, and when it sent responses? 

This sort of data would require post-processing to work out the path integrals for the 

tomographic inversion. An alternative would be to transmit a coded signal with the 

transmission time induded as part of the information. This could be received and decoded 

in a central location for storage. 

There are many more challenges to be overcome in the design of a tomography array for 

hydrothermal vent fields, but the ones listed above are the most basic. Development of a 

system to make this measurement is a significant engineering task. I chose to find a 

measurement technique which would be simple, deployable, and would use existing 

hardware whenever possible. A simple array of point sensors which was deployed to 

monitor the irrotational flow will be presented in the next section. 
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An Array of Temperature and Velocity Sensors 

The analytic model presented in section 2.4 showed relations between plume rise 

height. downstream density anomaly, and source conditions under known ambient 

conditions. By measuring the inflow and outflow current and temperature over a diffuse 

vent fie1d, the parameters (ambient current, upstream stratification, downstream 

temperature anomaly, and plume rise height) due to hydrothermal activity between 

measurement stations can be estimated. In figure 3.4, I show an ''upstream'' and 

"downstream" array of sensors. The upstream sensors will monitor the ambient 

stratification, temperature, and velodty. The downstream sensors will detect the same 

parameters in the wake of a plume. 

The concept of "upstream" and "downstream" directions is somewhat arbitrary. At the 

southern Juan de Fuca ridge. current has been observed to reverse with the tidal cyde 

(Cannon and Pashinsky, 1988). The OlfTents are primarily constrained to flow in a north

south diredion (Cannon and Pashinsky). Therefore, I attempted to deploy an array of 

sensors as shown in figure 3.4. The upstream and downstream sensors should be 

interchangeable, depending on the tidal phase. 

MI 
M2 

Figure 3.4 : An array of poinJ-sensors for diffuse plume nwnitoring showing four thermistor moorings 

(labelled MI-M6" and two BASS (Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor labelled BS3 and BS4) 
tripods deployed upstrenm and dowllSfream of a diffuse hydrothermal vent field. Tile current 
is fluwing from left to right in the figure. and the plume is being advecled to the righl . 
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The BASS velocity sensors are one order of magnitude shorter than the temperature 

sensors deployed. This is a practical constraint, since the velocity measurements 

(resolution to O.3mm/ s) require a ~table platform to avoid errors ind ueed by sensor motion. 

In addition, velocity shear beyond five meters from the bottom is outside the logarithmic 

portion of the boundary layer for the flow velocities expected at the southern Juan de Fuca 

ridge. 

Ideally, the sensor array would be designed to form a ring around the vent field. This 

would account for flow from all horizontal directions. It would also provide some measure 

of the plume width. Unfortunately, such an array would have been prohibitively 

expensive to build and to deploy for a first attempt at this measurement. In the 

deployment discussed in this thesis, r had to settle for two BASS (Benthic Acoustic Stress 

Sensor) bipods, each measuring profiles of velocity, temperature, speed of sound. Reynolds 

Stress, and turbulent heat diffusion. The BASS tripods were augmented by four 

temperature moorings, each having six thermistors. The measurements made by each of 

the sensors in the instrument array will be discussed in detail in the remainder of this 

section. 
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Measurement of Velocity using BASS 

BASS (Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor) was originally designed to measure the benthic 

boundary layer (Tochko. 1978). The sensor cages described in Appendix B: Error Analysis of 

an Acoustic Current Meter (Trivett, Terray and WiUiams, 1991) are mounted in a vertical 

tower as shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6. 

BASiSSen9orPod - - -f-

Figure 3.5 : Major components of a BASS tripod itICiuding sensor pods (6), BASS and Taltle-Tale 
electronics housings, .tyntoclic foam flo/alion. acoustic release, and major dimen.siollS of the Jripod structure. 
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Figure 3.6 : A BASS tripod being deployed from The NOAA ship Discoverer in the VENTS90 cruise of 
August 1990. The yellowMpainted structure is the recoverable part Dlthe tripod. The grey steel base was left 
to corrode on the seafloor after the deployment. The black cylinders are electronics housings, the top one 
being the acoustic release. The nearest cylinder to the camera is the logger housing, and the other is the 
BASS electronics housing. The tag-lines attached to the tripod base are about to be cleared. and the slack 
line to the tripod peak will be pulled to trip a pelican-hook lift release. 



The height of sensor pods in the BASS towers for VENTS'9(} were: 

Pod' Height (m) 

1 0.58 

2 1.18 

3 2.03 

4 2.62 

5 4.46 

6 4.81 

Table 3.1 : Heighls of BASS sensor pods above the seafloor 

The height of each pod is plotted in figure 3.7 over a measured boundary layer profile. 

The heights were chosen to adequately define the logarithmic boundary layer, and to 

provide redundant sampling at the uppermost heighl I expected to observe the most 

interesting temperature and velocity fluctuations at the top of the tripod. It was important 

to ensure that the measwements at that height were not lost due to a bad sensor pod, or bad 

a)(e5 in a pod.. Thus, Pods 5 and 6 are closely spaced at the top of the array. Pod 1 was 

located 058m above the bottom to give a reasonable clearance for deployment on very rocky 

or irregular bottoms. 

, , 85-4 Man Velocity Profile 
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Figure 3.7 : Pod heights are shown in a mean boundary layer profile from VfNl'S90 dala.. The 
horizonlal bars indicQle calculilled errors fOl' 4cmls flow QI each pod. The dotted Jw reprl!SI!nls a mean 
velocit, profile averaged over 4 days of lhe field depJqynl1!nl at the s(Hllhefn JI«VI de Fuca ridge. The solid 
line is a logarithmic boundary layer fit /Olhe dala in a least·squares smse. 
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Error Estimation for BASS Velocity 

In Appendix 8, we have performed a simple analysis of flow disturbance on an 

individual BASS sensor pod. The flow error has been broken down into three main sources; 

ideal flow blockage, wake velocity deficit, and vortex-induced osci llations. Error in the 

sound-speed used for the conversion from travel-time to velocity is also discussed. Sound

speed was measured directly, and did not fluctuate enough to effect the velocity scale 

factors. Zero offset calibration will be discussed separately for the VENTS90 deployment. 

I have carrit.>d out a crude analysis to estimate the addi tional errors due to flow 

dis turbance from the tripod structure. Figure 3.8 illustrates the flow disturbers for a 

typical BASS tripod. 

Figure 3.8 : Schematic of a BASS tripod showing {(}Calion of pods willi respect to tile primary 
sourc~ o/flow disturbance. Durillg lhe VENrS9Q deployment, IheJlow was- prirTUlJ"ily 
parallel to lite hallom at velocities never exceedillg lOcm/s . 
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Bundles of transducer cables were laced along stays supporting the BASS tower. These 

bundles were almost 20ll in diameter in some places. Assuming the bundle of cables behaves 

like a cylinder in cross-flow (Blevins. 1977). the vortex shedding frequency of this bundle 

should have been on the order of O.6Hz in a 6cm/s current. This was filtered out of the mean 

measurements, since BASS constructed the mean values of velocity and temperature from 120 

samples taken at 2Hz. 1be mean wake created by the bundles was in the same plane as the 

tripod legs, so I consider only the wake from the tripod legs. which were much larger in 

diameter. 

The tripod legs entirely shadowed sensor pods when the flow came from directions 

where a leg was directly upstream of the sensors. The error in velocity measurement is thus 

equal to the wake velocity defect due to the tripod leg. Error due to ideal flow is 

relatively minor at the four lowest pods since the tripod legs are quite far away (rom them. 

The upper two pods were marginally influenced by ideal flow around the tripod legs. The 

relative magnitudes of errors from various types of flow disturbance are summarized in 

Table 3.2. The calculations used to (annulate table 3.2 are explained in Appendix B for an 

individual sensor pod. 

The buoyancy package shown in figure 3.8 was a major sourcc of flow blockage. 1 have 

very crudely modelled it as a two-dimensional cylinder with its diameter equal to the 

height of the buoyancy package. The wake from the buoyancy package was not a problem. 

since flow was always horizontal, the wake was never advected into any of the sensor pods. 

Pod' Enorfrom Ideal Flow Error Ideal Flow Error Flow Error in 
Lee. Wake due to Leg due to Buovancv 4 em/s mean flow 

1 -0.18+ ±O.OOIO 0.011+ -0.7 + 0.04 em/s 

2 -0.20 0.0013 0.018 -0.8 + 0.Q7 

3 ·0.22 0.0021 0.047 -0.9 + 0.19 

4 -0.24 0.0032 0.140 -1.1 + 0.56 

5 -0.42 0.04 0.088 -1.7 + 0.39 

6 -0.54 0.15 0.049 -2.3 + 0.63 em/s 

.. fractIOnal error 

Table 3.2 : Error estimates from diIJerenl sources of flow disw,bance and electronic offset fo, the BASS 
tripod: BS3. 
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Two-dimensional equations for wake velocity defect and potential flow anomaly were 

used in the above error estimates (Appendix B). Wake induced errors always cause the 

velocity to be undcrpredicted, whereas the disturbance due to potential flow around the 

buoyancy package causes the horizontal velocity to be overpredicted. 

I estimated zero-offset errors by comparing the pre- and post-cruisc zero-velocity 

calibrations. Each BASS tripod was deployed off the dock with plastic bags taped over 

the sensors before and after the deep-sea deployment. The difference between the pre- and 

post-cruise calibrations were used as the zero-offset error. Measured offset errors for both 

BS4 and BS3 tripods are presented in table 3.3 along with the summarized errors from 

tripod How disturbance in 4crn/s mean flow. 

Flow Error in BS3 BS4 
Pod. 4 cm/s mean flow Zero Offset t Zero Offset t 

I ~O.7 ± 0.04 em/s 0. 15 cm/s 0.96 cm/s 

2 -0.8 ± 0.07 0.70 0.74 

3 -0.9 ± 0.19 0.18 0.34 

4 . 1.1 ± 0.56 1.22 0.26 

5 -L7 ± 0.39 0.38 0.76 

6 ·23 ± 0.63 cm's 1.15 cm/s 0.40 cm/s 

t from calibration data 
Table 3.3 : Error estimates from flow di.fturbonce WId electronic offset /or each of the BASS tripods: 

BS3 and BS4 . The flow error column is a summary of table 3.2, given a 4cmllf mean currenl. 
Zero offset/or each pod comes from the RMS (rOOI-mean-lfquare) offset of all four a.telf in 
each pod. TlU! data for this offset error was accumulaJedfrom pre- andposl-crui:re zero 
velocilY calibraljons of lile BASS lripods. 

Figure 3.7 showed average velocity profiles from the BS3 and BS4 tripods. Error bars 

are shown on the plots to represent uncertainties based on the above table. The variablity 

of the profiles from a least-squares fit logari thmic profile is within reason for the error 

bars shown. 

Sampling Rate, Data Storage and Format 

BASS can make a velocity measurement from all axes at all pods in less than 4Oms. For 

VENTS90, measurements were made once every 0.5 second, for a digital sample rate of 2Hz. 
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Since data at 2Hz over the course of the deployment would have been far too much data for 

the 20MByte storage medium, samples were averaged down to once per minute. A spectrum 

of the autocorrelation of velocity measurement is shown in figure 3.9. Noticc that the 

behaviour of the spectrum from sample intervals shorter than 20 minutes (0.05 

samples/minute) has a slope of ¥5/3, which implies that the sampling was sufficient to 

detect part of the equilibrium range of turbulence (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). The 

spectrum decays monotonically at high frequency. Undcrsampling of velocity fluctuations 

was not a problem since there were no significant peaks or elevation of the spectrum at high 

frequencies. 
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Figure 3.9 : Power spt!Ctrum of horizOnlal velocity from 853 during tile fU"SI five days of lite VENfS90 
dep/qy1l1t!nI a/ lite soulhern Juan de Fuca ridge. The velocities were .klmpied 01 2Hz, then 
averaged down to 1 sample per minllte on II/e seafloor. The vertical scale refers to Ihe 
spectrum o/ the bottom pod. Alllhe others were given a I'ertical of/set 10 separate them by 
log( /O}. The .fpeelrum was constructed by averaging lhe squares of ten 512-poinl FFf's. 
More details about tile spectra are presenled in section 4.4. 

BASS recorded data using an Onset Tattle .. Tale model VI computer (IT-VI) with a 

Conner 20MBytc hard disk drive .. BASS sent a block of 257 bytes of data to the Tf¥VJ once 

each minute. The block contained average data for the minute (the average of 120 

samples). The first six hexadecima l bytes in the data block represent date, hour and 

minute .. This is followed by a six byte quality word. Each haif¥byte (nibble) of the 

quallty word represents the perfonnance of one of the six sensor pods over the 120 samples .. 

When the hexadecimal nibble is converted to a four¥bit binary representation, then each 
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bit represents one axis in the pod. A "1" indicated that all 120 attempts by BASS to 

measure velocity were successful. "0" indicated that at least one of the acoustic pulse 

transmissions was not received. As an example, the quality word FF FD FF is translated to 

mean: 

F F F D F F 
pod 1 pod 2 pod3 pod' podS pod 6 
abcd abcd abcd abcd abcd abcd 
11111111 1111111011111111 

t 
pod 4; axis d was not received 

With this quality word, bad measurements could be sorted from good ones. In practice, 

bad quality words were extremely rare, and when they did occur, the measurement was 

usually still acceptable, since the quality word would be set to ''0'' if even one sample from 

]20 was not be received. The BASS sampling program was designed to average over only 

those samples which were good. If one sample (at 2Hz) was not received, then the 1-

minute average velocity was constructed from the 119 remaining samples, and the quality 

word for that pod was set to "0", 

Following the quality word were six sets of five two-by te words. Each set of five words 

consisted of the total travel-time measured in one pod, and the four velocity components 

along axes a, b, c, and d for that pod (figure 3.10). Travel-time measurement will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 11le important point to mention here is that the travel-Hme 

was an average from all four axes in a pod. Unfortunately, this made the travel-time 

sensititive to the presence of even a single bad axis in a pod, since each travel-time 

measurement was the average of 120 samples of each of the lour axes. If one axis gave a 

measurement which was incorrect, but not bad enoughto be detected by the quality word 

lOgic, the bad value contributed to one quarter of the average travel-time. This averaging 

was done to conserve data storage space. 

Following the one-minute averages of velocity and travel-time were two-byte outputs 

from eight thennistors and two tilt-sensors. After this was a large block of cross·products 

of velocity and travel-time. The temperature was multiplied by each velocity component 

in turn. Each velocity component was multiplied with all axes within a pod to form a 

Reynolds stress tensor (Tennekes and lumley, 1972). For each pod, there are fourteen two-
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byte cross--products. The last data byte stored in each one-minute output block was the 

compass heading. 

The TI-Vllogged six hours of one-minute samples from BASS on static RAM, then 

wrote the accumulated data to the hard-disk. Each time the hard disk was accessed, it 

had to be spun-up from rest. The motor to drive the disk required 2A of current for 9s to spin 

the disk up to its working speed. A single 12V alkaline lantern battery provided power for 

the computer and disk drive. 

The nominal capacity of the 12V lantern batteries powering the IT-VI was 20Ah at 

200C (16Ah atOOC from manufacturer's data). The disk was spun-up a total of 63 times 

from each battery. The power consumed was thus 0.4 Ah. The continuous drain on the 

batteries was l.5mA when the TT-VJ was in sleep mode, resulting in O.54Ah power 

consumption over the entire deployment. Total power taken from the batte;ry should have 

been O.94Ah. 

After recovery of BS3, I observed that two n~ords were not written to disk (out oC 63) on 

the last day of the deployment because the battery was unable to provide the 2A current to 

spin-up the hard disk. Once the battery warmed up to ambient temperature on the deck of 

the Disccroerer, it successfully wrote the final data ra::ord. The cold-temperature 

performance of the alkaline cells had been tested prior to deployment using fresh ceUs. 

Field performance of the BS3 battery was worse than observed in the lab. However, the 

battery for BS4 successfully supplied power 10 write all 63 dala records, indicating that the 

problem lie in the I2V battery or hard-disk on BS3. The rest of the power for the 

instruments was provided from a 225V alkaline battery pack. Figure 3.10 shows a block 

diagram of the instrument systems onboard each BASS tripod. 

The BASS tripods (BS3 and BS4) measured velocity profiles as well as turbulence 

properties, and temperature using two independent techniques (thermistors and acoustic 

travel-time). The four moorings (MI, M2, MS, M6) also measured temperature. The three 

temperature measurement techniques wiU be discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 3.10 : Schemolic s/u)wing the instrument systems of/board each BASS tripod. Each of lhe 
pressu.re cases onboard a tripod is pictured here. The conneclions between pressure housings 
irnJicaJe the independence 0/ the re1etJSe system from tile measurement system. Power was 
supplied jor measurement and logging from three independent bal/cries housed in the logger 
cast!. The only electrical grQund for lhe electronics was made in Ihe BASS electronics case. 
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Measurement of Temperature 

I employed three sensing techniques to measure temperature in the VENTS90 

experiment: 

• metal clad thermistors on BASS tripods 
• sound speed measurement in BASS 
• internally recording thermistor packages (NOAA 

Miniature Temperature Recorders) 

Each of these instruments was sensitive to temperature fluctuations smaller than 0.0005 

°C, with absolute accuracy of 0.005 dc. The detailed performance of each of the 

temperature sensors will be discussed in this section. 

BASS Metal Clad Thermistors 

Eight thennistors (YSI Jnc. #441(05) were connected as ancillary sensors on each of the 

BASS tripods deployed during VENTS90. Six of them were taped to the BASS sensor pods, 

one was mounted at the top of the tripod. and one was mounted next to the BASS electronics 

housing. The range of measurement was from 0-32OC, with the thermistor resistance 

measured in a Wheatstone bridge of precision (Vishay) resistors (Williams et al., 1987). A 

2750 n Vishay resistor in series withthe thermistor linearized the output voltage around 

approximately 200C. Sensitivity over the range (Q..320C) was O.OOOSOC/bit. Figure 3.11 

shows the result of pre-deployment calibration of all eight thennistors on both tripods BS3 

and BS4. 

Thennistors were housed in a stainless~steel sleeve with a small amount of heat·sink 

grease applied inside the tip. RG-316 cable (co·axial, teflon insulated with urethane 

jacket> was connected to the thermistor, and sealed by a molded urethane "hot-<l.og" around 

both the cable and the stainless steel sleeve. After the deployment, it was apparent that 

all 01 these molds had leaked at high pressure. Some of the thermistors survived for much 

of the deployment, but by recovery every one had lailed. Those that did not completely 

short-circuit showed higher than nonnal noise levels (figure 3.12). Dissection of one of 

these assemblies showed evidence of corrosion along the length of the copper conductors 
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from the cable end of the hot.aog to the thermistor tip. This was confinnation that the 

failures were due to leakage of seawater. 

BS3 'lbennistor Calibration 
~'r-----~--~--~--~--' 

., 

'. , '" '" 30 

Bath Temperature (C) 

BS4 Thermistor Calibration 
~~,---~--~--~--------, 

'. , 
'" Bath Tempe;rature (C) 

Figure 3.11 : BASS thermistor- calibralioo curves. The cu,-."es cannot be distinguished from each Olher 
over the entire range 0/ calibrmioll temper-mures. The IinearizaJiCHI 0/ the oulpul voltage (in 
digitiud COU!l1S fronJ 0-65536) is apparenJ in tlte figure (compare with llie output from the 
/IOn·lineariud thermistors used ;n lhe MTR, figure 3.22). A post·cruise calibraJion over a 
narr(N,'er range would IuJve been useful, bul lhe thermistors all flooded before recovery. 
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Figure 3.12 : Spectrum of a BASS thermistor prior 10 complete failure compared with a good 
measuremenJ of temperature. The top spectrum is from a parlially-flooded thermistor (BS4 , 
pod 3) after lhe third day 0/ lite deployment. The spectrum has been offset vertically by 
multiplying lhe data by a faclor of ten. The low-frequency appearance 0/ tire thermi.flor 
lime-series was very similar to Ihal o/the the temperature 'estimatefrom acoustic travel_time 
(to be dLfcussed in the nexI sectiCHI). Tile bottom spectrum cOllie/rom 0. reliable Ir.mperalure 
record from the same time period and tile same /OCaliOfJ. 
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During the period when thermistors were functional, it was found that application of 

the calibration curves gave large inter-sensor offsets (on the order of 0.1-02°0. The offsets 

were several orders of magnitude greater than any temperature gradients seen by other 

measurements in the same area (Baker, 1991). Figure 3.13 shows the temperature offsets 

between thermistor number 1 and the other thermistors during deployment. The 

temperature offset appeared to be constant during the drop below approximately 6 ce. 
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Figure 3.13 : T~mperaJur~ measuud by all tlrermi$lors on BU during itsfall to tire seafloor. Tile 
iwriumlai axis is measur~d tempera/ure difference between thermistors (referenced to pod] 
temp.) and the vt!T/jeai axis is the log of the mean temperature, which decreases with depth 
from 200C aJ ,lie surface, to ?JC at the seafloor. It is ckar thai the offset between 
thermistors is constall1 aJ lempera/ures below .,oC. 

To correct the profiles, the offsets shown in this figure were subtracted from the 

thennistor output. An example of the uncorrected prOfile for BS4 is shown in figure 3.14. 

BS3 only had one working thermistor from the initial deployment, so no profiles were 

possible from its thermistors. 

Justification for eliminating the offsets by subtracting the inter-thermistor difference 

can be found from hvo observations: The offsets were effectively constant over the entire 

data set; and Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (em) measurements by Baker (1991) show 
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the background temperature gradient in the bottom 300m of the water column to be on the 

order of SX10-5 OC/m. This would translate into a maximum difference between Ule top and 

bottom thermistor on a BASS tripod on the order of O.OJ02S DC when the tripod was not in 

the wake of a plume. This is less than the resolution of the 16-bit digitization of 

thermistors on BASS. Thus, the background temperature gradient should appear to be zero 

for the BASS thermistors. 

Correction of the thermistor data by subtracting mean inter·sensor differences yielded 

reasonable temperature gradients (O.()()3...().OOSOC/Sm height) during plume events when 

compared with other temperature sensors used in this experiment This data will be 

presented in section 43. 

The alterna te technique for measuring temperature on the tripods was through the 

measurement of sound-speed, and calculatiqn of temperature fluctuations based on the 

equation of state for seawater. This technique will be discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 3.14 : Uncorrected ~(JJ1 temperature profile from BS4 averaged over the wlwle lime it was 011 

tire seafloor. TJ~ temperalUre gradient observed by Baw (1991 J was O.OOO250C over lire 
five-meter height shown in this figure. The offset between thermistors in the figure above 
is far to large to represeru an environmeruol effect. This offset was also constanl 
throughout the emire deplo),menl. 

Temperature Estimation from BASS Sound Speed Measurement 

A sensor was needed which could monitor rapid changes in temperature in the same 

volume as velocity was measured by BASS, at the same time. Such a measurement would 
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be ideal to usc in calculation of convective heat flux. BASS already measured the 

difference in tTavel·time of sound transmitted in opposite directions. A simple way to 

obtain an appropriate estimate of temperature in a BASS pod was to modify BASS to 

measure the time for sound to traverse the 15cm acoustic axes in each sensor pod. This 

estimate of speed--of·sound could be used as: 
• an independent estimator for temperature through the sound speed equation, 
• a measure of temperature with very rapid time response, 
• a temperature measurement that is correlated with velocity in space and time, 
• an in·situ measure of sound-speed. to be used in correction of velocity measurements. 

The sound¥speed equation relates the acoustic propagation speed (c, m/s), to 

temperature (T, 0(:), pressure (z, expressed. as depth in meters) and salinity (S, ppt) in 

seawater. A common example of this empirical relation can be found in Oay and Medwin 

(1977), 

3.2 c = 1449.2 + 4.6T - 0.055T2 + 0.OOO29T3 + (1.34 - O.OIOT)(S - 35) + 0.016Z . 

In VENTS90, J estimated temperature by solving the sound·speed equation fo r 

temperature, using the measured travel -time, path-length, and by assuming the depth and 

salinity were constant. The mean temperature was fit to the mean of the thermistor 

tempera tures. Figure 3.15 shows a comparison between two time series of temperature 

estimates from the same pod on BS4. The magnitude of the temperature excursions is very 

similar for both methods of temperature measurement. There is no significant drift 

between the two temperature measurements over the full deployment. 
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Figure 3.15 : Comparison between BStj thermistor ond /ravel·time eslimoJes of lemperaJure_ TIu! 
solid line is lhe lemperaJurefrom the thermistor aJ p0d4. The dOlled line is the temperaJure 
eSlimared by solving Ihe sound·s~ed eqUalion using travel-lime in/ormalion from pOti4. 
The gap in lile lime-series on August 16 was due /0 tile in.strllment surfacing premlllurcly, and 
having /0 be re.deployed. 
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Figure 3.16 presents an analogous plot from BS3. lbere is a long-term oscillation 

producing a different temperature estimate from the two sensing techniques. 

0.05 -U -
" 0 " E 

~ 
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14 
Date (days in August) 

30 

Figure 3.16: Comparison betwcDl8S3 thermistor and travel·time estimaJ~ a/ temperature. The solid 
line is 1M te~ralUre from lhe thermislor at podS. TJ~ dotted line is lhe letnperOJure 
estimated by so/ving I/~ sound.speed equaliOll using travel.lime inj'ormatiOll from podS. 0IId 
assuming the salinity and pressure were c01lSfanJ. 

It is possible that this long-term oscillation was due to salinity variations in either the 

bottom water, or the hydrothermal vent fluid . Figure 3.17 shows the hypothetical 

salinity fluctuation neccessary to produce the discrepancy shown in figure 3.16. One 
difficulty with this interpretation is that salinity does not seem to be correlated with 

temperature over the long-tenn. It is correlated with flow direction, since the beginning of 

the VENTS90 deployment showed southward flow, and the last several days showed 

northward . 
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Figttre 3.17 : Salinity Variation needed to produce offsets between BS3 thermistor and travel·time 
temperature estimates. The saiinity anomaly was solved by solving for S in eqrlOJio/l 3.2. 
TJris l'(l1'ialion was low-pass filtered (a.f shown in the figure) • and the resulJ was used in 
calcUWlion of a corrected temperature based on equotion 3.2. 
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Removing this salinity variation from the temperature estimate of travel-time results 

in excellent agreement between the temperatures on BS3 and BS4. Figure 3.18 shows the 

relationship between the thermistor temperature measurements and the temperature 

estimated from sound-speed measurements using equation 3.2. The standard deviation was 

O.OO18-.0032°C (the lower value comes from 854, the higher from BS3 without correction for 

salinity fluctuations) with the range of scatter on the order of O.Ol 00C. 

I • 
I 

....... _-Q 

1.78 I. 

ThennislorTemp. (C) 

Figwe 3.18 : Correlation between BS4 thermistor and /ravel_tinJe. e.f/imaJes of temperalure for the 
enlire VENTS90 dcploymenl . Tire data is from pod4; the OIIly pod /0 have remained working 
unlilthe last day of the (lepJoymenl. 

Fluctuations in pressure due to tides could account for the remaining noise in 

temperature estimates from sound speed. Pressure nuctuations on the order of 104m of water 

could result in apparent 0.005OC temperature fluctuations. Fox (1990) recorded tidal 

pressure fluctuations using a bottom pressure recorder deployed near the site of my array of 

instruments on the southern Juan de Fuca ridge. The peak-to-peak pressUJ'e oscillation due 

to tides was 3psi. This corresponded to 2m of peak-to-peak change in depth. Thus, the 

fluctuations shown in figures 3.15-3.17 having 12.5-hour periods are probably due to tidal 

forong. 

Without making any correction for tidal pressure fluctuations, the performance of my 

estimate of temperature anomaly from speed-of-sound measurement is accurate to better 
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than ±O.005°C, However, the temperature estimate based on travel-time was not useful for 

measuring mean temperarures, since there was no absolute calibration of sound speed, nor 

were there simultaneous, independent measurements made of salinity or temperature . 

Implementation of Travel-Time Measurement in BASS 

BASS was modified to make the measurement of acoustic travel-time in each sensor 

pod. It originally measured only the difference in sound transmitted in opposite directions. 

I designed and built electronics which fit within the existing BASS instrument rack, and 

which was used with minimal change to the BASS controller software. The technical 

implementation of this modification will be described in this section. 

BASS can bedividcd into conceptual blocks as shown in figure 3.19. An RCA 1&')2 

micro-processor orchestrates events by acting out a programmed cycle of activities, and by 

responding to interrupt signals. The 1802 initiates a transmit pulse from one of the acoustic 

transducer pairs, then a hardware counter waits a pre-detennined number of dock cycles 

before the listening circuit is undamped in preparation for receiving a pulse. 

To make a measurement of velocity in BASS, a counter tests for the reception of the 14th 

zero crossing of the 1.75MHzacoustic pulse, and upon reception toggles a logic line to steer a 

constant current source, which begins to charge an integrating capadtor. When the acoustic 

pulse travelling in the opposite direction is received, a twin drcuit does the same thing. 

After the second arrivaJ (plus an added wait period for both capacitors), both current 

sources are steered away from the capacitors, and the voltages on these integrating 

capacitors are compared. The difference in voltage is proportionaJ to the difference in 

travel-time in one direction versus the other. The resulting voltage is amplified and 

digitized using a 16-bit AID (Williams e t aI., 1987). 

This method of time interval measurement can detect delays as small as 4OXIO·12 s 

reliably. This hardware implementation never measures any property of the total time 

taken for sound to travel from one transducer to another, since the absolute traveHimes are 

differenced by analog electronics. Additional electronics were needed to measure the 

absolute acoustic travel-time. 
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Figure 3.19: Block. diagram oflhe BASS m~asur~me"t eiectrQllics showin8 mtljor analog and digital 
components. The 1802 microprocessor orchestrates the meW/lremenls, and performs 
calculaliollS on Ih~ data. The Channel Select card decodes a command indiwin8 which 
sensor pod 10 w;e. The transmit and receive electronics gale a 1.75MHz signal to the 
trallSducers, and delectlhe received plllse. The Absolute and Difference /favel·lime cards 
work in parallel measuring time intervals based on lhe nceived si8"als, and clock pulses 
from IIu! 1802. Th~ high-level Mullipfuor selects between/hermislors, difference travel
time, or absolut~ lravel-tim~. TIu! AnaloglDigital convertor inlerprets a volJage signal as a 
16-bit bi'laT)' word. 

I opted to measure absolute travel-time using an identical analog technique. with the 

only changes being the selection of signals to trigger the integrating capacitor, and the time 

constant of integration. The signal which triggers time integration is the same one which 

arms the receiver circuit. This action is done on the precise timing of the micro-processor 
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clock. The integrating capacitor is charged until pulses ha ve been recei ved from both 

directions. The range of time between pulse transmission and reception is on the order of 

92.5· J 08~. The "unclamp receiver" signal occurs 92.5 1J.S after pulse transmission. By 

starting measu rement from this point, resolutions in travel·timc on the order of 230ps are 

achieved (1~bit measurement of 15.5Jls maximum interval). 

A diagram of the analog circuit which converts the time delay to a voltage is presented 

in figure 3.21. I tuned the circuit to a slightly higher gain in V I ns than suggested above 

(figure 3.20>. By adjusting potentiometers to va ry the reference voltage on the output 

comparator, and by adjusting the output of the current source, the travel-time corresponding 

to 0 coun ts (-5 Volts) was adjusted to an appropriate range based on calculations of the 

expected sound speed. The Volts/ nanosecond gain was measured with a delay-Hne 

(Canberra model 2058, with 5 to 32 ns delay lines) which was connected between the "both 

channels received" signal and the absolute travel·time circuit 
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Fig ure 3.20 : Gain 0/ trave/_time nU!LlluremenJ circuit measured Iising a pair of swilched delay-lines 
(Canberra model 2058) 
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Figure 3.21 : Travel·time measurement circuit: as buiLJ in BS3 olld BS4. The dasMd boxes deUneoJe 
five functional blccks of the analog time-measuremelll c ircuit. clockwise from left ore: a constant currenl 
source for supplying current to the inlegraling capacitor, a volloge referelf£e for the final sloge of 
ampiijiCalion and jrll·erting the lime-measurement , the comparalor 10 invert the measured travel-lime and 
adjust ils zero-level, a voltage/oUower to detect the inugrating capacitor voltage. a Schmitt trigger to sleer 
the constant current supply to the integroJing capacitor when OJ the appropriou liming signal (Enable 
Receiver steers current to integrating capacitor. Both Channels Received sleers current /0 groulld. alld reset 
discharges capacitor voltage bet .... een measurements) 
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A concern during testing of the travel-time measurement circuit was the sensitivity of 

the output to electronics temperature. The BASS electronics rack was moved from a 200C 

room to a cold chamber kept at 20C to observe the effccton output. After a series of 

modifications, it was determined that the electronics drifted by less than 80 bits for the 

step change from room temperature (200c) to :ZOC «O.OO22<'C/OC change in electronics 

temp.). The resulting travel time measurements were very stable over the entire VENTS90 

deployment (figure 3.15). 

NOAA Miniature Temperature Recorders 

A newly developed temperature sensor built by the Engineering group at the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory 

(Milburn and Mclain, 1990) was cho~n as a small, inexpensive temperature sensor for the 

VENTS90 deployment. 

The "Miniature Temperature Recorder", or MTR contains a YSI #46006 thermistor inside 

a small titanium pressure housing. Within the pressure case is a complete measurement 

circuit with a 68HCll microprocessor and 118.8 kilobytes of static RAM data storage. The 

instrument is powered (or up to one year by two lithium 'AA' batteries, and a backup 

lithium cell for protection of the stored data and system software. Communications 

interface to the MTR is achieved by unscrewing the end-<:ap from the housing and connecting 

an RS-232 serial communications cable to the electronics (Milburn and Mclain, 1990). 

The MTR's cannot be linked together, so each must run according to its own internal 

clock. A source of error for sensors running on independent time bases is that samples can get 

out of synchronization. The sample interval of 3.75 minutes in this deployment gave a very 

comfortable cushion against synchronization errors. The instruments were initialized 

manually by watching the clock ticks on a common time reference. The accuracy of this sort 

of initialization was on the order of a few seconds. 

The MTR versions used in VENTS90 were designed with a simple software clock which 

has subsequently proven to be relatively inaccurate. Due to a problem with the design of 

the data interface, J was only successful testing clock drift of two MTR's before and after the 
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VENTS90 deployment These two drifted by 1.4 and 0.7 minutes per month, respectively 

(drift less than 1 :30,000). The maximum sample interval for the MTR is 3.75 minutes. 

Cross-correlations were done between MTR's mounted on the same mooring, and no 

Significant peak was observed to indicate any of the sensors were measurably out of 

synchronization. Thus, for a one-month deployment, clock drift was acceptable. It quickly 

becomes intolerable with longer deployments. Subsequent versions of the MTR incorporate 

an inexpensive hard ware clock. 

Temperature calibration of all the MTR's was performed by W.H. Hom at the WHO) 

calibration faci lity. A plot of the results of pre- and post-cruise calibration runs is shown 

in figure 3.22. The prc-<:ruise calibration was done simultaneously with the BASS 

thermistors in the bath to get reasonable inter-calibration between the MTR moorings and 

the BASS tripods. 

Just as with BASS thermistors, the temperature profiles estimated using on1y 

calibration data did not produce reasonable background profiles. Using the same logic as 

fo r the BASS thennistors, the mean inter-thcnnistor offset was subtracted from the data 

set. A sample of the resulting temperature profiles is shown in figure 3.23. 

Calibration Cul"le for MTR 2019 Calibnttion Offsets for MTR 2019 
25 0.Q2 

20 
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15 i , 
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• , • .. , , 
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Digilal Counts ((l-6S536)Xto-4 Calibrruioo Tempenmu\!; (C) 

Figure 3.22 : Calibraljem curvefor MIR #2019, represeTllatjve of cUlVesfor all MIR's, The graph on 
the Jeft is the calibraliem data with a calibration curve JillO lhe dala poiTlls (the Steinhart
Hart equaLioll , YSI Precision Thermjstor guide, 1990). The graph emlhe right is the 
difference between the filted curve and the calibration data points. This shows fhe error to 
be independeTll of temperalure o~-er the lemperature ranges of jnterest. 
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Figut'e 3.23 : Uru:orrected temperature proftlu jrOl'lllhe MTR moorings. The solid line represents 
M2. the dashed liM is MS, and the dotled line is M6. The. badgrQurultemperoJure gradient 

(Bake" /991) was eSlimaJedjrom CJ'D casts to be O.OO22oC over the height oftk mooring 

(0.000050Clm). Such a small background gradient would not have been detected. Thus, the 
mean offsets shown in tllis plot were subtracted from /}/r data set '0 maU the correcud mean 
profiles cOflStanl with he;&'II. 

The M1R's were deployed on 50m tall moorings as shown in figure 3.24. Three 17 inch 

Benthos glass floats at the top of each mooring provided buoyancy. The strength member 

for each mooring was 5/8 inch braided nylon line. The anchor was approximately 100-200 

Jbs of steamer chain connected to the mooring through an acoustic release latch made by 

Oceanographic Instrument Systems of North Falmouth,MA. Six MTR's were attached to 

the mooring at equally spaced intervals from 1 to 45 meters above the release latch. 

' ........ """.s..-. 

lU}-200toool_Ouio. 

Figure 3.24 : Profile of one MJR IhermiSlor mooring. The sketch on the left shows the way in which 
the MTR 's were tied 10 the mooring line. Five half-hitch knots were snugged around each 
MTR on the mooring. The sketch on Ihe right shews a profile of the assembled mooring. 
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Attaching the MTR's to the mooring line was a challenge. They were not designed 

with any clamp or holder attachments. The smooth cylinders had to be exposed to water 

without any insulating material to slow their time response. Iwrapped the mooring line in 

seU-vu1canizing tape (3M #23 black tape), and then tied five half-hitches around each 

MTR with the mooring line. The tape provided enough adhesion that the MTR did not slip 

when the line was slack. When tension was applied, the knot tightened around the MTR, 

holding it in place. The five half-hitches held the MTR at an angle which kept sharp 

comers of it away from the mooring line, thus preventing chafe on the line. The tape was 

extended far enough above and below the MTR to prevent stress concentrations on the line 

fibres, and to provide some small measure of chafe resistance. Fishing net was stitched and 

taped around each MTR to act as a backup in case the MTR were to slip out of the knot 

during deployment. All moorings were inspected closely after recovery, and none showed 

any evidence of chafe near the MTR's. No MTR's were lost from the three recovered 

moorings. 

Each of the three independent ways of measuring temperature showed different quirks. 

The BASS thermistors flooded before the end of the deployment. The tra vel-time 

measurements were stable over the full deployment, but when temperature was estimated 

based on travel time, there was no direct way of finding the constant temperature offset 

without simultaneous thermistor data (which was available). The travel-time also 

included pressure and salinity effects, but it was possible to filter them out of the 

temperature signal since the pressure fluctuations were tidal, and salinity fluctuation 

seemed to have a two-week period. The MTR's suffered from clock drift, which was not a 

problem in the VENT'S90 deployment, and from a program error which stopped data 

logging three days into the deployment. Despite the difficulties with each of the sensors, 

the redundancy that I designed into the VEN1S90 instrument array facilitated observation 

o( diffuse hydrothermal flow. 

There were other measurements made by BASS which helped to interpret the 

temperature and velocity data. I will describe these andllary measurements in the 

remaining pages of this section. 
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Turbulent Heat Diffusion Measurements 

The primary goal of VEN1'S90 was to monitor the heat output from diffuse 

hydrothermal venting. Convective heat flux is broken into two parts; the mean transport 

represented by the average velocity and tempera ture of flowing water (over some arbitrary 

time scale), and the diffusion of heat due to turbulence or conduction. nus is analogous to a 

patch of dye which is being carried along in a flow, and as it moves, it also spreads. The 

rate at which the center of the patch goes by is like the mean heat advection, while the 

rate at which the patch spreads out is like the heat diffusion. Measurements of mean 

velocity and temperature which have been discussed in d etail already are suitable for 

calculation of the mean heat advection. I will present the details of an in situ estimate of 

heat diffu sion in this sub-section. 

Tennekes and Lumley (972) define the heat diffusion per unit area and unit time in a 

turbulent flow as: 

3.3 (- 59) 
Q;'P'p Ouj -Y 5xj . 

The overbar represents a time averaged quantity. The symbols used in 3.3 and in the rest of 

this sub-section are summarized in table 3.4. 

Symbol 

Cp 
L 
Q; 
Nt 
Nuj 
t 
T 

"i 
Uj 
Xj 

Y 

• 
9 

P 

Description 

specific heat of water, '" 4.200 Jlkg 
path length of acoustic axes in BASS sensor pod, >: 15cm 
total heat diffusion per unil area and unit time 
raw travel-time measurement from BASS in digital counts from 0-65,536 

velocity component from BASS, in counts from 0·65,536, where zero ... 32,768 
acoustic travel- lime across a 15 em palh. converted to seconds 

tt;mperature (f "" (3 + 8) 
fluctuating velocity component in the j -direclion 
mean velocity in the j-direclion (j is anyone of three principal orthogonal directions) 
coordinate dimension in the j-direction 

molecular heat diffusivity fo r water 

fluctuati ng component of temperature 

mean component of temperature 

density of seawater ( .. 1(1)) kg/m3) 

Table 2.1: Definition of symbo15 used in the remainder of this section 
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To estimate Qj , BASS perfonned itl-situ calculation of the product (Uj+Uj)T from 2Hz 

samples, and summed the result over one minute. At the end of each one-minute average 

period, the product of the mean U and e measurements was subtracted from the UjT , 

producing the first term in equation 3.3: 

3.4 

When the turbulent heat transport calculation was implemented in BASS, the 

digitized output in counts were proportional to the travel-time through the 15cm BASS 

sensor pod. A dose look at the scaling required to obtain heat flux in physical units is 

warranted. 

Replacing depth and salinity in the sound-speed equation (equation 3.2) with 

approximate field values gives: 

3.5 f= 1449.2 + 4.6T - O.055T2 + O.OOO29T3 + (1.34. O.O I0(-20 C»(34.61l • 35) 

+D16(2250m). 

The linearized fonn of equation 3.5 is: 

3.6 
L 
t " 1484.6 + 4.6T . 

Replacing t, the acoustic travel time , with Nt, the travel-time measurement in digital 

counts leads to: 

L 
103.175XlO-6 _ 140XIO- 12N

1 
... 1484.6 + 4.6T . 

Simplifying gives: 

3.7 T - 316.1 _ 322.76. 
1 _ 1.375XlO 6N 1 

A linear expansion of this expression (since Nt <65,536, 1.375XI0-6Nt« 1) results in: 
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3.8 T .. 435XJ 0-6Nt - 6.66 °C . 

The velocity measurement in BASS is related to the output counts via: 

3.9 Uj .. 3.9JXIO-3Nuj - 128 cm/s. 

Therefore, The product of Nt and Nuj is: 

3.10 Ouj = TUj - e Uj = 1.70Xl0-8 (NtNuj - Nt Nuj) oc:. mls 

Thus, the turbulent heat diffusion from equation 3.3 is: 

3.11 

If I assume PCp = 4.2XI06 J/m3 0c, the order of magnitude of the measured estimate of 

( NtNuj - Nt Nuj ) = 8 counts, indicating the turbulent heat flux was 0.6 W 1m2. For 

comparison, the molecular diffusion term in equation 3.3 is : 

3.12 

Temperature gradients on the order of 0.0001 OC/m were observed (Baker (1991) quotes 5XlO-

5 OC/m from CTD casts). I assume pCp)'"" 0.6 W 1m °C'. The conductive heat transfer is on 

the order of 6XIo-S W 1m2. Turbulent heat diffusion is thus much more significant than 

molecular diffusion. 

The magnitude of turbulent heat flux was very small. One count corresponds to 0.07 

W 1m2. Since this estimate comes from the product of the velocity and temperature 

measurements, the resolution limit is determined by resolution of those two measures. 

lncreasing the gain of the heat flux calculation by multiplying by a constant before the 

averaging process would only have served to amplify digitization noise, not' increase the 

resolution of turbulent heat diffusion. Despite its poor resolution, the heat diffusion 

measurements revealed interesting information about the diffuse hydrothermal plume. 

lbe measurements were compared to turbulence measurements made by BASS at the same 
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time. The turbulence measurements have already been discussed in the literature (for 

example, Gross, Williams and Grant, 1986). I will briefly describe BASS measurements of 

turbulence in the next sub-section. 

Measurements of Turbulence usmg BASS 

BASS calculates turbulent Reynolds' stresses in situ (Gross, Williams and Grant, 1986). 

This calrulation is made by multiplying each velocity axis with itself, and with every 

other axis in a pod each time a measurement is made (twice per second). The products are 

summed for 120 samples (one minute), then divided by the number of good samples. The 

product of the mean velocities averaged over the same period is subtracted from the total, 

and the result is stored as a two-byte value. This is denoted as; 

U;Uj' .. U\Uj - Ui Uj, 
where i,j denote axes a,b,c,d. The overbar denotes a quantity averaged over 120 samples. 

The resulting data is a filtered estimate of the turbulent Reynolds stress as defined by 

Monin and Yaglom (1971). 

A discussion of this calculation is covered by Tochko (1979), and deep-sea measurements 

are presented by Grant et al. (1984), Gross et at (1986)' and by Williams et al. (1987). 

The measurements of ReynOlds stresses during VENTS90 were made using the same 

technique as discussed in the above references. The magnitudes were small (less than 

O.OOScm/s2) due to the small mean current (1-4 on/s). 

Ancillary M easurements 

BASS incorporates some necessary ancillary sensors. A compass is housed in the main 

pressure case to record the orientation of the tripod with respect to earth coordinates. 'Ihe 

compasses were the same as used in the VMCM (Vector Measuring Current Meter), and have 

3° resolution. Data from the compass is stored as a one-byte word in the data record. 
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Humphrey potentiometric tilt sensors were used to measure pitch and roll referenced to 

the BASS electronics rack. The range of these were ±4So from vertical, and the voltage 

outpu t was digitized using the same 16-bit AID as used for all other measurements in BASS 

(Williams et ai., 1987). The tilt sensors were calibrated for zero tilt beCore deployment by 

aligning the tower with a plumb-bob while on the dock. A six-hour record was then logged 

before the tripods were moved from this position. 

Conclusion: An Array of Velocity and Temperature Sensors 

I have discussed the measurement of velocity using BASS tripods, and the accuracy of 

those velocities. I have described three independent techniques Cor temperature 

estimation used in VENTS90. I have also described. some unique measurements made by 

BASS for estimating the turbulent heat diffusion, and the Reynolds stresses. These 

measurements formed a complete monit~ring system for diffuse hydrothermal flow. The 

instruments were shown to be sufficiently sensitive to detect subtle anomalies from diffuse 

venting. The remaining task to be covered in section 4 will be to present the measurements, 

and see if they point to a plausible picture of diffuse hydrothermal acitvity. 
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Introduction: VENTS90 Field Study 

VENIS90 was a multi-disciplinary field program involving scientists from NOAA 

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), S10 (Scripps lnstitiution of 

Oceanography), WHOt, University of Washington, and others. During the summer of 

1990, the NOAA Ship Discoverer returned to the sou thern Juan de Fuca ridge several times. 

During the month of August, both Discoverer and the R/ V Atlantis 11 collected data from 

the South Cleft segment of the ridge (see location map, figure 1.1). 

I deployed instruments to monitor diffuse hydrothermal flow during VEN1S90. My 

intent was to deploy an array similar to the ideaJized one shown in figure 3.4. The site 

chosen for the deployment was centered around an area surveyed by 05V Alvin in 1988. A 

long crack with several patches of diffuse venting was mapped by Alvin and by towed 

camera surveys. I chose the most active of these patches for the locus of my field array. 

Two BASS tripods (BS3 and 854) and four thennistor moorings (M1, M2, MS, M6) were 

dropped from the Discoverer on August 14, 1991. Surface positions for the drop sites were 

determined using the C lobal Positioning System (CPS), or Loran-C navigation when CPS 

was unavailable. One of the tripods (BS3) and one of the moorings (M2) were observed on 

the seafloor by DSV Alvin (figures 4.2 and 4.3). 1be poSitions of M2 and BS3 were 

recorded in the submersible's aroustic navigation net, and plotted on the map shown in 

figure 4.1 (Embley, 199]). 

Tripod BS4 prematurely surfaced al midnight local time on August 15. The na vigator 

on the Discoverer, Ensign Neal Daboul, spotted the strobe light atop BS4 from several 

miles away, and the bridge watch tracked the tripod until dawn. It was recovered a1"8:00 

a.m., and re-deployed by noon. 1he location for re-deployment was navigated with 

Loran-C, since CPS was unavailable at the time. Thus, BS4's precise position on the 

seafloor was uncertain after August 15 because the navigation error for Loran-C was several 

hundred meters. In addition. the drift of BS4 as it fell through the water column was not 

neccessarily similar to that of instruments deployed on the first day. The position of B54 

on the fir st day of the deployment is shown in figure 4.1 as "BS4(A)", and the best estimate 

of its second location is "854(8)". 
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Figure 4.1 : Map 0/ flu! depWymenJ site showing known locations of hydrOllu!rmal activity. The 
location 0/ imrrumeflls is shown ( .... BASS tripods • • thermistor moorings). BS4 was first 
deployed at sile BS4A , and IOler at BS48. Conlours were drown based on a sketch by 
Emhley( 1991) summarjzing lowed camero and submcrsible studies oft"e (Uea. TIu! shaded 
rcgiOllS indicate known sites of diffuse hydrol~r",al l'clIti1l8 as seen/rom the DSV Alvin in 
AugllSI 1990. 
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Figure 4.2 : 8.'13 plrlJlographed fl)' DSF /lII'i" (If! dil'e 1127.65, The num/Jer.l' at Ihl' luI' vf 11U! [ranti! are: 

e.flema/ temperature (oC). Jime (llllMM.SS). (HId positiun within Iht' {lCtms/ic na";g<ltioll 
II/.'/ (X. y, ill mi. The boltom fille ~ht)''''s: Boodeplll to boltom skid (!Il 11:i: s'.Jbmi!Hible (/IIJ, 
1"== IvW/wmer de(llh (m), A= l llli/l11/e 10 l)fl'~'SIl/"f! Iram'lflu'''' (m). wid J[ "' compass hl'IJdh'g ;11 
degrees. The poor reSOIUliOll (If Ihis photo is due to the fact lirm Ii was reproduced frum 
videotape. 
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Figure 4.3 : Ml plrolflgrapl/C,f bJ DSV Alvin on dive #2267. The cylirnier vi,\"i/:;/c on lhe mooring 
line i~" Ih" el(,ClrOrlicsIUlIIsinJ.: for the m;orl$lic rdease. Tire /)/.Ilg(' abvve thai is flu: Ivwer· 
mosl II'ml'crcJtllre sensvr IMTR2U16J. Tile datu .~lIol>'n 011 the screen is the smile a$ in figure 
4 .2. except/or the nOl'igaliQII Jwa which has beel! rep/aced by the dive fll.1.mber in this 
phow. 
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The travel-time measurement made by BS4 was essential in estimating the position of 

BS4B. Data from aU the pods on BS4 show a constant offset in the sound speed versus the 

thermistor measurement of 0.1118 OC (figure 4.4). This offset is constant over the 

remainder of the deployment. If the offset were due to a salinity change, the magnitude of 

the sa1inity difference would have been O.388ppt (from equation 3.2). This magnitude of 

salinity offset has not been observed at the southern Juan de Fuca ridge (Baker,1991). I 

equate the sound-speed offset to depth dependence. If this is true, then BS4 was deployed. 

32m shallower at site BS4B than B54A. Examining the map in figure 4.1 reveals that 

there is only one large mound where the tripod could have landed. Therefore, I have 

placed BS4B as shown in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.4: Temperature offset berweenjirsl and second deployment 0/ BS4. The upper dala comes 
from calculating temperature using the sound·speed mea:mrements wilh a cons/ani built· ;n to 
match the lemperalure with the thermistors during the first day of deployment (August /5). 
After August 15, lhe travel·time estimale of temperature and the thermistor temperature 
meas/lrement differed by O.111SOC. For the same period of lime. BS3 thermistors tracked 
travel-lime lemperature very closely. 

Of the four thermistor moorings that were deployed in VENTS90, three were recovered . 

Ml did not respond to acoustic commands after repeated attempts to communicate with it. 

It was equipped with a back-Up timer set to release on the last day Discoverer was on 

station. Atlanlis U was on station for several more days, and no sign of the mooring was 

found. Ml was deployed 150m southwest of M2. Its loss was disappointing. but since M2 

was so close, I did not expect the measurements at Ml to be much different from those at M2. 
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The three moorings (M2. MS. M 6) which were recovered had logged temperature da ta 

for on1y three days. They were initialized on July 17·18 in Woods Hole, and left running 

from that date. There was a software error which prevented the micro·processor from 

writing more than one month of data, so after 30 days. the logging stopped. The engineer 

at PMEL who wrote the software was able to identify the problem, and fix it in a matter of 

minutes after he was made aware of the problem. One MTR (#2016) on M2 had been re-

initialized later than the others, so it logged 10 days of fi eld data. Even in the three day 

time·series from the moorings, very exci ting evidence of diffu se hydrothermal flow was 

observed. 

The BASS tripods both logged nearly complete data sets. BS4 missed one day during 

which it was being re-deployed (August 16), and BS3 missed twelve hours of data at the 

very end of the deployment because its battery failed at cold temperature. Otherwise, the 

quality of the data was excellent, and it has provided the first time·series of the large

scale picture of diffuse hydrothermal flow. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I will present time-series, vertical profiles, and 

power spectra from the VENTS90 measurements. 1 will also show estimates of turbulence, 

heat diffusion, and salinity which were ca)culated from the field measurements. The 

measurements will be shown to have captured diffuse hydrothermal flow from two 

different diffuse patches, one small one within 100m of M2, and another very large field 

l 000m north of M2. I will conclude the chapter by using the field da ta to estimate the total 

heat output from these two diffuse flow sources. 
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Field Data 

In this section, I present field measurements from the two BASS tripods, and three 

thermistor moorings deployed during the VEN1'S90 cruise to the Oett segment of the 

southern Juan de Fuca ridge. The loca tion of the instruments was shown in figure 4.1. 

I will show velocity measurements from the BASS tripods first, so that the reader will 

sec where fluid is coming from, and going to, in the hydrothermal field. Once the general 

character of the flow has been established, I will show time series and vertical profiJes of 

temperature measured at all five instruments. 

1 then usc the simultaneous velodty and temperature measurements to make estimates 

of heat flux vectors for mean heat transport, and for turbulent heat diffusion. These 

measurements have allowed me to identify the probable sources of diffuse hydrothermal 

flow. They also permit application of my simple plume model (discussed in section 2) (or 

estimating total diffuse hydrothermal energy output. 

There are several other measurements made by the BASS instruments which warrant 

presentation, but which do not directly ajd in estimating hydrothermal energy output. 

These additional measuremen ts will be discussed at the end of this subsection. 
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Velocity Measurements 

Velocities measured by all pods on BS3 and BS4 were very s imilar. Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 

4.7 show time series o f Northward, Eastward and Upward velocities measured at pod3 on 

BS3. This pod was represenlative of all the velocity sensors. 
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Figure 4.5: Northward velocity m.easured at BS3 , podJ 
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Figure 4.6 : Eastward velocity measured aJ 8S3, pod) 
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Figure 4.7: Upward velocity measured Q1 BS3, pod3 
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A scatter plot of the direction and magnitude of velocity (figure 4.8, in the horizontal 

plane only) shows a tidaJ ellipse which has its major axis in the direction of northwest to 

southeast. The highest currents are seen in these directions. 
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Figure 4.8 : HoriU)1llaI velocity measured 01 8S3, podJ. Each point represenls a one-hour average of 
velocity measuremenls. The predomifllllll flow direction was rwrlirwesl-soulheasl, 
oscillating with tidal periods. 

Cannon deployed several current meter moorings to the south of the vent field (Cannon, 

1991). His current meters were much higher in the water column than were my BASS 

tripods. Cannon's measurements showed the mean flow to be in essential1y the same 

direction as observed by BS3, and very similar in magnitude. 

Cannon observed a four-day periodicity from moored current meter data in 1990 

(Cannon, 1991), and in 1987-88 (Cannon, 1990). In figure 4.9, the four-day periodicity 

observed by Cannon is apparent in BASS measurements. This figure is a progressive current 

vector diagram where the curve can be thought of as the path of a particle released (rom 

the BS3 tripod on the first day of the deployment (assuming the flow over the entire field 

was unifonn at every time sample). Each 'x' represents the position in 24 hour increments. 

The first two days showed consistent mean flow to the southeast. After the second day, the 

flow reversed for one day, then continued its southeast trajectory for (our more days. At 
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this time, the now oscillated back and forth for three days, until it began a five day trend 

with a general drift to the northwest. 
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Figure 4.9 : Progressille.vector diagram/rom BS3. The cun'e represenJs drift of a hypothetical 
partiele released from BS3 on the first day of lhe deployment. The stDTljng po;nt is oJ 
coordinare (0,0). The distance belween 'x' marks representslhe distance cOllered by the 
partiele oller Om! 24·hour period. 

The velocity measurements indicate that over the first several days of the deployment. 

mean advection was to the southeast, after which time it reversed. During the course of 

the deployment, velocities from all directions were encountered, but the general trends were 

as shown in figure 4.9. This implies that any hydrothermal effluent detected in the first 

several days of the deployment had its origins to the north, while any detected later in the 

deployment probably came from the sou th. 

Temperature Measurements 

Temperature measurements were the means used in my array to detect the presence of 

hydrothermal nuid. Knowing something about the mean now field from velocity 

measurements will ultimately permit me to suggest the location and character of the origins 

for observed temperature anomalies. 
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Mean temperatures from the tltree moorings (M2, MS, M6) were 1.906, 1.898 and 1.901 

0C, respectively. The difference in mean temperatures between moorings are within 0_005 

°C of each other after applying the Steinhart-Hart equation to the calibration data ( YSI 

Inc_, 1990)_ Temperatures measured on the BASS tripods had mean values of 2.124 and 1.779 

°C for B53 and BS4, respectively. I attribute the difference in mean values between the 

MTR's and the BASS thermistors to the BASS thermistor calibrations (see section 3_2)_ 

The MTR's were extenSively calibrated afler the dep loyment at temperatures similar to 

those encountered in the field. The mean temperatures on BS3 and BS4 are corrected to 

match those of M2, MS, and M6. 

lbe complete time-series of temperature from each of the instruments is presented in 

figure 4.10. Figure 4.11 shows the temperatures observed (or the first three days of the 

deployment. 

Q 

J 1.95 

1.9 
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30 

Figure 4.10 : Time-series of temperalllre from Ihe lowest sensor on each inslrumenJ for Ihe duroliOll of 

1M Ileploymenl. Each of lhe lime-series is I'errically offset by O.OZ50C. The bottom curve 
for M6 shows the true mean level for alllhe curves. 
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Figure 4.11: Time-series oftemperaJurefrom the lowest sensor Orl each instrument for theftrsl three 

days of the deployment. Each of the time-series is vertically offset by 01J25oC. The 
bottom curve for M6 slwws the true mean level for au the curve.f.Features which are 
correlaJed between tM ftve instruments are ilIustraJed by the daslied lines marking some of 
the most striking similarities. 

The curves in both figure 4.10 and 4.11 are offset in the vertical in such a way that the 

top curve is M2, the northern-most instrument, and the bottom is the southern-most. The 

time series from M2 shows several significant temperature spikes. 

Similar features between M2 and the other instruments are pointed out in figure 4.11. A 

time lag between peaks at M2 and those on the other instruments was measured from the 

time-series. I divided the distance between instruments by the time-lag between the 

temperature measurements obtained from cross-correlation between each of the moorings. 

The result is acharacteristic velocity scale. The velocity scales resulting fTOrn peaks in the 
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correlation functions are summarized in Table 4.1. These velocities are similar to mean 

flow speeds measured by BASS. 

The correlations between the most distant instruments, such as M6 and M2 are less 

realistic than those behveen the nearest instruments. The peak in the cross-correlations 

corresponding to a parcel of fluid being advectcd by two widely spaced instruments was not 

neccesarily the first peak (see Appendix C). In table 4.1 , only the first correlation peak 

was used. The time-scale of current fluctuations was tidal (twelve hours). The time it 

would take a particle at M2 to reach M6 (assuming a mean velocity of 1.S cmis) is 26 hours. 

Thus, the flow would have changed before the temperature signal at M2 could be impressed 

upon M6. In the table 4.1, the most remote correlations are those in the upper right-hand 

corner of the table. 
M2 B53 1 B54 1 M5 M6 

M2 0 0.99 1.62 2.39 5.64 
B53 0 1.00 1.04 1.45 
B54 0 1.37 1.39 
M5 0 0.59 
M6 0 .. all vclocltlcs In em/s 

Table 4.1: VelocilY scales[rom cross-corre/aling instrunumlS jn lhe VENfS90 array. Eacla emry in 
lhe table corresponds to the cross-corri!lalion between the instruments indicated along the 
border. For examp~, lhe I1i!locity of /.62cnlls aI the inJer~·eCfion of M2 and M5 represents 
Ille distance between M5 and M2 divided by the correlation time between lhe temperalure 
lime-series from these two instrumenls. 

Temperature Profiles 

Figure 4.12 presents surface plots of the vertical temperature profiles at all five 

instruments during the first three days of the deployment (August 15-18). Since the tripods 

were only Sm tall, and the moorings were 45m in height, variations in the temperature 

gradient are not obvious on the time-series from BS3 and BS4. M2 shows several events 

where the temperature prOfiles are monotonically increasing with height. These events 

correspond to periods of southward flow. There are three events where the maximum 

temperature was observed at 10m above the seafloor. These events correspond to the only 

three times during the first three days when the flow was directed towards the west. The 

different character of the temperature events when the flow comes from different directions 

is suggestive of two diffuse source~, one due east of M2, the other well to the north of M2. 
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Figure 4.12 : Vertical profiles of temperature expressed as surface plols. The jluctUalmg nalure of the 
tempera/ure profiles is evidenJ in this presetltllIion. On Ml, there are several temperature eve1lls where tM 
ma.limum temperoJure occurs at tM top sensor. There are three events where lite maximllm lemperalure occurs 
oJ Ihe 10m eleva/ior!. These three events correspond to the only limes when Iheflow was 10 Ihe west. The 
profiles for BS3 and BS4 were OIIly 5m high, whereas the profiles from M2,M5 , and M6 were 45m high. 
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Figure 4.1 2 does not give a good quantitative picture of the temperature profiles. 

Bottom temperature gradient was better for comparing the five instrument arrays. 1be 

temperature gradient at the bottom of each of the instrument arrays is plotted. in figure 

4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: TemperalUre gradient oJ all ins/rumellls. The five time-series are verliealty offset by 

O.OO25°C from each other. T~jr actual mean vaillesore the same as lhat of M6. Tile breoJr. 
in the lemperalllre gradielll record/or BS4 was due 10 it sur/acing and being re.deployed 01 
lhal li~peaks which appeG¥ correlated are indicated inlhisfigure. 

There are several peaks in the times series which are correlated between instruments. 

Events showing the strongest correlation on all the instruments occured during sou thward 

flow. The events with the largest bottom temperature gradient, particularly on August 17, 

do not appear to propagate down the array. These events are the ones which occurred 

during westward flow (shown in 4.12). [f they are indeed due to a small, near source, then 

it is no surprise that evidence of a temperature event at these times was only observed at 

M2. 
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Mean Transport of Heat 

The mean heat transport is the product of velocity and tempera hue anomaly (the 

constant PCp is assumed to be 42Xl()6 kg s·2 m-l oc-1). Figure 4.14 shows the flow direction 

superimposed over the M2 time-series. The periods when flow was southward and 

westward are high-lighted in the figure. These times correspond to most of the observed 

temperature spikes on Ml. 
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Figure 4.14 : Flow direction and lemperaJure anomalies on Ml. The bars along the bottom show 
~,oids wlum flu! velocity was directed 10 the southward, and to lite westward. The multiple 
curves shown are from the six lempualure sClUors at the six elevations on M2 

Figure 4.15 shows the advected heat flux calculated at each instrument. The technique 

used to make these estimates was to take the time-series of velocity at BS3, averaged over 

15-minute intervals. and multiplied with the lS-minute average temperature anomaly at 

each of the other instruments. The temperature anomaly was conservatively estimated as 

the average difference between the maximum and minimum temperature on each vertical 

array. The resulting lS-roinute interval time-series of heat flux was sorted into So 

direction bins, and all of the measurements for a given direction were ensemble-averaged 

(figure 4.1S). The resulting polar plot of heat flux for M2 shows two directions where the 

heat flux was several times larger than any other directions. The other moorings show an 

elevated heat flux for flows to the southeast. The true direction of this flow may have 

been different due to local magnetic anomalies influencing the compasses on BS3 and BS4. 
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Heat Diffusion Measurements 

Turbulent heat diffusion as described in the previous section is shown for the entire 

deployment in figure 4.16. The time-series shows that there are spikes which colTespond 

to peaks in turbulent kinetic energy. Figure 4.17 shows a scatter plots of the heat diffusion 

vector. in the horizontal plane, the diffusion was approximately isotropic, with a 

magnitude of 0.1 W 1m2. In the vertical plane, the diffusion was directed into the seafloor 

for most of the deployment. The downward heat diffusion was less than 0.6 W 1m2. This 

measure of heat diffusion gives an idea of the loss of heat from a plume into the bottom. 
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Figure 4.16: Time-series of turbulent hetl1 diffusion measured from BS3, podJ. This data was calculated 
in silu by BASS, and shows times when lhe mngnitude of heal diffusion was greatest. 
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Figure 4.17: SCalter plot of horizontal and vertical heat diffusion veclOrsfrom BSJ. The plot 011 the 
left shows diffusion in the horizontal plane. The plot on the right shows diffusion in Ihe 
venical plane. It is apparent tJwl heal diffusion was primarily directed downward. This i.f 
plausible for warm flow over a cold bOllom. 
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Turbulence Measurements 

Measurements of turbulent kinetic energy are presented in figure 4.18. The semi-diurnal 

periodicity of all the turbulent energy reflects tile tidally forced currents. Figure 4.19 

shows correlation between the square of the mean velocity and the turbulent energy. 
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Figure 4.18 : Ti~'Sl!rjes of llUbulem /tinelic e~rgy measured from BS3, podJ 
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Figure 4.19: Correlation between turbulent kinetic ~rgy atJd ~~locityfrom BSJ, podJ 
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Vertical profiles of turbulent kinetic energy (figure 4.20> show that the mean levels 

were constant with height. The maximum turbulence events (rurbulence intensity greater 

than 0.005 (cm/s)2) show that the kinetic energy increased with height during times of 

high turbulence (figure 4.20). The profile of turbulent heat diffusion also shows a positive 

vertical gradient during high-energy periods. Figure 4.20 also shows the vertical profile of 

heat diffusion from BS4 and 8S3. 
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Figure 4.20: Turbulence and Ileal diffusion profiles for BSJ and BS4. The figure onlhe left shows 
the vertical profile 0/ turbulence when the k.inetic energy (figure 4.18) was larger than 
0.005 (cmlsY. The tllree profiles are for kinelic energy (kJ!), Reyncld$ stresses of BASS 
aus (oxb+cxb+c.xd+axd) which are in an ifIClined plane, and reynolds stres,fes (oxc+bxd) 
which au in a vertical plane. The plot on lhe right shows aprojile 0/ turbulent heat 
diffusion for file same samples lIS the profiles on the left . The mean diffusion profile was 
efft!Clivdy consltvll wilh height, while flu! maximum profile increases wilh distance from 
Ihe bottom. 

Power Spectra of Measurements 

In environmental flow such as diffuse hydrothennal venting. turbulent eddies exchange 

energy from large-scale motion to scales where the energy can be dissipated through viscous 

friction. The process is referred to as the turbulent energy cascade. Measurements from 

VENTS9Q show some interesting properties of the energy cascade. 

At scales of motion smaller than the largest eddies, and larger than the scale of viscous 

dissipation, the energy present in any particular eddy size is proportional to -5/3Log(O, 

where f is the frequency (or wavenumber) of the eddy scale (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). 

The scales of turbulence should be visible in the power spectrum of any fluctuating, flow 

dependent variable such as velocity or temperature. 

Power spectra of the velocities from BS3 and BS4 were calculated from the VENTS90 

data. Figure 4.21 shows spectra estimated over the first 3.5 days of deployment for BS3. 

Figure 4.21 was obtained from an average of the squares of ten 512-point FFTs (at one 

sample per minute, 512 samples = 8.5 hours) in accordance with Oppenheim and Schafer 

(1975). I also calculated spectra the hard way. by taking an FIT of the autocorrelation of 
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the time-scrics. Both techniques produced comparable spectra . I used the MA 1l..AB 

"Spectrum" function to implements the method of Oppenheim and Schafer (Little and 

Shure, 1988). 
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Figure 4.21 : PQWer spectrum 0{ northward componbll of velocity from 8S3. The dashed lines 
indicate the -513lAg{[) slope. Ea£h curve is offset IIeftically by one order of magnitude. The 
true level for all the curves is idenlicaJ to that 0[ podl . Pod 6 W(U /lOt plotted since one axis 
was bod. 

The dassica]-S/3 Iog(f) slope of the spectrum is apparent in figure 4.23, The top curve 

represents data from the top sensor (podS), and the bottom represents velocity 

measurements from the sensor pod nearest the boundary (pod1). The specua have been 

o ffset for clarity, the spectral levels are actually the same for all curves in the figure. The 

approximate lowest frequency where the -5/3 slope is evident indicates tl,c minimum 

frequency of the equilibrium range of turbulence. The minimum frequency of the equilibrium 

range can in tum be related to the largest-scale turbulent motion (TCJUlekes and Lumley, 

1972) by, 

where U is the mean velocity, f is the lowest frequency limit of the equilibrium range of 

turbulence, and {is the largest turbulent eddy scale. In figure 4.21, f is on the order of 
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O.()()()3...0.0008 Hz ( a time-scale of 55-20 minu tes), while U is 3-4 em/so The large-scale 

eddy size should be OIl the order of 40-130m . 

Figure 4.22 shows the spectra for vertical velocity at pods 1-5 on OSJ. The -5/3 slope is 

not as apparent as in spectra of horizontal velocities. The upper three pods (3-5) show 

indications of the -5/3 slope at frequendes higher than 0.004 Hz. This frequency 

corresponds to an eddy scale of 6-1Om The lower pods 0-2) do not show evidence of the -5/3 

roU-off . This is to be expected, since eddy scales a re proportional to the distance from the 

seafloor for simple boundary layer flow. The distance above the bottom where the 

boundary layer edd ies were fluctuating too rapidly to be resolved. by one-minute samples of 

velodty (at 3-4cm/s mean flow) is 1.8-2.4m. Poos 1 and 2 were 0.58 and 1.18m above the 

bottom, respectively. Therefore, the high-frequency measurements (up to ooce sample per 

minute) agree with simple boundary layer behaviour. 
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Figure 4.22: Powcr spectrum of vcr tical lIelocity from 8S3. The lop pods (1.5) show 1M SI3 LogUJ 
behalliour al high frequefICies, whereas fhe lower tWQ pods dQ nOI. The spectra were offset in 
the lIer/ieal the same as in figure 4 .2 J. 
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Spectra for temperature at BS3 are shown in figure 4.23. The flattening of the spectra 

evident at frequencies higher than O.OO5Hz is due to the noise floor of temperature 

measurement. The temperature fluctuations corresponding to this level are: 

This noise level approximately corresponds to the digitization noise floor for the 

temperature estimation (O.OOO5°C. from section 3) . 
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Figure 4.23: Power $I'«'ra 0/ temperature (travel·time e.rlimale.r)/rom 8S3. All pods show the ·50 
Log(J) behaviour til high/requencies. At frequencies higher than O.OO4Hz, the spectra level 
off due to digitizal jon noise aI lire resolution of OJ)OO5·0.00IS°C. The spectra were offset 
in the vertical Ihe same a.J in figure 4.21. 

Spectra for M2 are shown in figure 4.24. The sample rate of all the MTR's was 1/3.75 

minutes, so the spectra do not extend as high in frequency as those from BS3 and BS4. The 

spectra from all sensors on all three moorings exhibit the -S/310g(O behaviour. 
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Figure 4.24: Pow~ Sp«frtJ of temperature from M2 . AU unsors show the -513lAg(f) beh4IJiour over 
tire otIire spectrum. The sp«tra were of/set ill the verticmlne same as in fisure 4.21 . 

I have described measurements of velocity from BASS tripods, temperature profiles 

from all six instruments, mean heat flux and turbulent heat diffusion, turbulent kinetic 

energy, and finally power spectra of the time-scries of temperature and velocity. The 

primary goal in acquiring all this information was to attempt to detect a plume from 

diffuse hydrothermal flow. I win show in the next section that the data indicates that I 

did in fact observe diffuse hydrothennal effluent. I will use some of the measurements to 

make an integrated estimate of the heat output from diffuse hydrothermal flow. 
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Interpretation of Field Measurements 

In this discussion of the VENTS90 measurements, I will try to: 
• prove that the instruments detected diffuse hydrothermal flow that was 

advected horizontally along the seafloor, 
• identify the source of diffuse hydrothermal flow, 
• estimate the total heat output by the diffuse vents, and 
• point out some additional measurements which showed interesting plume 

properties. 

I will address each of these points in the order that they are shown above. 

Was Diffuse Hydrothermal Flow Detected? 

Temperature anomalies at M2 are the most striking evidence to suggest that 

hydrothermal flow was observed. There were six major peaks over a three day period, 

each almost 0.100 °C above the background temperature (figure 4 .. 11). These peaks 

coincide with local minima in the turbulent kinetic energy (figure 4.18), with a lO-hour 

delay (figure4.2S). The cross-correlation function is shown in Appendix C 
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Figure 4.25: The lemperature,f a1 the lowest sensor orI M2 is plot/cd along with lhe turbu~n1 kinetic 
energy from BS3, pod). The turbulent *iMrie -energy is plotted Ixiow the temperature. The 
verlicol leak/or temperature is shown 10 the left . and Ihe scale for kinetic energy is 10 the 
righl. I have indicated segmel1ls of Ihese cllrW'.s which (JI'C carre/aled. The turbulence leads 
the temperoture by about lO hO/us, Sugges/iing a cau.fol relationship between IIIrbulence or 
cllrrenJ, and plume temperature. 
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I will play "d evil's advocate" for a moment, and tty to explain these measurements 

without involving hydrothennal Oow. A temperature anomaly at the seafloor could be 

created if water was somehow brought down from shallower depths by topography north of 

M2. This water would appear wanner than the surroundings d uring low-mixing conditions. 

When the turbulence increased, the warm fluid would be diluted with bottom water, and 

the temperature anomaly would disappear. In order for this to be plausible, a very large 

topographic feature must be present. The nearest major topographic feature to M2 is a 100m 

cliff on the western edge of the axial valley. The temperature gradient was on the order of 

5X10...s OC/m (Baker, 1991). Therefore, the water that could be entrained from 100m above 

the axial vaDey would produce a temperature anomaly of only O.OOS°c. This would not 

yield the observed temperature anomalies, which were on the order of O.050-0.1000C. 

Thus, ambient temperature gradients could not have created the temperature anomalies 

secnonM2. 

Suppose that the effluent from a diffuse hydrothermal source was advected past M2. 

How can I account for the episodic nature of the measurements, and for the correlation 

between M2 temperatures and turbulence measurements (figure 4.25, and the dross

corre1ation functions in Appendix O? Consider what would happen if the hydrothennal 

source built up a large bolus of warm water above the vent field during low-current, low

mixing conditions. When the horizontal current increased, this large volume of relatively 

concentrated Ouid would be advected downstream, sometimes past M2. Such a scenario 

would require periods of slack tide to store up a large volume of concentra ted vent fluid . 

The hydrothennal output would appear episodic at M2, and would be related to the 

periods of low tidal current. 

In figure 4.25, there are several times when a plume should have been observed (based 

on the flow direction and correlation with turbulence), but none was seen. Looking a t the 

history of the current direction and magnitude (figure 4.5, 4.6) , the times when plumes were 

not seen correspond to periods when the duration of the slack tide, or the southward flow 

was not long enough to build up a bolus of fluid, and then transport it to M2. 

The above me<:hanism for creating the temperature anomalies at M2 is dependent upon 

the presence of hydrothermal Oow. There were many sources of active venting north of M2 

which had temperature anomalies in excess of those observed at M2 (from both Alvin and 
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towed camera surveys; Embley, 1991; Baker, 1991). If I were solving a detective novel, I 

would say that the suspect (diffuse hydrothermal flow) had the means, and the 

opportunity to create the temperature anamalies at M2 (sorty, I can't find a motive). Let's 

apprehend the suspect. 

Where did the Diffuse Flow Originate? 

Figure 4.26 shows the map of the VENTS90 deployment site with the heat flux 

direction plotted over the position of each of the moorings. The directions of maximum 

heat flux at M2 indicate that there were two different heat sources. One of these was to 

the north of M2, and the other was to the east. {will consider the northern source first. 

The mean velocity during the first three days of deployment was 3-4cm/s to the south. 

Velocity was correlated (with no time lag) over the entire field. BS3, BS4, and Cannon's 

moored current meters (several kilometers to south of the BASS tripods) showed very 

similar velocities (Cannon, 1991). Assuming the current north of M2 was behaving the same 

as observed at BS3 at the same time, then the l a-hour time lag between the turbulence 

minima and the temperature spikes on M2 suggest that a heat source 1km north of M2 could 

have built up a bolus of wann water, given an advection velocity of 3-4 em/so 

Careful comparison between the bottom temperatures on all instruments reveal a 

striking similarity. Figures 4.11 through 4.13 show this very clearly. The dashed tines in 

figure 4.11 show some examples of features which appear correlated between the 

instruments. Figure 4.13 shows the bottom temperature gradient at each instrument. The 

increase in bottom temperature gradient appears to be correlated between instruments, 

except tor the second deployment of 654. This may have been due to BS4's relocation near 

the top of a large mound, where it would have encountered a different part of the diffuse 

plume, having a different temperature gradient. The decay in temperature gradient 

fluctuations in figure 4.13 is an indication of the plume d ilution from the northern source. 

This quantity represents the difference between vent fluid and eddies of ambient water 

entrained near the location of the sensor 
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There were three temperature spikes in figure 4.12 which occurred during periods of 

westward flow. These are represen ted by the large heat flux spike shown in figure 4.26. 

Examination of the temperature profile at M2 (figures 4.12 and 4.27) reveals that these 

temperature anomalies are substantially different in appearance from those during 

southward flow. These anomalies exhibited maximum temperatures at the 10m elevation 

rather than at the top of the mooring. The map of the deployment field (figure 4.26) shows 

that Arvin observed a small area of diffuse flow 100m east of M2. This segment of the 

crack vent was the most Ukely source for diffuse flow observed during westward flow. 

The two sources of hydrothermal activity were; one large source approximately lkm 

north of M2, and a smaller source 100m east of M2. The two sources were identified by two 

independent measurements; the temperature profile at M2, and the velocity direction at 

BS3. Temperature profiles on the other instruments indicate that the northern heat source 

was large enough that the temperature anomaly was detectable as far as 2 km downstream. 

In my detective novel, this would be the time when the hero would cry 'book' im", and the 

crook (diffuse hydrothermal flow) would be hauled off to be fingerprinted. 

How much Energy was Output in Diffuse Plumes? 

The two sources of diffuse flow produced plumes of different heights. Due to the 

observations from submersibles, I expect that this difference in height was due to the size of 

the sources. The northern source was probably several hundred meters across, while the 

eastern source was less than 100m long by 5m wide. The horizontal dimensions of these 

diffuse sources is the biggest unknown in estimating heat flux. 1 will calculate the heat 

flux from the eastern source first, since it was closer to M2, and the size of its plume was thus 

better defined than the plume from the northern source. 

Figure 4.15 shows an estimate of the heat transfer rate (the enrgy that is advected 

with the plume) from the eastern source to be 10 kW 1m2. The plume appears to have a 

maximum height on the order of 20m above bottom (figure 4.12). Within this 20m plume, 

the vertical temperature profile reaches a maximum at 10m. The equivalent thickness for 

a plume with constant properties would be approximately 10m. DSVAlvin observations 
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suggest that the source of this plume extended for 5O-100m along the central crack (figure 

4.26). Heat flux from this source is: 

where the quantity in brackets was from figure 4.16. Z is the vertical thickness of the 

plume, and Y is the half-width. The most speculative part of this calculation is the 

estimate of plume width. Temperature anomaly is accurate to ±.005°C(= ±10%)' velocity 

is known within ±.4 cmls (= ±15%) of the mean value, vertical rise height may be under

predicted by 5m (= +50%), and the physical coefficients are no worse than ±10% in error. 

The plume width may be as large as 100m, or as small as SOm. The range of heat flux is 

thus 5-20 MW from the eastern source, with the most probable value from 10-15MW, based 

on DSV Alvin surveys of the diffuse source (DSV Alvin dive # 2267). 

Estimating the output from the northern source is more difficult than (or the eastern 

source. The geometry of the eastern source was fairly well defined, since it was near M2, 

and there is only one potential origin for the plume. The northern plume cou Id come from 

any, or all of a large number of diffuse patches of venting north of M2. DSVAivin dives 

revealed many segments of the central crack where wan;n fluid was observed for hundreds 

of meters. In addition, there was a high-temperature vent field 1.5 km north of M2 (figure 

4.26). 

The specific heat flux (the downstream heat transport) at M2 during southward flow 

was 10kW 1m2 (figure 4.15). The plume centerline may have been higher than the 45m 

thermistor on M2, but there are some events on M2 which appear to show the temperature 

leveled off near the top. Figure 4.27 shows the temperature profile at M2 during the 

southward and westward plume events. I will assume that the plume centerline is in fact 

50m from the seafloor. This makes the equivalent plume thickness equal to 5Om. lne 

width of the plume may be as small as 100m, but it is more likely to be much larger. The 

plume was detected. at M2 during flow from almost 6()0 of heading between south and 

southeast flow. This leads me to expect the plume to be very wide. BS4 detected 

temperature anomalies which matched those at BS3, and the tripods were separated by 

apprOximately 400m in the east-west direction. An upper bound on the plume width wouJd 

be to say that it covered the whole of the axial valley, appearing as smog does over Los 
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Angeles in the summer. Such a plume would have a width on the order of one kilometer. 

Thus, the range of heat flux hom this source was 5O-SOOMW for plume width from 100-

l000m. 
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Figure 4.27: Profiles of the lemperolure (UU)ltWiiu from M2 during the westward and norlhw(Ud jluw. 
Ti,e maximum lempera/ure during westward fluw was m lhe }Om elevation. whereas tlu! 
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More information about this plume can be found by analyzing the drop in temperature 

anomaly seen at a ll the sensors. Figure 4.28 shows a plot of temperature fluctuation versus 

distance from a hypothetical source 1 km north of M2. 
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The data plotted in figure 4.28 represents variation in local temperature gradient at 

each sensor during the first day of the deployment, when the flow was southward. I chose 

this to estimate the plume temperature decay because; it was detected at the BASS tripods 

as well as at the moorings, and it eliminates the effects of local temperature offsets 

between sensors by only comparing the magnitude of fluctuations. The fluctuations in 

temperature gradient at the seafloor are created by alternate sampling of plume water, and 

bursts of cool entrained water as the plume is advectcd past an instrument. A linear fit to 

the data is shown in the figure. 'This fit corresponds to the equation 2.33. 

4.1 • { VeWe x] ~T 
P - Po 1- UWo Yo =PTo · 

The regression in figure 4.28 shows; 

4.2 aT = 0.10·0.036 x . 

Repladng 4.2 into the density anomaly equation 4.1 yields: 

.. 0.10 7 
Po ~ ~2OC ~5XIO- ,so 

.VeWe 1 0.36 -6 
Po UW

o 
Yo = P-2- = 1.8X10 , and 

VeWe 
Yo = 280 UWo m . 

Ve and We are the entrainment velocities into the plume for ambient water. I will 

assume the ratio of We to Wo is equal to unity. This is a zeroth-{)rder estimate, and these 

two velocities are of the same order of magnitude (section 2.5). A reasonable estimate for 

the entrainment velocity V c is based on the turbulent kinetic energy measured by BASS. A 

measured value for the U'U' kinetic energy in a plume at5m was 0.01 an2/s2 . The 

entrainment velocity using this measurement as a basis would therefore be O.lan/s. For 

buoyant plumes, it is common to take the entrainment velocity to be 10% of the plume 

centerline velocity 0.5. Turner; 1973). This is equivalent to assuming the entrainment to be 

proportional to the velocity shea r on the boundary of a plume. For a boundary layer flow, 

the analogous velOCity scale is the "shear velocity" (Tennekes and Lumley. 1972) which is 

often taken as 10% of the mean flow velocity. Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that 
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the entrainment velocity is between O. l -OAcm/s for an average horizontal current of lcrnls. 

Thus, the above relation becomes: 
Yo = 30-110m, 

where Yo is the half-width of the actual plume source. The spreading of this source is: 

V. 
Y=Yo+ux = (30-11Om) + 0 -.4) x. 

At 15km downstream from the sowce, the plume width would be 360-1,42Om. Using 

the above plume width, the heat flm. would be : 

H = (pcpAToU) Zo2Yo = J80-7IOMW . 

This calculation would be improved dramatically if more were known of the horizontal 

dimensions of the diffuse plume. 

Additional Plume Properties 

BASS measured much more than just mean current direction and magnitude. In the 

VENTS'90 deployment, observations of sound speed, turbulent mixing, and turbulent heat 

diffusion were made. Some of this data has been discussed in connection with the estimate 

of hydrothermal heat output. There are aspects of these measurements which do not 

easily fit into a simple model for hydrothermal flow. 

Turbulence Measurements 

Grant, Williams and Clenn (1 984) and Cross, Williams and Grant (1986) discussed 

measurements of benthk boundary layer phenomena in detail. In these papers, BASS was 

used to measure bottom turbulence for comparison with flow models. Gross, Williams and 

Grant (1986) measured turbulent kinetic energy of lcm2/s2 in lOcm/s flow. The ratio of U'U' 

to U2 was approximately 0.001-0.01. VENTS'90 data shows this ratio to be 0.0004 - O.cX)1 : 

Gross, Williams and Grant comment that turbulence measured when the mean velocity was 

less than Semis were in error by ±40% due to resolution limits in the vertical velocity 

component. Mean flow during VENTS'90 was never higher than 6-&m/s, and was 
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typically 3-4 em/so At such low velocities, the Reynolds stress and turbulent kinetic energy 

estimates may be in enor by a substantial magnitude. 

The vertical profiles of Reynolds stress and turbulent kinetic energy shown in figure 4.20 

indicate that turbulent mixing increases with distance from the bottom. This is observed 

primarily during high velocity mean flow. Such behaviour contradicts turbulent boundary 

layer theory (such as Monin and Yaglom, 1971). One explanation could be that mixing was 

caused by a mechanism not related to the boundary layer. This mechanism may be 

dependent upon hydrothermal now. The turbulence generated by horizontally advectcd 

buoyant now could be a topic for further study. 

Turbulent Heat Diffusion 

Figure 4.15 shows a scatter plot of the turbulent heat dUrusio!, estimates . These plots 

show that the peak turbulent diffusion was 0.6 W / m2 . This diffusion of heat was directed 

primarily downward, into the seafloor. Over a l000m distance downstream from a 

hydrothermal source, a plume tha t is 200m wide will transport 120kW of heat into the 

boundary layer if this diffusion ra te is constant throughout the plume. Given a total heat 

nux on the order of 100 MW , this is only 0.12% of the total transport. The measurement of 

this quantity by BASS shows that plume models which neglect the heat loss to a boundary 

layer on the seafloor are justified. 

Salinity Changes 

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the comparison between temperature estimated from travel

time measurements (as described in section 3), and those estimated from a thermistor. BS4 

shows excellent agreement between the two estimates. BS3, however, shows a significant 

discrepancy. This error cannot be explained by any straightforward electronic drift or fault 

in the measurement circuit. Since BS4 and BS3 were identical ins truments, it is very odd 

that one should behave so well, while the other shows a cyclic offset with a period of two 

weeks. 

One explanation for the offset is to suppose that the assumption of constant salinity is 

not correct. The salinity fluctuation necessary to produce the discrepancy shown was 
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plotted in figure 3.17. The times when this function was high correspond to periods of 

southward flow, while the low levels correspond to northward flow. This 'WOuld imply 

that the northem plumes were high in salinity (by 200ppm) when compared with flow 

from the south, where no plumes were found (Embley, 1991). BS4 may have been above the 

layer where salinity variations were detectable. This may expalin why BS4 did not 

record large salinity fluctuations. The salinity in 3.17 is not correlated with temperature 

fluctuations from the plume, however. I would expect that salinity and temperature should 

be similar since both are conservative plume properties. nus is one serious inconsistency 

with interpretting lhe supposed salinity fluctuations. 

Data from Baker ( 1991) shows that a CTD towed across the crack vent near this site 

recorded elevated salinity (by 30-60 ppm) at the same time as 0.100 °C temperature spikes 

were observed. His data was uncertain due to a difference in conductivity and thermistor 

response times. Massoth (991) has also noted some observations of elevated salinity in 

diffuse and black smoker hydrothermal fluids in this area. 

The accuracy of BASS sound-speed measurement (or estimating fluctuations in salinity 

has not been calibrated. I present this data as an intriguing side issue which bears further 

investigation into the behavior of the Juan de Fuca ridge vents, and into the potential of 

simultaneous travel~time and temperature measurement for long-term measurement of 

sa linity . 

Conclusion: Diffuse Hydrothermal Flow during VENTS90 

I have shown that the instrument array deployed during VENTS90 successfully 

detected effluent from two patches of diffuse hydrothermal flow. One of these was 100m to 

the east, and was transporting 5~20MW of heat into the bottom 20m layer of water on the 

seafloor. The other source was 1.5km north of the array, and was transporting 180-710MW 

of thermal energy into the ocean. 

Additional measurements during the VENTS90 deployment have Jed to intriguing 

questions regarding the salinity of diffuse plumes, and the interaction between diffuse 

plume flow and mixing processes. 
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Section 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

I have attempted to present a simple model for predicting the behaviour of flow from 

hydrothermal sources which are not sufficiently intense to form spectacular jets on the 

seafloor. Such diffuse flow covers very large portions of an active ridge crest. The total 

energy output from these diffuse sources has been the subject of much speculation over the 

past ten years. Theoretical, laboratory and numerical simulations show that it is 

appropriate to look for the effluent from these sources near the seafloor, quite some distance 

downstream of the vent source. 

I selected specific instruments, and a measurement strategy was developed based on 

lessons that lleamed from laboratory modelling. The key aspects of my measurement 

strategy were to obtain vertical profiles of both temperature and horizontal velocity at 

several locations downstream from the vent source. These measurements were compared 

with ones made when no hydrothennal sources were evident. The results showed that 

hydrothermal activity is detectable on the seafloor 1-2 km downstream of the vent sourcc. 
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Different sources of flow could be distinguished from one another by flow direction, and 

by the character of the vertical temperature profiles. A reasonable estimate of the energy 

output from the vents was shown using the velocity and temperature profiles. 

The biggest unknown was the horizontal extent of detected vent plumes. Some 

assumptions were made based on observation of dilution in one of the plumes observed, and 

based on known source dimensions for the other plume. In both cases, the errors due to the 

assumptions were much larger than in any of the measured variables. Even with this 

limitation, the estimates of hea t flux ( 450±270 MW and 12±8 MW for the northern and 

eastern sources, respectively) were reasonably reliable. A cartoon of the larger of the two 

diffuse plumes is shown in figure 5.1. 

figwe 5.1: A sUleh of 1M norlhem plume source aJ. the hum de Fuca ridge. The VENfS90 
instrumenlS are depicled in lhe figure. 1'he while "smog H is shown here hugging Ille axial 
valley. aJ. a rise heighl ofno more than 50m above lhe boltom. The BS4 Iripod was 32m 
above file valley floor.- The salinity evidence from 3.17 for BS3 and BS4 showed IIUll BS3 
experienced largt! cIJanges in salinity. while BS4 (on top of Ihe hil) did nof experience any 
long-term salinity Irend. 
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Baker and Massoth (1987) estimated the heat flux from tow-yo surveys over the 

southern Juan de Fuca ridge to be 580MW ± 35IMW. My estimate from the northern patch 

of diffuse flow was comparable to their estimate integrated over the plumes found in the 

water column. 

The next step in the measurement of diffuse hydrothermal plumes will be to map the 

plume width as well as he ight and tempera true anomaly. A field experiment which 

would eliminate the uncertainty in plume width would require deployment of a cross

stream array as well as an instrument array aligned parallel to the ridge axis. An array to 

accurately monitor the total diffuse vent output could be assembled with as few as 20 small 

thermistor moorings deployed in two transects perpendicular to the axial crack, with each 

line spaced by 500-1000m along the crack. This would map both the temperature field in 

diffuse plumes, and the spread ing or dilution of the efnuent. 

This thermistor array wou ld need to be punctuated with several velocity sensors which 

could measure low-velocity flow for long periods. Current measurement has turned out to be 

less crucial than originally thought, however it was very important to get good I-hour time 

resolution of flow direction to correctly identify sources. Current meters used in future must 

be accurate to within Semis at velocities down to lcm/s. This precludes use of any existing 

mechanica l flowmeters. 

Ideally, the plume field monitor would be deployed in a region wh.ich could be 

surveyed to map out locations of known sources. I was fortunate to benefit from the 

extensive surveys of the southern Juan de Fuca ridge cond ucted by the NOAA VENTS 

program over the past ten years. The site where the experiment discussed in this thesis 

was deployed was very well mapped by numerous towed camera surveys, side-scan sonar 

tracks, SeaBeam mapping, and Alvin dives. 

An array as descibed above may have the sensitivity to monitor fluctuations in vent 

output nccccssary to relate the heat fl ux to other measurements such as micro-seismicity, or 

long-term fluid chemistry. This measurement could be made \vithout development of new 

sensors, but by deploying commercially available instruments. The field measurement 

d escribed in this thesis was accomplished at a total cost which was less than the fees for 

four days of Atlantis Uj DSV Alvin use. 
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My modelling and measurement of diffuse vents shows them to be a large component of 

the heat budget of a seafloor hydrothermal system. This was known already. The really 

interesting result of my research was to show that the temperature anomaly from the 

diffuse venting can remain very d ose to the seafloor. Efforts to catalog the energy output 

from hydrothennal systems must not neglect the bottom 2O-SOm of the water column. There 

is a lot of hydrothermal hea t at that height. 
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Abstract 

Field measureJDents are used to estimate the heat flux and 

disper&al patterns of the discrete COIlJP(X'Ient of hydrothermal 

discharge frce. individual vents as point sources and the diffuse 

component from relatively large areas of the seafloor in the ASHES 

vent field located in the caldera of Axial volcano . The investi

gation cente red on the hil)h--te~rature portion of the field, a 

100 x 100 Il\ area encocpassill9 discrete discharge (:926-) from 

i ndividual vents at four sulfide edifi ces, two anhydrite edifices, 

and a :woe of intersecting fractures , and diffuse flow trOlll 

intervening areas . Fractured lobate and sheet lava flows form the 

5Ubctrate. Direct measure.ents of effluent t ellperature, flow rate, 

and orifice diameter at all the kncM'\ individual vents \!ere IIIade 

frOlll DSY ALVIN in 5eptelliber 1987. A total value of 4.4 x 10'W was 

estimated for the discrete camponent of heat flux based on the 

direct llleasureaaents. A grid of tellPtrature lIII!asurements at 

a1 ti tudes of 1 III and 20 III above the study area. using a 1 m-long 

vertical array of temperature sensors IIIOUI'lted at the front of DSV 

ALVIN's instrument platfonn delineated the ~ter temperature field 

as a basis for estimation of the diffuse component of heat flux . 

Positive temperature anomalies over principal areas of diffuse flow 

at the 1 III altitude were correlated with anomalies at the 20 III 

altitude using a standard plume 1DOde1. Measured water column 

properties, source area temperatures and diameters wre used with 

flow rate calculated trm the model to estimate a diffuse heat flux 

of 15-75 x 10'W. The study indicates that the diffuse component of 

convective heat flux is an order of mgnitude greater than the 

discrete coq:oonent in the high- temperature portion of the ASH£S 

vent field. 
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1. Introduction 

Observations of hydrothermal fields at se~floor spreading centers reveal 

that transfer of heat and mass from the seafloor into the water column occurs 

by discrete and diffuse flow (Fig . 1) 11,2,31. Discrete flow coaprises the 

focused discharqe of hydrotherml solutions through individual orifices as 

point sources, primarily in mineralized chimneys. Heat flux from discrete 

sources can be calculated frOlll direct measureJlents (4,11, and by modeling 

based on jet and plume theory (5,6,7,8,9). 

Diffuse flow comprises the disseminated. discharge of hydrothennal 

solutions through larger areas of the seafloor ..ade permeable primarily by 

networks of fractures. HydrotheDDal areas are permeated with microplumes 

which are individually insignificant, but collectively COOlPrise significant 

thermal and mass fluxes. Areas of diffuse flow can be sufficiently extensive 

that their total thermal outplt may equal or exceed that of discrete sources 

such as black 6IDOkers. Although the thermal output of the diffuse component 

of discharge in seafloor hydrothennal fields has been hypothesized ~ be a t 

least as large as the discrete component, quanti fication is difficult. Fluxes 

from diffuse sources are dusive to measure because flow velocities MId fluid 

tempe ratures are low and discharge i s unevenly distributed over a .... ide area 

(2,3]. 

In this paper we describe the results of a field experiment to delineate 

the discrete and diffuse convective heat sources in a xnown hydrothermal 

field, the ASfIES vent field in the caldera of Axial Volcano on the .Juan de 

Puca Ridge (Fig . 2). we then estimate the total convectiVe heat flux at a 

seafloor hydrothermal field based on our data. Direct measurements were 

employed to estimate the discrete cOOlpOOent. A direct estimate of diffuse 

heat flux requires l116asurelll6nt of temperature and flO'*" velocity over rela

tively large a reas of the seafloor. Thls has not been technically feasible to 

date. I n the worx presented here, we measured the temperature field at 
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altitudes of about 1 m and 20 m in the watec column and vectical velocity of 

diffuse flow at points within the ASHES vent field. We use these measucernents 

<lltld the cesults of labocatory tank simulations, in conjunction with a standacd 

buoyant plume model to estimate the diffuse component of heat flux. The 

labocatory tank simulations show celations between plume eise height. 

horizontal cunent, stratification, and source intensity for diffuse flow 

110,11]. 'lbe measurements and observations rep;>cted were made from OSV ALVIN 

on a dive secie& (dive nuPbers 1916-1927) in September 1987. 

2. ASHES vent Field 

'lhe ASHES (~ial ~easoount ~rothemal pn1ssions ~tudy) vent field is 

located in the caldera of Axial volcano at the spreading axis of the central 

segment of the .Juan de FUca Ridge. 'nlis site is well suited fo c our heat flux 

investigation because the field has been mapped in detail (Fig. 2) 112,13,14), 

exhibits both discrete and diffuse flow, and is limited in acea and number of 

vents to facilita t e its characterization (Fig. 1). 'Ihe caldera 9fAxial 

Volcano is 6 kItI long' along azimuth 020- and is 3 kill wide. 'Ihe ASHES vent 

field occupies an area of approximately 200 m x 1200 m centered at 4S-S6'N, 

130 0 01'W adj acent to the faulted southwest wall of the caldera. 'Ihe field is 

situated in a subtle 4 III depression between depths of 1540 III and 1544 m (Fig. 

2) within the shoalest region of the caldera floor which increases in depth 

nocthwacd to 1600 m at its northeast wall (14). The depression is 

IlIJce-oc-Iess cectangularly shaped and flooced by fractured lobate flows, 

fcactuced sheet flows. and jUJN:lled sheet fla.,·s [141. 'Ihe fractuces in the 

sheet flows form an intersecting set with pcedominantly N20"W and NlooE 

orientations conesponding to a caldeca-wide pattem of tectonic lineations 

parallel and transvecse to the long axis of the caldera (N20"W) and a 

subsidiary set of octhogonal intersections (13]. 'Ihe l ocation of the ASHES 

vent field in the calder.a may be controlled by higbec permeability at prin-
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cipal intersections of these tectonic lineations which channelize upwelling 

hydrothermal solutions, as ooserved at other sites on oceanic ridges [15]. 

Q.lr investigation centered on the 100 x 100 11\ portioil of the ASHES field 

that contains the seven known high-temperature sources (Fig. 2). Four of the 

sources are sulfide edifices (Inferno, Hell, Hillock and Mushroom) that rise 

1-4 m above nearly sediment-free fractured, lobate basalt flows. 'the sulfide 

edifices incorporate multiple orifices discharging fluids that are either 

black or clear , are generally chloride-enri~ (480-540 'IIIIlOl/kg; ambient 

seawater 539 ImIOljkg) {16}, and attain ten>peratures of 326°C (Table 1). 

Clear, high-temperature, chloride-depleted fluids (chlorinity 116- 258 ~ljkg) 

[16} discharge from two other sourees: Virgin ~ (nr.ax _ 299°C), a O.4-m 

tall group of several white anhydrite chimneys at the boundary between jUJUblec:1 

and fractured sheet flows, Crack Vents (Tmax - 226·C), a zone of anhydrite

filled fractures each several meters long, 1- to 1O-cm wide, and al:xrut 1 III 

apart in basalt sheet flows, and an unsarnpled, unnamed source (New) sill\ilar in 

appearance to Virgin Mound. The chloride-enriched (high metals) and ~epleted 

(low metals) solutions are interpreted as the brine and vapor phases, 

respectively, of solutions phase-separated by boiling beneath the seafloor and 

partially mixed with ambient seawater [16,11]. 

A relation exists between vent types, lava flow morphology and fracture 

patterns [14]. The four sulfide edifices with chloride-enriched black smokers 

all occur in fractured lobate flows (Table 1; Inferno, Hell, Hillcck, 

Mushroom). 'Ihe two sulfate IOOI.lOd.s and the zone of fractures that vent clear, 

chlcride-enriched solutions occur either in jumbled sheet flows (Table 1; 

Newl, fractured sheet flows (Crack Vents), or at the boundary between jumbled 

and fractured sheet flows (Virgin). 'ltle distribution cf low- and 

higb-chlcrinity venting is consistent with segregation cf the separated brine 

and vapor phases by mechanisms based cn differential buoyancy cr relative 

pemeability (111. A qualitative nodel fcr the distribution cf fluids 
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observed at ASHES vent field suggests that brine- phase fluids are confined 

within flow conduits by III surrounding relative permeability barrier related to 

conduit diameter, while vapor-phase fluids flow diffusely into the suuounding 

host rock (18). The segregation mechanism apparently favors discrete 

discharge of chloride-enriched fluids through sulfide edifices on fractured 

lobate flows and both discrete and diffuse discharCJe of chloride-depleted 

fluids partially mixed with ambient seawater through anhydrite deposits on 

jumbled and fractured sheet flows. 

Diffuse flow is unevenly distributed in the ASHES vent field, as deter

mned by din~ct observations from DSV ALVIN of schlieren effects and the 

terrperature survey in the near-bottca 'WCIter column presented 1n this paper 

(Figs . 3-?) . Patches of diffuse flow wi th measured te1!1pl!ratures up to 27°C 

emanate fren the four sulfide edifices between discrete orifices. Vestimenti

feran tubeworms cover the four sulfide edifices, evidencing the pervaSive 

nature of the diffuse flOW' through the edifices based on the association of 

the tubewrms with chemosynthetic bacteria that grow in the hydr.ot.hermal 

solutions. An area of diffuse flow (Clump vent) oc:curs around the base of the 

sulfide edifice of Hell vent. Patchy areas of diffuse flow oc:cur in the areas 

between all of the seven chimney CQllplexes and at Crack Vents. Low

temperature diffuse venting extends intermittently to the caldera wall to the 

west and &outh of the high-temperature portion of the field. 

3. ~asurement ptethods 

water temperature, flow rates, and orifice diameter were measured at 

discrete vents in the various chimneys described (Table 1) . water temperature 

'WCIS directly measured using a platinum resistance temperature detector (RTD) 

IIlOUnted in a probe (Yellow Springs International Model 19377), as part of an 

in-situ sensing and satrq?ling system [19) . . lbe probe was held in the center

line of flow at each vent odfice by a manipulator arm of the sui:mersible. 
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RTD specifications are a range of 0 to SOooC, an accuracy of I.OeC, a resolu

tion of O.OI-C, aOO a time constant of 2 s. Flow rates were measured by 

placing a vertical roo, marked at 10 em intervals, at the orifice of each vent 

or in an area of diffuse flow. A five-minute video of the flow was made with a 

camera munted on an arm of the s\lbnersible and held as nearly orthogonal to 

the rod as feasible wi thin a.lxnJt 1. 5 III of the vent. Flow velocities were 

measured by advancing the video image frame- by- fraae (0.033 s per frame) and 

timing the rise of eddies or particles in the initial 10 CIh interval above the 

orifice ; each flow rate reported (Table 11 is the average of ten deterlllina

tions by this method and has an estiJDated error of ±IS percent. TO test the 

accuracy of detenDinations, we compared flow veloci ties frOlll the same video of 

one of the vents (Table 1, Hell, top: ellst) using our _thad and a met.h~ 

based on digital corre18tion of eddy iNgeS 120). 'the flow velocities 

detertftined by the two different methods agree within measurement error (30 ± 

5 CII\Is, Table 1; 32 CII\Is with standard deviation of 13 cnVs) 121]. Orifice 

diameter was measured directly by laying a marked roo horizontally . at each 

orifice using a manipulator arm of the suI:Ioorsible. Temperature fMasurements 

made wi th the same RID at areas of diffuse flow on and at the base of chimneys 

(Table 1) are considered to be minima owing to dilution by rapid mixing with 

aIlIbient seawater. 

Near-bottom water temperature at the hydrothermal field was measured 

using a vertical array of three thermistors (Fenwal part number K2365; 

accuracy O.02°C; prec ision 0.004°C; tiJlle constant 2 s) spaced 0.5 m apart 

mounted on a 1 III long pipe secured to the front of an instrument basket at the 

forward end of OSV ALVIN . The resistance of each of the four thermistors was 

recorded sequentially at a 0.5 s interval every 10 s in the solid state remory 

of a digital recorder (Sea Data model 4-TOR-ll. The thenuistors were 

calibrated from _2G to +8GC in two-degree increments before and after the 

experiment. water depth was obtained from the output of a pressure transducer 
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(accuracy 5 dbar) which recorded continuously in the solid state JIIefDOry of 

another digital recorder "(Sea Data model 4-'ItlR- l) housed in a pressure case 

also IDOUIlted in the instrument basket . 

Sul:mersible navigation vas done with a Sonatrack acoustic navigation 

system operated fcOlll the support vessel with an estimated positional accuracy 

of 20 III f or the GUlDersibl e relative to a net of four bottM-tnOUnted acoustic 

transponders with 5-km baselines. 'nle horizontal flow velocity and direction 

of a current prevaili09 during the _ter te~rature survey was estimated at 

7 ± 3 crVs t o the north based on the set of the submersible along lines 

6teered east-west at a speed of 1 knot (1.8S klD,Ih) within the acoustic 

navigation net. 'rtlis estimate is consistent with the nearest current meter 

a rray P¥Xli-ed at a depth of l8SS .. on a 6ill on the western side of Axial 

volcano about 10 km frOlQ the caldera, which recorded 7- 15 OII/s to the north 

throughout the day of our temperature survey (September 23, 1987) 122 ). 

4 . Discrete cc.ponent of Beat Flux 

Keasurement6 of fluid temperature, diameter, and flow rate, were made at 

each of the orifices on six of the seven chimney complexes known in the ASHES 

vent fie l d. The measurements were used to calculate heat flux with the 

followi09 equation (4 ]; 

(1 ) 

where H is the hydrothermal heat loss (W), r is the radius of the vent orifice 

(em, IN!.'asured), v is the flaw rate (OI'I,/s; 1!Ie3Sured i n the initial 10 CItI above 

the o rifice), p the density of the vent water (Table 1; Bischoff and 

Rosenbauer, 1985), Cp the heat capacity (Table 1; Bischoff and Rosenbauer, 

1985) , and liT the temperature difference between the ambient water and the 

hydrothermal fluid (OC, temperature measured at orifice). An inventory of the 
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measurements and heat fluxes is presented in Table 1 . Ranges of values 

measured at individual orifices are 20 to 90 cm(s for flow rate, 108 to 326°C 

for fluid temperature, and 1 to 7.5 CII\ for orifice diameters. These 

individual lllE!asureJDents yield a range of heat outp..lts between 0.019 x 10~ and 

1.540 x 10'W. The seventh chillney cauplex is a previously unlt.noo.m source, 

simlar in appearance to Virgin 1'Iound, that was observed frOlll the sul:lDersible 

(Dive 1927) several Deters &autheast of Hillock, but was not 1lle3Sured. Heat 

outp.1t of this source (New) is assumed to be equivalent to that of Virgin 

Hound. !he .. om of the convective heat flux of each of the known disc rete 

orifices is 4 .4 x lO'W (Table 1). A video of the ASHES vent field IMde in 

Auqust 1986 , one year prior to the measurements reported here [231, showed a 

visibly higher intensity of venting from the two orifices at the top of the 

Hell sulfide edifice indicating significant cl'!ar1ge6 of I10.S6 flow rate i n ill 

period of one year or less . 

5. 01 ffuse CoIIIp:ment of Beat Flux 

A near-bott om temperature survey was carried out to record the anomalies 

associated with diffuse discha rge. Temperature measurements were made with the 

1 m-1ong array of temperature sensors n:w:ounted 011 DSV ALVIN along two grids. 

'!he grids were laid out as sets of orthogonal lines 100 m long spaced 20 m 

apart at altitudes of about 1 m and 20 m above the seafloor. '!be 1 m al ti tude 

was mainta ined visually by the submersible pilot 1 the 20 m altitude was 

maintained using the digital readout of the pressure. depth sensor (accuracy 

1 db) on the sut:mersible. To run the grids the suJ;;mersible pilot was directed 

from the support ship by underwater telephone. '!'he actual tracklines ate 

skewed by prevailing currents, as noted, and shortened CJIofin9 to time 

constraints (Figs. 3, 4). 

'!he temperature survey conducted from ALVIN was merged with navigation 

data. A COI!pJter contouring routin1!' was used to construct isothe rn maps of the 
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study site at the I m and 20 m altitudes above the seafloor (Figs. 3, 4). It 

is clear that the contouring algorithm has introduced artifacts. For example, 

SOllIe of the WlIrm anomalies have been formed into roughly ci rcular patches by 

contouring based on data along single tracklines. For the purp:lse of 

estimating heat output from the three diffu5e vent patches identified, we have 

extracted the approximate characteristic plume diameter, phJllle average 

teaperature anomaly, and rough downstream displacement between the 1 11\ and 

20 • altitude anomalies on the isotherm maps. 

The 1 fit survey is below the level of discharge of the major discrete 

sources fren the sulfide edifices (Table 1). 'l11e discrete sources were 

ob&erved to r ise rapidly above . the survey level without IrlJCh lateral 

spreading. consistent with tank experiJllents by Trivett (10] (,.ig. 1). The 1 m 

altitude mp &hews three prinCiple areas of diffuse ventinq prilll2lrily located 

around the Hell, Hillock and I'IUshrOOlfl sulfide edifices (Fig . 3). 'lttis 

corresponds: with visual ob!iervation from the I>uhmenihle of area!> of 

noticeable diffuse discharge. 'ltIe maxiuum temperature anomalies a~sociated 

. wi th the diffuse sources occurred on the northwest side of these three 

edifices. vertical velocities of diffuse flow measured in five areas within 

ASHES vent field near the sulfide edifices and Crack vents raJ)(}8d between 5 

and 10 crVs (Table 2). 

The temperature anomalies identified in the 1 III altitude isotherm map are 

matched with their corresponding anomalies on the 20 m altitude map based on 

consideration of spatial patterns and source par~ters. Three areas of 

diffuse flow are identified on the 1 11\ altitude IIIilp (Pig. 3; ~. B1 • C1 ). The 

three areas form a right triangle with sides BC and AS oriented north-south 

and east-west , respectively. Area C is the largest area with the highest 

temperature anomaly; area B is the smallest acea with the lowest temperature 

anomaly . 'l11e three areas of highest temperature ananalies on the 20 m altitude 

map (Fig . 4; ~o' B1 0 , So) lie to the north-northwest of areas -'\, B1 • and C; 
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(Fig. 3), as expected for corresponding anomalies under the prevailing current 

flow. 'nle three areas at 20 UI altitude are oriented and configured with 

respect to one another in a pattern sillJilar to the three areas at 1 m 

altitude. However, the sides AS and BC at 20 m altitude are not aligned 

east-west and north-south, but have appafenUy rotated clockwise relative to 

the I III altitude triangle. Different offsets are obse[Ved between the three 

areas at the two altitudes. 

'l1le observed changes in orientation and offset may result from 

differences in source parameters (temperature ananaly, area of anomalous 

temperature, and vertical flow velocity) at the three areas. The Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) UM£RGE model designed to model buoyant plumes from 

sewage outfa1ls in the ocean 124, 25 ,26) was applied to calculate the relation 

between plume trajectories and source parameters. UMERGE, as described in 

[25), calculates plume properties in a linearly stratified cross-flow using a 

Lagrangian formulation of the conservation equations for mass, vertical 

IDOUIentum, horizontal JOOI!lentUIII., temperature, and SlIlinity. 'l1le mod,:"l deals 

exclusively with two-dimensional problems. we have assumed unif~rm velocity 

profiles and a linear density gradient in the application of this model to our 

problem. we have neglected any contribution from salinity differences between 

the vent fluid and the ambient seawater. OUr sensitivity analysis showed that 

the salinity difference produced by dilution with ambient seawater of an 

undiluted, high-temperature hydrothermal fluid to attain the state of the 

source fluid for di ffuse venting is too small to have a measurable impact on 

our results . 

A stable density gradient positive da.mward for the water column was used 

in the model. based on a Brunt-Vaisala frequency of 0 . 005-0.012 rad/s 

calculated from three vertical conductivity- temperature-depth (CTD) profiles. 

'!he profiles were recorded with a seabird cro IOO\,lIlted on DSV ALVIN during 

dives to the ASHES vent field in 1988 127]. 'ltJe trajectories of the three 
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buoyant plumes were calculated. using the lI1EltGE model to reproduce the 

horizontal offsets, diameters, and temperature ananalies at I and 20 m 

altitudes observed at areas A, Band C on the isotherm maps (Figs. 3, 4) . 'Dle 

plot of the three plume trajectories (Fig. 6) and source par&lN!ters derived 

from the model calculations are in reasonable agreement with the Clbserved. 

offsets and measured source parameters (source diameter and temperature) for 

the three phmes (Table 2); the calculated source vertical velocities (S.S-

14 cnv's) are close to the raflge mellsured at other points i n the hydrotheC1Ml 

field (Table 1; 5-10 c:m,Is) . 'I1le source vertical velocity repre sentative of an 

a rea _y be less than that of individual adcroplumes within the area . 'n'le 

ca lculAted effective dilution of the plume by lllixing during its rise f ran 1 to 

20 II is sWlar to that estil\lated from the measured data (Table 2). 

The calculated trajectories (Fig. 6) and source pa rameters help to 

explain the difference in offsets of the three areas of temperature ananalies 

at the 20 m altitude (Table 21. The larger offset of plume A than that of B 

or C may result if the Vertical flow velocity of A is relatively small. despite 

its larger area limiting its upward penetration as it drifts downc:ucrent. 

plume B originates frorn a smaller area with a lower teflllerature anc:maly than 

A, so that its vertical velocity would have been high to penetrate to the 20 m 

altitude. A relatively large source a.rea and temperature anomaly at 1 m 

altitude at area C corresponds to the largest area of warm water observed at 

20 m altitude and the highest rise calculated by the no::lel for plume C. 

Anomalies A, B, and C at 20 m altitude are situated in_ the northwest quadrant 

of the isotherm map where the temperature field is highest, consistent with 

coalescing at that altitude of diffuse flow from the source areas of these 

anomalies at 1 PI altitude (Figs . 3 , 4) . The explanation of plume trajectories 

offered can only be confi~ by knowledge of the maximum rise height of the 

three plumes, such as may have been obtained by additional temperature surveys 

at higher altitudes. 
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A profile of temperatures recorded on the three sensors of the 1 m long 

vertical array at the 1 III altitude shows stable temperature gradients (neutral 

to cooling downward) over the Crack Vents a rea and unstable grO!ldients (mixed 

and wanning do.tnward) over the areas of diffuse venting to the northwest of 

Hillock and Inferno (Fig . 5). These gradients are consistent with the obser

vation that the temperO!lture ~lies recorded over the diffuse venting areas 

around the sulfide edifices buoyantly rise.. A temperature anomaly 

corresponding to diffuse venting in the Crack Vents area does not appear i n 

the 20 Ja altitude survey. Either the area trO!lversed over the Crack Vents 

lacks the buoyancy flux to penetrate to 20 m as suggested by the stable 

gradient llleasured at 1 III altitude (Fig. 5), or the &aJ!illing grid missed a 

corresponding area of anomalous temperature. 

Convective heat flux was calculated for the three diffuse source areas 

with plumes at 20 III altitude using equation 1 (Table 2). Average temperature 

anomaly and area of anomalous teqlerature were taken from the 1 m altitude 

isotherm map (Fig. 3). Diffuse flow rate (v) in equation 1 was esti~ted with 

UHERGE (Table 2) and is consistent with diffuse flow rate measured at other 

areas of ASHES vent field (Table 1). Measured and. calculated source charac

teristics are presented i n Table 2 . Source area C has the largest flux related 

to size of its area and magnitude of temperature anomaly (54.5 x 106W). The 

heat fl ux from source areas A and B is proportionally smaller (6.9 x 10·W and 

3.2 x 10~W, respectively) for a total estimated convective heat flux from the 

three diffuse source areas of 65 x 10·W for the prevailing current veloc i ty of 

7 c:m,Is. 

6. DiSCUfision 

several uncertainties exist in our estimate of heat flux from diffuse 

sources in the ASHES vent fi e l d. It was implicitly assumed that stratification 

was entirely due to temperature and that salinity was constant in the ambient 
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environment. This assumption was justified by coop3ring the Brunt-vaisala 

freque ncy calculated using- t~rature data from the !lleasured terrperature 

field with that calculated frOlll em neasurements . '!be frequency based on 

temperature alone is comparable to that based on em measurements. 'l11is 

observation implies that salinity differences playa minor role in the amient 

stratification. The source velocity necessary to produce the observed 

aIlaIIalies would decrease if lower salinities based on a separate chloride-

depleted phase [16.11J were used for the diffuse flow. 

Another concern is whether the 20 III altitude temperature antlIMlies were 

indeed matched with their conesp:lt'lding GOUrces at 1 .. altitude. Typical 

trackline spacing of the 20 m altitude survey in the area of interest is 30 D'I . 

The Ul'lERGE p11.De !lOdel shows that the observed source conditions could have 

produced the temperature ancaalies Jleasured at 20 III altitude. 'Ihe UMERGE 

plume JaOdel further shows that offsets between discharqe at the orifices of 

discrete sources aIXl the 20 III altitude (c. 10 m.) ~d be less than for 

diffuse sources (Table 2) owing to the greater buoyancy flux and smaller 

mixing cross-section of the disc rete sources. Gaps in coverage at 20 III 

altitude precluded recording of anomalies from the discrete sources (Fig. 4). 

'lbe presence of additional anomalies is sU9gested by a Clt>/rosette tow over 

the north end of the ASKES vent field which recorded. and sampled four separate 

areas of thermal and chemical anomalies within 15 III of the seafloor in August 

1987 128 ). 

Not all the diffuse sources in the study area contdbuted to the 

temperature anomalies at 20 III altitude. stable temperature gradients measured 

at about 1 III altitude over the portion of the Crack Vents area traveued (Fig . 

5) indicate that a component of the diffuse flow 11; being advected by the 

prevailing current at less than 20 m above the seafloor. 'Ihe presence of this 

weak diffuse flow, the tendency noted to underestimate the areas of diffuse 

sources owing to limited trackline control for the isotherm contourill9 
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routine, and. the presence of diffuse sources outside of the study area, all 

contribute to underestimation of the diffuse COO1pOf"Ient of convective heat 

transfer in ASHES vent field. 

An additional uncf!rtainty in the diffuse heat flux estilliate comes from. 

the plume model itself. Lalxlratory tank siD.llations of relations between 

plume rise height, horizontal current, density stratification, and source 

intensity for diffuse flow show that standard plume models such as UMERCiE: 

agree well with the simulations when the rise heiqht of the plume is greater 

than the source area diameter (10). As pl\D'De rise height approaches source 

area diaJlleter, the standard model over-predicts the source intensity necessary 

to produce the rise height. COII'Ipari&on between dmulatioru; and laboratory data 

indicates that this over-prediction is within a factor of two for the weakest 

diffuse plumes. For the \I'Orse case est:iJnate that I.J1E:RGE over-predicts the 

necessary source intensity to produce 1I given plume by a fllctor of two, our 

calculated source vertical velocities between 5.5 and 14 OII/s would reduce to 

3-7 OII/s (Table 2) . The total diffuse heat flux from the three source areas 

would decrease to 15-38 x 10'W as a lower estimate. Alternatively, if all 

three source Areas (Fig. 3, A, B, C) exhibited the same heat f l ux/area ratio 

as area C, then the total diffuse heat flux from these areas would be 

75 x 106 W, as an upper estimate. 

7. Conclusions 

'ltie convective heat flux from discrete vents on four sulfide edifices 

(Inferno , I'IUshroom., Hell, Hillock) and two anhydrite IIIOUI1ds (Virgin and New) 

in the high-temperature portion of the ASHES vent field is 4.4 x 10' W based on 

an inventory of direct reasurements made from DSV ALVIN in September 1987. 

Prior observations SU9<Jest that the mass flow rate of venting at individual 

sulfide edifices my fluctuate substantially on an annual or shorter term 

basis. We have applied a standard plume model to facilitate estimation of 
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heat flux from the three principal areas of diffuse flow observed at the 

high-te~rature portion · of the ASHES vent field using measurements of 

near-bottom water temperature field and prevailing current velocity. Diffuse 

heat flux feom. these three areas i s shown to be between 15 and 75 x lO'~ with 

intervening areas of weaker diffuse flow unaccounted for. 

'!he diffuse flow does not mer9\! to form a single plUl1le that rises to one 

level, rut 5eparates at various levels related to a balance between buoyancy 

flux, Mbient density 5traUfication, and prevailing current velocity. '!be 

areas of mst intense diffuse flow distinctly occur around and between 

di5crete high-temperature vents (Figs. 3, 4). 

The evidence p~esented indicates that convective heat transfer of diffuse 

flow from areas of the seafloor eJlceeds that of discrete flow from point 

sources in the high-temperature portion of the ASHES vent field by an order of 

magnitude [29). Similar ...urk is needed at other seafloor hydrothermal , fields 

to test the hypothesis that diffuse flow is the dominant process of convective 

heat transfer at oceanic ridges . 
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Fiqure captions 

r'igure 1. cartoon showing how plumes frOOI discrete and diffuse sources in a 

seafloor hydrothermal field achieve density equilibri um with 

surrounding seawater at different altitudes above the seafloor in a 

stably stratified water colUllKl. Diffuse source areas comprised. of 

multiple microplumes actually exhibit a patchy distribution on the 

seafloor and coalesce to produce larqer plumes that rise to 

different heights generally lower than rise heights of plumes fean 

discrete sources. 

current. 

'I'he plUllles are deflected by a prevailing 

Figure 2. Bathymetric map of ASHES vent field based on DSRV ALVIN pressure 

sensor (accuracy 1 dbar) and altilMter (isobath interval O.S ml 

modified from [141). '!be map shows locations of the seven known 

high-temperature vents (solid triangles). 'lbree areas of positive 

temperature anomalies related to diffuse flow are noted (A, B, CI. 

A-A' is the line of the temperature profile shown in Figu[~ 5. An 

index map shows the location of ASHES vent field in the caldera of 

Axial Volcano at the axis of the central Juan de Fuca Ridge. 

Figure 3. Isotherm map (interval 0.020°C) of water temperature measured at an 

altit1.Kle of about 1 m above the seafloo r at the high-tenperature 

portion of ASHES vent field with temperature sensors mounted on DSV 

ALVIN. Tracklines (dotted) and positions of discrete high-

temperature vents (solid triangles) ace shown. Three ueas of 

positive temperature anomalies associated with diffuse sources are 

delineated by closures of the 2 .40"C isotherm (,\,81 , CII. A- A' 

is the line of the temperature profile shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 4. Isotherm map (interval a.OOSOC) of water temperature rreasured at an 

altitude of about 20 m above the seafloor over the hi9h- teaJperature 

portion of ASHES vent field as shown in Figure 3. 'ltIree areas of 
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positive teJllperature anomalies are delineated by clocures of the 

2.19-C isotherm (-', D' Bu' Cal . Trecklines (dotted) and po5itions 

of discrete high-temperature vents (solid triangles ) are shawn. 

Figure 5. Potential temperatur e profiles Jleasured with a 1 m-lC1n9 vertical 

array of three sensors mounted on the front of the sublllersible with 

the lowerlrK)st sensor 1 at an altitude ot about 1 • above the 

seafloor along trackline A-A' (Figure 1). 

Figure 6. plot of trajectories of three plumes corresponding to areas of 

diffuse sources 1n the ASHES vent field (A. S, C in Figures 3. 4; 

Table 2) calculated from E:PA lJ'tmGE plume 1IIOde1 (24,25,26J. 
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Table 2. ASHES Vent Field : Heat Flux from Diffuse Sources. 

Source, (Fig" 3. 4) A B C 

Source Diame ter 20m 10m asm 
(_ 1 m allllude) 

Source Temperature 2.4° C 2.04 °C 2.S75° C 
(_1 m aUl1ude) 

Ambienl Tempera lure 
@ 1m 2.33 · C 2.33· C 2.33°C 
@ 20 m 2.3SoC 2.3SoC 2.3S ·C 

Brunl-V.isala Freque ncy .0012 rad /s .0012 radls .0012 radls 

Offset @ 20 m" 
(measured) 63.04 m 29. 04 m 31 .7 m 
(calculate d) 64.5 m 33.7 m 32.0 m 

OIiUlion @ 20 m 
(measured) 2.' 2.' ••• 
(ca lculated) '.2 10.2 5.5 

Source Vert ic al Ve locity 7 .5 cmls 104 cmls 5.5 cm l, 
(calculated ) 

Current Horizontal Valoclty 7 cml, 7 eml, 7 em Is 
(mals ured) 

Heat Flux 6.9 x 106W 3.2 x 106W 54.5 x 106W 
(calculated ) 

Rise Height 18m 21m 46m 
(c8tculated ; Fig. 6) 

'Matched using the model to give estimated vertical ve locity at source. 
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Error Analysis of an Acoustic Current Meter 

D. Andrew Trivett, Eugene A. Terray, Albert J. Williams ill 
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Woods Hole, Massachusetts 

ABSTRACT 

Accuracy of the Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor (BASS) and the proposed Modular 
Acoustic Velocity Sensor (MAVS) is evaluated in this paper. A simple model of the 
hydrodynamic sources of error for acoustic current meters is presented and compared with 
the measured perfonnance of BASS in a tow-tank, and in field deployments. 

The sources of error addressed in this paper include those due to ideal flow around the 
sensor cage, wake effects (rom the support structure and transducers, vortex shedding from 
the cage, and electronic zero-point offsets. Electronic error dominates at velocities less than 
5-10 em/s, while flow disturbance dominates at higher speeds. 

Keywords: Current meter, acoustic, flow disturbance 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we model the principal e rrors in BASS (Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor), a 

3-dimensional vector acoustic current meter, using simple "back of the envelope" 

calculations. This error analysis leads to a reasonable match with the observed. perfonnance 

of BASS in lank tests and in deep-sea deployments. Based on this prioritization of e rror 

sources, we are designing a prototype MAVS (Modular Acoustic Velocity Sensor) which will 

be a small, high-performance acoustic current meter useful in a wide range of ocean 

applications. A sketch of the MAVS is shown in figure 1. Details of the MA VS design are 

not the subject of this paper. However, we will estimate the performance of the proposed 

sensor using our simple error analysis. TIle approach to estimating flow errors presented in 

this paper will be useful to designers of other flow sensors. 
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We address self~generated flow disturbance from the acoustic current meter, and leave 

the topic of flow disturbance from support structures such as a mooring cable, or tripod base 

for future work. There are so many potential deployment schemes -with individual support 

constraints that a general discussion would not be helpful. A very accurate current meter 

such as the one under development will allow effects from a poor support configuration to be 

separated from the true flow. Less predse current meters may give the user a false sense of 

measurement qual ity by showing no difference between good measurements, and those 

corrupted by nearby flow disturbers. For this reason, it is essential to understand self~ 

induced errors which may corrupt velocity measurements. 

Six primary sources for self~induced error will be presented in this paper. They are: 

• Ideal flow effects 

• Wake effects 

• Vortex shedding 

• Sample aliaSing 

• Zero offset bias 

• Sound speed errors 

Each of these will be addressed in the succeeding sections. A brief overview of the BASS 

and improvements to be incorporated in MAVS will be presented. We will finish with an 

estimate of the errors from BASS, discussion of observed BASS performance, and a 

performance projection for MA VS. 

MEASUREMENT OF FLOW VELOCITY BY BASS 

The velocity measurement in BASS (figu re 2) is made by eight high frequency acoustic 

transducers. They are arranged in four pairs. Each pair of transducers face one another and 

form an axis along which a component of velocity is measured. Only three axes are needed 

for a vector measurement, but four are used for redundancy (4J. When a measure of velocity is 

requested, both transducers of a pair transmit at the same time, then both listen. When one 

return is detected, an electric curtent source is steered to an integra ting capacitor. When the 
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second return is detected, another current source is steered to a second capacitor. After a set 

interval, the voltage across both capacitors is compared. This voltage difference is 

proportional to the difference in travel time between two directions of propagation along an 

acbustic path. Differential travel-tim e is proportional to the component of fluid velocity 

along the path. Three such acoustic axes allow a vector velocity to be constructed. Absolute 

and differential travel-time have been measured with a sensitivity of 705 and 40pS, 

respectively. 

We estimate the flow velocity and sound speed along the axis of an acoustic path as: 

2L 
c = q+t2 

Where t} and t2 are the measured travel-times in opposite directions, L is the acoustic 

path length, C is the speed of sound, and Urn is the measured velocity. 'Ine fractional error 

in this approximation is on the order of u;. Assuming typical values for U and c, the error 
c 

in this approximation will be on the order of 4XlO-7, 

By measuring acoustic travel-time in two directions, we get two independent parameters 

for calculating flow velocity (U) and sound speed (c). Measuring sound speed allows us to 

estimate the temperature using an equation of state for seawater, such as found in l11) . We 

can use the U and c estimates to calculate a function proportio.nal to convective heat flux, or 

simply u se the c estimate to give a better prediction of velocity if the hea t flu x is not 

desired. Recently, a BASS sensor array was deployed near a deep-sea hydrothermal vent 

to measure c and U in order to estimate convective heat flux in the field (121 . Estimates of 

temperature based on c measurements compared with simultaneous thermistor data showed 

errors of less than TO.OOS 0C [12]. Turbulent heat diffusion was resolved to 0.6 W 1m 2. 

Measurement of differential travel time to a precision of 40 picoseconds has been 

demonstrated In BASS (1]. This time resolution corresponds to a velocity resolution of 0.03 
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ern /so Zero-veloci ty calibra tions of BASS between deployments have shown bias e rrors on 

the order of 0.1 to 0.3 em /s, with large variability from one transducer pair to another. For 

velocities less than approximately Scm /s, this offset bias domina tes the error budget for 
- -

BASS. Flow disturbances crea ted by struts and supports which position the acoustic 

transducers exceed other sources of error fo r velocities greater than Scm/so In order to 

quantify the relative e rrors inherent in acoustic current meters, we will outline the six 

largest sources of error seen in BASS, and then apply those errors to the proposed MAVS. 

ERRORS DUE TO IDEAL FLOW 

As an example of the minimum flow disturbance attainable with an intrusive sensor, we 

con sider a sphere in an infinite, inviscid fluid. We will use the spherica l geometry to 

represent any component of a flow sensor which has simila r length scales in all three 

dimensions. Two-dimensional struts wi ll be modelled as cylinders. In rea l fluids. ideal flow 

solutions such as this are valid upstream of an object. This means that acoustic axes w hich 

are supposed to be in "undisturbed" flow on the upstream side of a sensor are still influenced 

by the presence of supports. 

Figure 4 shows the streamlines around the cross-section of a sphere in ideal flow. The 

velocity at any point in such an axisymmetric flow field is given by: 

For D/r <1, the relative velocity error will be: 

D3 
~ 16r1 (3sin2e -2) 
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where V is the undisturbed velocity, Urn is the velocity in the presence of a sphere, r is 

the radius from the center of the body pictured in figure 4. 0 is the diameter of the sphere, 

and e is the angle from the horizontal axis. In order for the velocity magnitude error to be 

leSs than 1%, we must look at least 2 diameters away from the center of the sphere. 

An acoustic current meter measures the integrated velocity along a straight-line path 

between two transducers (the distance between transducers is L). By assuming that D/L < 1, 

the integrated. velocity error along a path with spherical flow disturbers at both ends is: 

lJ2 

= ~ jAUmdr .. 
L U 

o 

This velocity error represents the best possible performance from an acoustic current 

meter. True performance will be worse, since transducers are not spherical, and flow is not 

inviscid. The transducers for BASS are 1ern diameter, and the path length is 15 em. The 

resulting error due to ideal flow would thl..'"fefore be on the order of 0.015%. 

We can perform an identical analysis of errors induced by a two-dimensional strut in 

ideal flow. The sensor pod shown in figure 2 has several struts near the acoustic axes. We 

wi1l calcuJate the velocity error induced by one strut supporting each of the the sensor pods 

comprising an acoustic axis. Making the same asswnptions as above, the error in velocity 

due to the presence of a cylinder will be approximately: 

The SlTUts for BASS are l iS" diameter (0.3175 em), and the path length is 15 em. The 

resulting potential flow error would therefore be on the order of 0.05%. Other acoustic 

current meters are in existence with 12 cm paths, and 1cm diameter supports [S]. The simple 

potential flow error for these sensors w ill be more on the order of 0.7%. 
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Comparing the two results above shows that struts of a given d iameter cause a great 

deal more now disturbance than similar sized spheres. This forces the design of an acoustic 

current meter toward geometries which use very small supports, rather than mounting 

transducers around a large diameter central support which will cause comparatively more 

now disturbance. 

WAKE EFFECTS 

The self-induced. wake trom cylinders supporting transducers has been studied by other 

investigators ( for example 121.131.181). A strut produces a shadow zone in which the velocity 

is less than that in the surrounding now. This zone occupies a region roughly as shown in 

figure 5. The far-field wake velo~ty defect and half-width are: 

~1 = O.94r.Dt 

In these equations, D is the strut diameter, Co is the drag coefficient, x is the 

downstream coordinate, l) is the half-width of the wake, and Ul is the centerline velocity 

defect in the wake of the cylinder. These equations are formulated after [31. We are 

assuming that the wake sources are two-dimensional. An analysis for three-dimensional 

bodies would produce similar relations except the exponents would be 1/3 and 2/3 [13][14]. 

We will limit this analysis to only the two-dimensional case. 

The above equations require that the velocity defect in the wake be small compared to 

the free-stream velocity, and are valid only in the far field downstream where pressure 

fluctuations due to the body are negligible 0 00 D according to L31, 50 D according to 114]). 

This second restriction is violated in all acoustic cu rrent meters, including BASS and the 

proposed MA VS. These functions are plotted in figure 6. It is possible to add higher order 
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terms to correct the solution in the near-field [14]' but doing so would introduce only a small 

correction. We will use the above wake functions in our error estima te. 

The worst-<:ase for mean-wake interference with acoustic paths is shown in figure 6. 

Here, the wake crosses an acoustic axis at some angle 0, obscuring a portion of the path such 

that the integra ted velocity wiU be: 

( 28y 28 LUme0s6 = L -~9 cosO +7';;(0 U-U1)coSO sm sm 

Assuming that the position in the wake is on the order of L/2 downstream, e is 

approximately 45°, the error is: 

.1.Um D 
lJ= - O.33CDl: 

We only consider the case where the acoustic axis is intersected by a wake at an acu te 

angle. The geometry of BASS permits us to choose three paths which are not entirely 

shadowed by the wake. The selective use of redundant acoustic axes has been discussed in 

11 01, and applied to measurements under surface waves in [16]. Given a sensor geometry where 

the included angle between acoustic axes is 9OC, the worst case will occur when the angle of 

incidence with the flow is 45°. 

Given a 1cm diameter strut, and a 15 an path, assuming a drag coefficient of 1, the error 

due to intersection between an acoustic path and a cylinder wake will be o n the order of 

2.2%. A 0.3an stru t coupled with a 15 on path will yield errors on the order of 0.66%. 

VORTEX SHEDDING 

Figure 7 shows frequency components (rom BASS records of tow-tank runs a t six cart 

speeds. The data is a sample of more than 300 separate tows conducted in a calibration 
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facility a t the Canada Centre for Inland Waters in Burlington, Ontario. In each spectrum,. 

the four sepa rate curves rep resent the four acoustic axes in a single BASS pod. The spectra 

a re averaged over all angles of orientation with the flow. The first spectrum s hows 

fluctuations in recorded velocity at a tow speed of 1 em/s. The spectrum is extremely fla t out 

to the Nyquist frequency of 2.5 Hz. 

The peak observed at 0.1 Hz is evident in a ll tow da ta at all speeds. At 2 cmls a 

spectral peak appears centered on 0.5 Hz. In the subsequent spectra, this peak is seen to move 

hjgher in frequency until it is beyond the Nyquist frequency, and begins to alias the 

measurement, eventually raising the noise floor. The frequencies of this peak correspond to 

vortex shedding frequencies calculated using ISJ: 

The shedding frequency from a lcm diameter body corresponds with observed peaks up 

to l Ocm/s, beyond which the sampling rate was no longer su fficient to resolve the 

phenomena. The BASS sensor cage contains l cm diameter acoustic transducers and support 

rings (figure 2). We expect that the shedding most likely occurred from these components. 

Figure 8 shows the mean energy o f each spectrum plotted against tow speed. This plot 

can be interpre ted as magnitude of the noise floor for each tow speed. The second plot in 

figu re 8 shows the variability in the spectra as a function of speed. For any given mean 

velocity, vortex shedding will create a peak in the spectrum of measured velocity a t a 

frequency given above, and with a fractional error appro)(ima~ed by: 

Where U is expressed in cm /s. This relation was estimated from figure 8. 

The surprising aspec t of vortex~induced errors is that the effect seems to come from 

edd ies which are much smaller than the path length of the acoustic current meter. There are 
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two ways that velocity anomalies created by small vortex shedding can corrupt BASS tow

tank da ta : 

• by causing the entire support structure to vibrate in a strumming resonance, 

thereby producing relative motion between the sensOr cage and the flow; 

• through spatial aliasing of the velocity measurements due to the sensor 

geometry. 

The first possibility requires that at least one natural frequency of the support cage 

(figure 2) or the mounting structure be excited by the shedding frequency. This seems unlikely 

because the BASS cage and its mount are quite stiff, with reasonably high natural 

frequencies of vibration. It would be useful to mount accelerometers on a BASS cage in a 

tow-tank to observe the structural response to flow disturbance. 

Figures 8 and 9 show that the magnitude of the spectral peaks at each tow speed are 

monotonically increasing up to 80 em/so There are no obvious speeds where the structural 

resonance is hit, causing greater vibration than other speeds. Anyone who has driven an old 

car will recognize that some rattles are produced at particular speeds when the fordng 

frequency matches a structural resonance, while wind noises simply get louder as speed 

increases. The latter case is analogous to our spectra from BASS . 

Tows at greater than 9Ocm/s seem to show a drop in the noise floor. This may be due to 

structural resonance at 80-90 em/s, but there is not enough data at that speed to support such 

a condusion. The shedding frequency from a lcm diameter body at this speed is 

approximately 16-20Hz. 

Assuming that the BASS cage is not undergoing structural resonance at speeds less than 

8Ocm/s, we need to justify how eddies formed in the wake of a l cm diameter body have 

corrupted velocity which was integrated over a 15cm path. If we assume that the received 

signal is the summation of ray paths resembling a bundle of straws of length L all fitting in 

a tube of diameter 0 (the transducer diameter), then consider the velocity measurement in a 

field as shown in figure 9a and 9b. In 9a, an eddy is advecting through the acoustic path, 

and the velocity measured will be equal to the mean flow component along the axis, minus 
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the velocity along the axis due to the vortex. In 9b, the velocity will be similar, except that 

the vortex will increase the measured velocity. 

As a progression of eddies are advected through the acoustic path, the velocity 

measured will appear to fluctuate around the mean U. and the fluctuations will have a 

frequency equal to that of vortex shedding. In this way. an acoustic current meter is 

corrupted by eddies on the scale of 2D. Thus. there are two length scales important in any 

discussion of spatial sampling for an acoustic cu rrent meter. In contrast, a mechanical 

flowmeter averages over a large volume, relying upon inertial e(fects to minimize aliasing 

due to high frequency fluctuations. 

SAMPLE FREQUENCY 

Both the path length and beam diameter of an acoustic current meter have a large 

impact on the resolvable eddy scales. For greater sensitivity and smaller errors due to flow 

disturbance, we tend to demand long paths. Spatial and temporal resolution of small eddies 

demands short paths. The minimum resolvable travel-time difference in BASS is 40 

picoseconds. Using the relation : 

2Ul 
"t =~ 

Path leng ths on the order of 15cm give velocity sensitivity of O.03cm/s. Spatial 

resolution based on path length is governed by: 

Where f samp is the sampling frequency required to avoid aliasing, and U is the mean 

flow velocity. For mcan flow on the order of 100 em/s, the sampling frequency required for a 

15 cm path sensor is 3.3 Hz, while for a 5 em path sensor it is 10Hz. 
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This takes into account scales based on the acoustic path length. As outlined above, 

beam diameter is an equally important dimension. To avoid aliasing from eddies the size 

of the transducer diameter (in effect, the cross-beam dimension) then we must sample 

sigruficantly faster. This is illustrated in the spectra for 20 and 3Ocnl/s tows in figure 7. The 

vortex induced peak has exceeded the Nyquist frequency, and has been folded over into the 

measured spectra, increasing the noise floor . To avoid this cross-beam aliasing, sampJe 

frequency must be higher than: 
U 

fsamp=O.4 D 

ZERO OFFSET 

At low velocity, the zero offset of the electronics dominates error. In BASS, errors in 

velocity estimation at tow-speeds under 5an/s are on the order of O.Jon/s, due entirely to the 

uncertainty in zero velocity offset. This comes about because of small differences in the 

electrical properties of the signal path between one direction versus the other. Ln BASS, this 

error may be due to the fact that the sensor cages are separated from signal generation and 

reception electronics through 18 feet of coaxial cable which is constantly being flexed and 

stretched. This mechanical deformation changes the capacitance of the cables enough to 

skew the zero measurement by up to 0.3 cm/ s. Figure 10 shows the difference between pre

and post deployment zeros from two separate BASS arrays cteployed recently in 2000m of 

water. Of 48 acoustic axes shown in figure 10, nine were not used because the two sets of zero 

calibrations differed by more than 0.3 cm/s. 

Transducers themselves may change the zero offset through aging, and moisture 

absorption 111. The effects can be reduced in BASS by careful in situ zero calibration. In 

MA VS, the electronics will be much closer to the transducers, so the relative capacitance o( 

the conductors between sensor and electronics will only be a minor part of the drcuit. In 

addition, the conductors will be fixed in a rigid support, and will not be subjected to nexing 
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and stretching. Thus, the zero offset of MA VS is expected to be substantially better than 

O.3cm/s. 

SPEED OF SOUND FLUCTUATIONS 

Unmeasured changes in the acoustic speed of sound will result in errors in flow velocity 

measurement. Since the speed of sound is used to convert time difference to velocity , and 

velocity is pr0JX>rtional to e 2, errors in e are significant. The velocity e rror due to sound 

speed uncertainty is: 

"Urn = 
U 

For example, if the true and assumed speed of sound differ by 4 m/s (equivalent to a 10C 

change in temperature Ill]), the calculated velocity will be in error by 0.6 %. By measuring 

the speed of sound, we can minimize this error. The difference in sound speed from the 

surface layer to the SOFAR channel axis is on the order of 30m/s 1111. Thus, velocity error 

possible from this source could be as great as 4%. 

The sensitivity to which fluctuations in the speed of sound have been measured in the 

ocean with BASS was sufficient for temperature estimates stable to within ±Q.OOS °C (12]. 

Thus, the sensitivity in speed of sound was 0.025 m /s. The absolute accuracy was not known, 

since no independent measure of sound speed was done at the same time. The stability of this 

measure was excellent over a 14 day deployment of BASS [12) . 

PRELIMINARY MAVS SENSOR CONFIGURATION 

The error sources discussed above have been considered in the preliminary design of a 

sensor head for MAVS. The design includes construction of a new support cage, new 

transducers, new instnunent housing and mounting, and redesigned electronics. 

Transducers 
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The large signa l-ta-noise ratio achieved in BASS using 1cm diameter piezo-ceramic 

transducers indicates that substantially smaller transducers can be used in MAVS. This will 

provide several advantages including lower flow disturbance due to the transducers, a wider 

beam pattern allowing coarser tolerance on alignment, and a simple· mounting configuration. 

We have bench-tested 3mm disk transducers to show that sufficient received power is 

possible over a 15 cm range at 1.75 MHz. 

Cage Design 

Transducer support geometry has been addressed by numerous authors (reviewed by [81). 

There is no clear consensus as to which best combines structural stiffness, low flow 

disturbance, and manufacturability. Many support cages used in previous instruments had 

mooring stress carried through the sensor cage itself. This had a devastating impact on the 

cage design. In MA VS, we are desig~ing a cage which will not carry any foreign loads, 

making it possible to use very small diameter structural elements, as well as optimizing the 

geometry for the single purpose of minimum flow measurement error. 

Our approach to minimize velocity error due to wake vortices in MAVS is to reduce the 

size of the transducers and the horizontal rings. The struts themse1ves will begin to 

dominate the vortex shedding. It may be possible to improve the performance even further 

by modifying the strut cross-section to break up eddies, creating more broad-banded vortices 

w ith smaller intensity. This is analogous to the approach taken in the design of anti

strumming cables for ocean applications [6J. 

Strut size must be chosen carefully to avoid structural resonances in the frequency bands 

of interest. This may be a very restrictive condition, forcing an extremely stiff structure with 

resonances higher than perhaps a hundred Hertz. One option involves the use of carbon 

fibre struts molded into a cage structure. The carbon fibre has the advantage of high 

stiffness, low weight, ease of fabrication using molding procedures, plus the option to tailor 

the thermal expansion coefficient by add ing other types of fibres to the matrix. It may be 

possible to manufacture a composite cage with nearly zero thermal expansion. 3mm 

diameter struts have been tested with magnet-wire conductors molded into the core of the 

structure to be connected to the transducers. A sketch of the prototype sensor cage is shown in 

figure 3. 
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Zero Offset 

We have attempted to minimize the zero offset error by incorporating two features in 

the new sensor: 1) the cables between electronics and transducers' will be shorter than 1 

meter; 2) they will be housed in a rigid strut. The former will reduce the impact of the 

cables on measurements since the equivalent circuit of the lTansmitting and receiving system 

will not be dominated by the cable capacitance, as it is with BASS [11. Likewise, the 

transmitted wavefonn will not be distorted before reaching the transducer. The new design 

will also prevent the cables from being flexed. 

Using an equivalent circuit model proposed for BASS in r11. we estimate the offset 

sensitivity of MAVS relative to BASS. To keep offset errors small, the source and load 

impedance should be much less than the transdl!cer and cable impedance. Using small 

transducers and short cables yields lower capacitance, and thus higher impedance relative 

to the source and load. From a preliminary circuit design, MAVS will be half as sensitive to 

capadtance changes in the cables and transducer as BASS. Thus, MA VS should have zero 

offset drift on the order of 0.05 to 0.15 em/s. 

The MA VS cage is being designed to allow simple and repeatable zero calibration by 

placing the sensor head in as small a container as possible to limit large scale fluid motion 

while performing a calibration. This calibration is presently done with BASS by taping up 

the sensor volume using polyethylene bags and duct tape to block flow, and deploying the 

instrument off a dock for a brief period. 

CONCLUSION: AN ERROR BUDGET 

The discussion above regarding first the sources of error in an acoustic current meter, and 

the subsequent section on design of the MAVS leads us to estimate the magnitudes of error in 

BASS, and the projected perfonnance of MAVS. 

The errors discussed above are summarized in Table 1. Assumlng that the errors are 

independent, the total e rror for the current meters is the root-mean-square of the 
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independent errors. Table 2 presents a comparison between the performance of BASS and 

MAVS. When summing the errors, we include potential flow effects from all struts, rings and 

transducers. When evaluating wake effects, we only sum the disturbances from bodies that 

arc upstream. 

Figures 11 and 12 show error measured from tow-tank testing of BASS. The sensor was 

towed at several speeds from 1 to 12Ocm/s in the Canada Centre for Inland Waters testing 

facility in Burlington, Ontario. Runs were done with the sensor oriented in 20 different ways, 

including rotations about the long vertical axis of the pod, and about the horizontal axis. 

The rotations ranged from -20 to +200 about the horizontal axis, and for all 36()0 about the 

vertical axis. The data shown includes all orientations. 

At low speeds, a O.3cm/s constant bias dominates the error. . Figure 12 shows the 

probability density of the velocity error for the data from figure 11. The Gaussian 

distribution plotted in figure 12 has had the mean error removed (-4%), and a standard 

deviation equal to 3.5%. 

The breakdown of error contTibutions from the components of the BASS cage clearly 

shows the mount rings to be the largest contributor. They are the only component with sharp 

corners, and their dimensions are O.3cm X 1.0 on. The drag coefficient of a rectangular cross

section strut is approximately double that of a circular cylinder, as is the wake half

width[131. In addition to the larger wake resulting from the rectangular cross-section, the 

rings are axisymmetric about the vertical axis of the sensor. The wake from the rings will 

interfere with measurement regardless of rotation about this axis. Wake from the vertical 

struts only interfere for certain flow directions. 

If the BASS sensor is tilted about a horizontal axis, thereby presenting a larger ring 

cross-section to the flow, the wake will get much larger, interfering with more of the 

measurement volume. Small angles of tilt have a large impact on the error, whereas rota tion 

about the vertical axis is much more subtle (figure 13). The top graph shows normalized 

velocity measured for rotations about the vertical axis from 0-900. The circles represent 

80%,90%, 100%, and 110% of free-stream velocity. Ideal response would follow the 100% 

line. The error due to rotation about the vertical axis appears to be on the order of 5% in the 
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figure. The lower plot in figure 13 shows the error for tilt angles up to 200. The increase in 

error is much more sensitive to change in tilt than in rotation about the vertical axis. 

Based on the comparison between estimated and measured error for BASS, we consider 

the 1.6% error estimate for MAVS to be reasonable. For speeds less than Scm/s, a constant 

error of .05-.1Scm/s is expected. This represents a refinement of the prediction made in [15J . 
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Figure 5: Velocity Defect and Half-Width of a Cylinder Wake 

Figure 6: Interference of Acoustic Path due to Wake 

Figure 7: Spectra of Velocity for Several Tow Speeds of BASS 

Figure 8 : Noise Aoor and Variance of Spectra of BASS 

Figure 9A &: B : An Eddy advocting through the acoustic beam; 

9A: Eddy moving into the Beam 

9B: Eddy Passing Out of the Beam 

Figure 10 : Zero Offset between two successive calibra tions of BASS 

Figure 11 : BASS Accuracy from Tow-Tank Data 

Figure 12: Probability Distribution fOT BASS Tow-Tank Data 

Figure 13: Cosine Response of BASS 
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Table 1; Summai}' of Enors hom various sources 

Error Source Error Function 

Po tential Flow: Sphe re (~y 
Potential flow: Cylinder m2 

Cylinder Wake o 33(¥ ) 
Vortex shedd ing 

U AU 
f,=O.2() , u = O.OOO4U 

Zero Offset 0. 1-0.3 cm/s 

Sound Speed c2 _ cm2 

c2 
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Table 2: Summary 01 Errors from various ~Ul'C'CS and thclr impitd on BASS and MA VS 

Error Source BASS MAVS 

""""""'" En~ !limeMore E""" 

Potential Flow: Transducers 

(modelled as 8 spheres) !fun ..rs 0.015% = -J80.llOO4% 

Potential Flow: Cylinders 

- Vertical struts (4) 0= ..J4 0.045% U30n ..f40.04% 

- Vertical cables (4) 0.32an >Ii 0.045% 

- Horizontal rings (2) !fun ..J2 0.44% 0.3an .J20.G4% 

Cylinder Wake 

-Vertical struts (2 upstream) 0= .rz 0.70% 0.3an -.[40.66% 

-Vertical cables (2 upstream) 0.32an .,J2 0.70% 

- Horizontal rings (2),CO=2 !fun ..J2 0 .4-8.0)% Il3an -./20.66% 

Total U Dependent Error z.5..11A % ,. .. 
Vortex shedding U2UHz OJUHz 

Zero Offset 03an/s 0.1 an/s 

Sound Speed <4% <4% 

• 

• 
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Sensor Cage 

G ra phite ___ .... 
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Figure 1: MAVS General Configuration 
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Figure 2: BASS Sensor Cage 
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• 

4 reciprocal acoustic axOS --1I------"...,~ 

, 

• • 

. 
• 

3mm diameter piezo-ceramic 
transducers 

Oralded carbon-fibre 
struts with internal 
electrical conductors 

Figure 3 MA VS Sensor Cage 
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• Fig,rre 4: Potential Flow Around a Sphere 
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Velocily Defect in a Wake Half·width ora Wake 
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Figure 6 : Velocity Defect and Half-Width of a Cylinder Wake 
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Probability Distribution of BASS Zero Offsets 
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Figure 11 : BASS Accuracy from Tow-Tank Data 
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Probability Distribution of BASS in a Tow Tank 
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Figure 13: Cosine Response of BASS 
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Appendix C : Time-Series and Cross-correlations from 
VENTS90 
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Additional Data Plots from VENTS90 
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Figure C.l: TemperaJure from alllhL thermistors (HI M2. Each umpu aJure ljme-ser~s is offset 

vertically by .l oC. The botlom lime series is from MTR20J6, which logged data/or longer 
than. the others. 
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Figure C.2: TemperaJure from all the pods on BS3 . Each temperalure lime-series is offset 'l'erlically by 

.050 C. The bot/om lime series is /rom lhe luwermost pod, and Ihe lop is from Ille highest 
pod. The top pod had one bod acOllSlic axis, which is reflecled in IIIe Imge spikes in 
lemperalUrl!. 
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Figure C3: Tempermure from all/he pods on BS4. EacIJ temperaJure time-series is offset vertically by 

.OS0e. The bottom lime series is from the lowermost pod, and the top is from tile highest 
pod. 
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Figure C.6: Temperature from the bolfom thermistor on M2 . Each temperalilre lime-series is offset 
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Figure C.7: Cross-correlation between temperatures from ,he moorings and tripods. The solid line is 
the correlmion be/ween temperaJures on lheflrsl day of deployment. and the dashed line is 
the correlation betv.·een temperalures 011 the third day. 
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Figure C.S: Cross-€orrdation ~lwun Itmpt'rallirts from 1M moorings and tripods. TJ~ solid line is 
lhe cOf'Tdation ~lwun kmpcralures OIl rhe [lTst day of deptoJ~fIl. IJrId the daslu!d liM is 
Ihe correlation be1wetm temperatures on rile rhird day. This is a cOnJinuarion of Ihe p/Ol.f 

from C.7. 
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Figure C.7: Cross-corre1azion, between lhe bollom sensor on M2 and the turbulent kinetic eMrcy 
measured Q1 OSl. The bollam line represenu Ihe correlaJion for the first day, and each other 
line moving upwards all the figure represenlS the correlaJionfor a subsequenl 11-hou!' period. 
The correiaJioll chtUlges depending 011 flow conditions, intiicaljng tlwl the re1alion is not 
purely a fUllction of tidal forcing, bUI is probably a result of flow direction arid magnitude 
also. The correlarionpeak around JO-houf'S (betWU II 8-14 hours there appelUs to be a peak in 
several oj lilt! corrcllllions) was used as a represenlalive timL-scole for IhL relatioll between 
M2 and II~ turbulent intensity. 
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Temperature profile from Mooring 2 

Temperature profile from Mooring 2 

Figure C.S: Tef1l{U!Nll ure profiles from M2 sllOwing 3.75-minute samples of plumes going to tile 
southward (top) and /0 lhe weSlward (boitonl). The vertical scale on both plots is 
lemperature, and II~ lIorizOtllal axes are lime (10 the riglll) and height (10 the left). The 
jigllre 4.14 shows the complefe time·series of this representation similar 10 this tllal lias 
been averaged to olle·hour samples. 
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